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Abstract
The Tokai to Kamioka (T2K) experiment is designed to detect νµ → νe ap-
pearance for the first time from accelerator generated neutrinos and measure neu-
trino oscillation parameters. The most intense accelerator muon neutrino beam
ever built is produced at the J-PARC facility on the East coast of Japan, and
sent 2.5◦ off-axis toward the Super-Kamiokande water Cherenkov detector. The
main background for the recent appearance analysis comes from neutral current
1pi0 interaction, accounting for 23% of the background events. In addition, the
near detector (ND280) has been built to serve the requirement to provide high
accuracy beam characteristics and background studies by measuring a number of
neutrino cross-sections.
In this thesis the NC1pi0 channel studies at the near detector ND280 is per-
formed. The studies aim to develop the NC1pi0 event selection to single out
the muon neutrino induced NC1pi0 interactions in the PØD (pi0 Detector) sub-
detector, where one pi0 decay gamma converts in the PØD and the second gamma
converts in the PØD-ECal (pi0 Electromagnetic Calorimeter) sub-detector. The
used data sample was collected during Runs II,III and IV, consisting of a total
of 6.2× 1020 POT. Simulated events are generated with the NEUT MC to eval-
uate backgrounds and estimate the selection efficiency. The studies have been
performed for the two PØD configurations: filled with water and without water.
The first approach to the usage of PØD-ECal sub-detector in the NC1pi0 chan-
nel studies showed that further improvements on the PØD-ECal reconstruction
and matching between the PØD and PØD-ECal is required. However, as a result
of the performed analysis the total efficiency of 3.0% (4.0%) and purity of 17.7%
(16.4%) is obtained for the PØD filled with water (without water) configuration.
Finally, after selection, 68 ± 8.2 (stat) (107 ± 10.3 (stat)) events passed all the
requirements for the PØD filled with (without) water. The developed selection
lay the groundwork for the future measurement of the NC1pi0 cross-section for the
events induced by neutrinos interacting in the PØD sub-detector and systematic
errors evaluation, using larger data sets. As for now, the systematic uncertainties
are a subject of a discussion in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes the study of neutrino induced neutral current interactions
with a pi0 in the final state and includes for the first time the PØD-ECal sub-
detector in the analysis.
In the first two chapters neutrino physics is briefly presented. First, in chap-
ter 2, the three main themes in contemporary neutrino physics are discussed, i.e.
neutrino masses and their hierarchy, oscillations and CP violation phase. Each
of them is a challenging subject for the current and future experimental mea-
surements. In order to answer some of the questions in neutrino physics, it is
required to reach the best possible knowledge about neutrino interactions with
matter. These interactions are described in chapter 3, with emphasis on the neu-
tral current pi0 production, which is the main subject in this thesis. The current
knowledge of the neutral current pi0, NC1pi0, and cross section measurements
from a number of experiments are summarised.
Chapter 4 is an introduction to the T2K experiment. A detailed description
of the near detector ND280 and far detector Super-Kamiokande is provided; this
includes a review of the PØD and PØD-ECal sub-detectors that are used to make
the measurement in this thesis.
The following chapter, chapter 5, summarises the information about the data
collected during Runs 1,2,3,4 and 5 in addition to a description of the data quality
requirements at ND280.
The ND280 software structure is introduced and explained in chapter 6. First,
the Monte Carlo simulation stages are described followed by the calibration and
reconstruction explanation. The PØD and PØD-ECal reconstruction software
structure is emphasised as a preparation and introduction towards the NC1pi0
analysis.
In chapter 7 the work on the initial NC1pi0 analysis in the PØD and PØD-ECal
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sub-detectors is presented. This analysis lay the basis for the future NC1pi0 cross
section measurement for neutrinos interacting in the PØD. The development of
a PØD-PØD-ECal inclusive NC1pi0 event selection is described, including the
usage of a multivariate analysis method with a boosted decision trees algorithm.
The final brief review of the current readiness of the PØD-ECal for the analysis
is given along with the proposal of the future improvements.
Chapter 8 contains a discussion on the systematic errors followed by chapter 9
which concludes the work presented in this thesis.
In addition, there are appendices which contain a detailed description of the
MVA input variables for the signal and background as well as the Boosted De-
cision Trees classifier for signal and background discrimination distributions for
the different fiducial volume values.
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Chapter 2
Neutrinos
Neutrinos were created at the beginning of the Universe and they fill the entire
space, similarly to the microwave background. Additionally, they are produced
in the celestial bodies, the Earth’s atmosphere and man-made machines such
as nuclear reactors or accelerators. The neutrino cross sections are distinctively
small and as a consequence they can travel long distances through matter with-
out interacting, unlike other particles. Therefore, the message they carry contains
important information about the sources that produce them, even the most dis-
tant. Furthermore, neutrino physics can be used to probe new theories beyond
the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. This can be achieved by examining
neutrino phenomena such as the oscillation of neutrino flavours or the charge
parity (CP) violating phase in the leptonic sector, which is thought to help ex-
plain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. In this chapter, a brief
introduction to the main interest topics for neutrino physics is given.
2.1 Neutrino Mass
The Standard Model (SM) theory was developed in the middle of the 20th century
and it accommodates three types of the fundamental interactions: electromag-
netic, weak and strong nuclear between the elementary particles, fermions and
bosons. The SM includes 6 lepton fermion fields which have been arranged in
SU(2) group doublets (left-handed) and singlets (right-handed) of definite hand-
edness (
νeL
eL
)
, eR
(
νµL
µL
)
, µR
(
ντL
τL
)
, τR.
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By construction the right handed neutrinos are not included in the SM, as only
left-handed ν have been observed so far in nature and allowed by theory. In the
SM neutrinos are massless, however neutrino masses can be introduced into the
theory by the use of two mechanisms: the Dirac and Majorana mechanisms.
In the Dirac mechanism, the neutrino mass is introduced to the SM via the
Higgs mechanism [13], [14], [15], identically to the quark and charged lepton mass
origin process1, where the right handed component is added to the SM Higgs-
lepton Yukawa Lagrangian in the neutrino field element. This is called a Neutrino
Minimal Standard Model (nuMSM). The right handed neutrinos have different
properties to their left handed analogs, i.e. invariance under SM symmetry, hy-
percharge Y = 0, deficiency of quantum anomalies cancellation and interaction
through the gravitational force only. Therefore, right handed neutrinos are called
sterile. In the final outcome there are two spin states which can be doubled by
an independent particle and antiparticle state.
In the Majorana mechanism, the neutrinos can be identified with its own
antiparticle since they have no charge. Only neutral fermions can be described
by the Majorana field due to the simplifications on the charge parity. In this case,
two spin components are incorporated into one wave function. The left and right
handed fermion fields are not independent and the Dirac equation for each type
of handedness is the same equation written in two different ways. As a result,
out of all fermions only neutrinos can be considered as Majorana particles.
The question about the neutrino’s nature, Majorana or Dirac, is currently a
subject of an intense experimental investigation. Both mechanisms diverge only
for the case of massive neutrinos, which has been proven by the measurement
and discovery of ν oscillation phenomenon that is described in the next section.
However the kinematic effects for Dirac and Majorana neutrinos are the same and
thus, as a consequence, can not be searched for through the neutrino oscillations
directly.
The neutrino mass eigenvalues are significantly smaller than those of other ele-
mentary particles including the other fermions from the same generation. Though
the origin of this phenomenon is still unknown, and not explained by either of the
discussed mechanisms, there are existing theories which provide an explanation
of the low value of neutrino masses, eg. the see-saw mechanism [17].
The absolute values of neutrino masses have not been measured yet, however
the upper limits have been determined and are shown in Table 2.1. These are the
1The full mathematical formalism of neutrino mass introduction can be found in Ref. [16].
It is omitted due to its irrelevance to the main subject of this thesis.
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direct measurements obtained by studying well understood decays of particles.
The electron neutrino mass limit was determined using β-decay and gave the
result of mνe < 2 eV at a 95% confidence level. The new KATRIN [18] experiment
plans to start taking data soon in order to decrease this limit to 0.19 eV. For the
case where electron neutrino mass would be above 0.35 eV, KATRIN can make a
measurement with 5σ precision assuming 5 years of running. The muon neutrino
mass was measured from charged pion decay to be mνµ < 190 keV at a 90%
confidence level. The lowest precision up to date has been achieved in assessing
the tau neutrino mass. This was done by colliding e+e− which produces taus
decaying to 5 hadron states and ντ . The tau neutrino mass is currently less
than 18.2 MeV at a 95% confidence level. The difficulties in a direct ν mass
Neutrino Flavour Upper Mass Limit Experimental Method
νe 2 eV Tritium
νµ 0.19 MeV pi decay at rest
ντ 18.2 MeV τ decay
Table 2.1: Recent direct measurements of neutrino upper mass limits from the
Particle Data Group (PDG) 2014 [10].
measurement lead to the alternative method based on the double beta decay
studies, which concerns Majorana neutrinos. There are existing isotopes which
are energetically allowed for the double beta decay according to
(Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− + 2νe. (2.1)
However, in the Majorana mechanism, where the neutrino is its own antiparticle,
the two produced neutrinos can annihilate giving the final state of 0νββ. A mea-
surement of the half life of this process will allow the lightest mass eigenstate to be
determined. There is a substantial number of such experiments and they aim to
improve the lower bound of a ν mass measurement below 0.01 eV or measure the
effective mass. An example of such experiment is the SuperNemo [19] experiment
which, by design, has a sensitivity of an effective mass mee < 0.07−0.12 eV. Also
the SNO+ [20] experiment has the ability to determine the neutrino mass limit
via 0νββ. The sensitivity of the mass depends on the radioactive addition load
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to the scintillator in the detector tank. A 3% loading, which corresponds to 8
tons of 130 Te isotope in the SNO+ detector, would give the effective potential to
probe the majority of this interesting mass range with high sensitivity including
the region of the “inverted hierarchy”. In order to determine the neutrino mass
from the 0νββ experiments one has to combine the measurement with oscillation
experiment results which are described in the following section.
2.2 Neutrino Oscillation Phenomenology
Neutrinos are unique particles, quantum mechanically speaking, as they are de-
fined by a flavour state in contrary to the other Standard Model particles. The
majority of elementary particles have a mass state simultaneous with their flavour
state, which makes it straightforward to determine their mass from experiments.
However, this cannot be applied to neutrinos, where their flavour state is a super-
position of Hamiltonian states. In a vacuum these Hamiltonian states correspond
to the neutrino mass states. This exceptional feature results in a neutrino flavour
time, t, evolution equation given by
| να (t) 〉 =
∑
k
U∗αke
−iλkt | νk 〉, (2.2)
where | να 〉 are flavour eigenstates, λk is an kth eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian
eigenstate | νk 〉, and U∗αk is a unitary mixing matrix. When this matrix is not
diagonal, it means that neutrinos are mixed. Using the unitarity of the above
relation, the massive states can be expressed by flavour states
| νk 〉 =
∑
α
Ukα | να 〉. (2.3)
Hence, the superposition of massive neutrino states | να (t) 〉 can be expressed
through pure flavour states | να 〉. Then the transition of να → νβ amplitude in
time t is given by
Aνα→νβ (t) ≡ 〈 νβ | να (t) 〉 =
∑
k
U∗αkUβke
−iλkt, (2.4)
and the transition probability from one neutrino flavour to an other can be written
as
Pνα→νβ (t) = |Aνα→νβ (t) |2 =
∑
k,j
U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βje
−i(λk−λj)t. (2.5)
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For ultrarelativistic neutrinos the following approximation can be used
λk − λj ' Ek − Ej '
∆m2kj
2E
, (2.6)
where ∆m2kj is a square mass difference (m
2
k−m2j), and E = |−→p |. Since neutrinos
propagate with almost the speed of light, the propagation time t can be approx-
imated by the distance L between the neutrino source and detector. Finally, the
oscillation formula can be written as
Pνα→νβ (L,E) =
∑
k,j
U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj exp
(
−i∆m
2
kjL
2E
)
. (2.7)
In terms of natural units the oscillation probability of one neutrino flavour into
an other can be written as
Pνα→νβ (L,E) = sin
2 2θ sin2
(
1.27∆m2ij
L
E
)
, (2.8)
and from there it is trivial to write a formula for the flavour surviving probability
(disappearance)
Pνα→να (L,E) = 1− Pνα→νβ (L,E) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2
(
1.27∆m2ij
L
E
)
, (2.9)
where θ is a mixing angle between two flavour neutrino states, defining how
different neutrino flavour states depend on the neutrino mass states. The relation
between three neutrino mass states and three flavour states can be represented
spatially as shown in Figure 2.1. The three neutrino flavour mixing matrix U7
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FIG. 1. Display of the three mixing angles that characterize the orientation of the flavor axes
relative to mass axes. (figure courtesy of S. King)
Majorana phases. Certain processes are available to Majorana neutrino that are unavailable
to Dirac neutrinos. The process actively being sought in several experiments is “no-neutrino
double β-decay” In double β-decay with Dirac neutrinos, one expects two neutrons to simul-
taneously decay to 2(pνee
−). However, if neutrinos are their own antiparticles (Majorana
particles), the two neutrinos may eﬀectively annihilated one another, leading to a diﬀerent,
detectable final state 2(pe−), occurring at a rate that depends on the neutrino masses, the
mixing matrix U , and the additional two Majorana phases. On the other hand, it can be
shown that the Majorana phases do not enter into our formulae for neutrino oscillation, and
we will not discuss them further.
V. WHAT WE KNOW
So we have a three-active neutrino sector parametrized by three mixing angles (θ13, θ21,
and θ32 ) and one phase (δ) in U , and three neutrino masses (m1, m2, and m3). To date, all
three mixing angles have been inferred from neutrino oscillation data. In fact, because of
the environments – nuclear reactors, the Sun, and the atmosphere – from which their values
were first deduced, these three mixing angles are sometimes referred to as θR, θ⊙ and θA.
Figure 2.1: Spatial drawing demonstrating the orientation of the neutrino flavour
axes (νe, νµ, ντ ) with respect to neutrino mass axes (ν1, ν2, ν3), related by the
three mixing a gles (θ12, θ13, θ23) [1].
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is parametrised by the three mixing angles ( θ12, θ13, θ23 ) and one phase (δCP )
which is a CP violating phase. In the absence of interactions (vacuum) this is
called the PMNS2 matrix and is expressed by the oscillation parameters
UPMNS = R32(θ32)U
†
δ R13(θ13)Uδ R21(θ21) (2.10)
=
 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23

 c13 0 s13e
−iδCP
0 1 0
−s13e−iδCP 0 c13

 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1

=
 c21c13 s21c13 s13e
−iδCP
−s21c32 − c21s32s13eiδCP c21c32 − s21s32s13eiδCP s32c13
s21s32 − c21c32s13eiδCP −c21s32 − s21c32s13eiδCP c32c13
 .
Here, Rjk(θjk) describes a rotation in the jk-plane through angle θjk,
Uδ = diag(e
iδCP /2, 1, e−iδCP /2), and sjk ≡ sin θjk, cjk ≡ cos θjk. Note, that the
phase factor e±iδCP only occurs in the PMNS matrix elements associated with
sin θ13. This means that δCP can be established experimentally only under the
condition of non zero sin θ13. The phase factor is associated with two discrete
symmetries: charge conjugation C that changes particles to antiparticles and
parity P which reverses the spatial components of the wavefunction. P flips
the direction of the particles but not the spin, hence the particle handedness is
transformed. Since CP symmetry changes the sign of the neutrinos and direction
of the oscillation, the invariance under CP implies that
Pνα→νβ = Pνα→νβ . (2.11)
The inequality of the above probabilities, as a result of the phase δCP , has the
potential to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the lepton sector.
Neutrino oscillations are a quantum mechanical phenomenon that may be
observed over large distances, even astronomically large. In such cases, neutrinos
pass through a significant amount of medium, electrons and nucleons, which
results in a modification of the oscillation probability. This is called the matter
effect and it occurs due to the neutrino neutral current (NC) and charged current
(CC) coherent forward elastic weak scattering. The NC scattering can appear
for every flavour, however the CC scattering affects only the electron flavour as
matter consists of e, but not µ and τ , see Figure 2.2. The matter effect arises in
2The neutrinos mixing matrix was first introduced by B. Pontecorvo, Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa
and S. Sakata (PMNS matrix) in Ref. [21], [22], [23] and [24].
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2.1.2 Matter Eﬀect
The formalism in the previous sections is valid in vacuum only. As a neutrino propagates
through matter it experiences an additional potential due to coherent interactions with
particles in the medium. All neutrino flavours can interact with matter (electrons, protons
and neutrons) via neutral current (NC) as in Figure 2.2 (right). This just produces a
common phase in the mixing matrix and is irrelevant in the calculation of oscillation
probabilities, as is the case for the Majorana phases. However, νe can also interact via
charged current (CC) interactions with the electrons in the medium as in Figure 2.2
(left), contributing the potential
VCC “
?
2GFNe (2.20)
to the neutrino Hamiltonian, where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and Ne is the
electron number density. Thus the derivation of the oscillation probabilities from Equa-
tion 2.4 is modified leading to an eﬀective mixing matrix.
e!
-e
-e e!
W
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, p, n-e , p, n-e
Z
Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for CC (left) and NC (right) elastic scattering weak interaction processes.
In the 2-neutrino case, for example considering νe and νx where νx can be some linear
combination of νµ and ντ since they feel the same matter potential, the eﬀective matrix
is given similarly to Equation 2.12 as
UM “
¨˚
˝ cos θM sin θM
´ sin θM cos θM
‹˛‚, (2.21)
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams of the neutrino forward elastic scattering for the
neutral current interaction (left) through Z exchange, and charged current inter-
action (right) through W exchange.
a mathematical formalism as an additional effective pote tial, Vα, in vacuum
Hamiltonian given by
Vα = VCCδαe + VNC , (2.12)
where the CC and NC potentials are equal to
VCC =
√
2GFNe, VNC = −1
2
√
2GFNn, (2.13)
where GF is a Fermi interaction constant, and Ne(Nn) is the electron (neutron)
number density in the medium. Neutrinos and anti-neutrinos experience opposite
signs of the potential. This potential can be applied to the time evolution equa-
tion of the neutrino flavour state. As a result, the equation is composed with two
separated terms: one term accommodates neutral current potential and second
term consists of charged current potential. The term that includes VNC is irrele-
vant for the neutrino flavour transition since it generates a phase common to all
flavours and can be eliminated by the phase shift. Therefore, the time evolution
leads to the new form of the probability of neutrino oscillation that depends only
on VCC . Considering the first order of the matter effect, the probability PM of
νe → νµ can be written as
PM = sin
2 2θM sin
2
(
∆m2M
L
4E
)
, (2.14)
where
sin2 2θM ≡ sin
2 2θ
sin2 2θ +
(
cos 2θ − 2EVCC
∆m2
)2 , (2.15)
and
∆m2M ≡ ∆m2
√
sin2 2θ +
(
cos 2θ − 2EVCC
∆m2
)2
. (2.16)
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The resonance occurs when 2EVCC = ∆m
2 and then mixing becomes maximal.
This is known as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [16].
2.3 Neutrino Oscillation Measurements
Neutrino oscillation experiments are called interference experiments and are de-
signed to measure the oscillation parameters. To date, all three mixing angles
have been deciphered from the ν oscillation data. Each of the angles, θkj, was
measured from a type of neutrino experiment designed according to the nature of
the neutrino source. Along with the angles, all the absolute values of square mass
differences ∆m2kj have been determined. The only oscillation parameter which is
yet to be measured experimentally is δCP together with the sign of ∆m
2
23. The
summary of the most recent measurements is shown in Table 2.2.
PMNS parameter Best Fit
∆m212 (7.53± 0.18)× 10−5eV2
| ∆m223 | (2.44± 0.06)× 10−3eV2
sin2 2θ12 0.846± 0.021
sin2 2θ23 > 0.981
sin2 2θ13 0.093± 0.008
δCP unknown
Table 2.2: Best fit values of the neutrino oscillation parameters as reported by
the Particle Data Group (PDG) 2014 [10].
The θ12 and ∆m
2
12 parameters were originally measured using neutrinos pro-
duced in the Sun and therefore can be referred to as a “solar” mixing angle and
“solar” mass difference. Here, electron neutrinos are produced in the nuclear
fusion reaction
4p+ 2e− →2 He+ 2νe + 26.7MeV. (2.17)
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The Standard Solar Model (SSM) [25] predicts that the solar flux contains neu-
trinos with energies up to 30 MeV, which majority is below 0.4 MeV. Initially
the solar ν flux observation was based on the detection of electron neutrino
via CC interactions. The measurement was made by the Homestake [26] and
Super-Kamiokande (SK) [27] experiments which observed a deficiency in the
measured solar neutrino rate of about two thirds, which became known as the
Solar Neutrino Problem. This problem was explained by the Sudbury Neu-
trino Observatory (SNO) [28] experiment that detected solar neutrinos via three
different interactions: elastic scattering (ES), charged current and neutral cur-
rent interactions. The latter reaction enabled SNO to measure the entire flux
φ (νe) + φ (νµ) + φ (ντ ). The result was in very good agreement with the SSM
prediction leading to the conclusion that the electron neutrinos were changing
flavour on their way from the Sun. In addition, the solar oscillation parame-
ters were determined from nuclear fusion reactors. The reactors are a powerful
source of νe with energies of order ∼MeV and a baseline of order ∼ 100 km,
significantly shorter than in the Sun, thus the matter effect is negligible. An
example of a reactor experiment is the KamLAND [29] neutrino experiment,
which detects neutrinos from approximately 50 nuclear reactors distributed from
a distance of 80 km to 800 km. The νe flux is measured as a function of the
energy and average baseline over all reactors. A combined average from Kam-
LAND and solar neutrino experiments resulted in ∆m212 = 7.50
+0.19
−0.20 × 10−5eV2
and sin2 2θ12 = 0.857
+0.023
−0.025 (θ12 ≈ 32◦), which means that the solar mixing angle
is not maximal.
The θ23 and |∆m223| parameters are called the ”atmospheric” parameters as
initially they were determined from the observation of the neutrinos produced by
cosmic rays in the Earth’s atmosphere. A proton entering the atmosphere pro-
duces a shower of hadrons which produce pions, which decay to produce neutrinos
via the following reactions
pi+ → µ+ + νµ =⇒ µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ, (2.18)
pi− → µ− + νµ =⇒ µ− → e− + νe + νµ. (2.19)
The ratio consequential to the above reactions can be written as
R =
νµ + νµ
νe + νe
, (2.20)
and is expected to be 2 at moderate energies (the spectrum peak is at 1 GeV).
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However, the Super-Kamiokande experiment, along with other experiments, mea-
sured a lower value which was known as the Atmospheric Neutrino Anomaly.
Additionally, SK analysed the direction of incoming neutrinos and observed a
large deficit of up-going muons, produced by neutrinos with a longer flight length
through the Earth, in comparison to down-going muons. This was explained in
the context of neutrino oscillations hypothesis and was an evidence of νµ disap-
pearance. Later, this measurement was confirmed by the accelerator generated
neutrino experiments such as K2K [30] and MINOS [31]. In accelerator experi-
ments neutrinos are produced via the same reactions as in the atmosphere, see
Equations 2.18 and 2.19. The main difference is that the energy and kinemat-
ics of the particles within the focused beam can be controlled in the accelerator
experiments. The typical energy of accelerator neutrinos is of the order ∼ GeV.
According to Equation 2.9, the E/L ratio needs to be tuned to probe the re-
quired sensitivity to determine the oscillation parameters. Therefore, the desired
baseline is typically from 10 km to 10000 km. The most recent measurement of
the atmospheric parameters was performed by the T2K experiment [32], which
provided the best fit values of sin2 θ23 > 0.95 and ∆m
2
23 = 2.32
+0.12
−0.08×10−3eV2 (for
m21 < m
2
2 < m
2
3). The sign of ∆m
2
23 has not yet been determined and therefore
the hierarchy of the mass eigenstates is not known, see Figure 2.3. There are twoAndre´ de Gouveˆa Northwestern
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March 30, 2006 ν Mass HierarchyFigure 2.3: The neutrino square masses shown in a representation of the flavour
states (colours). As oscillation experiments measure the absolute value of ∆m2,
there are two possible orders of neutrino masses: m21 < m
2
2 < m
2
3 called a normal
hierarchy (left) or m23 < m
2
1 < m
2
2 known as an inverted hierarchy (right) [2].
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possible neutrino mass state arrangements with respect to its value. By conven-
tion, the configuration where ν3 is the heaviest neutrino is called normal hierarchy
(NH) and when ν3 is the lightest it is called inverted hierarchy (IH). This hier-
archy can be established using long baseline oscillation experiments with large
matter effects as well as the double beta decay experiments described in section
2.1. The latter need to combine their measurement with oscillation experiment
results to determine whether there are two heavy and one light, or one light and
two heavy neutrino mass states.
The latest measured oscillation parameter is θ13. An indication of a non zero
value was first reported by the long baseline neutrino accelerator T2K experiment
in 2011 [33] from the νe appearance channel. Next θ13 was precisely determined
in 2012 by the Daya Bay [34] and RENO [35] reactor experiments from the
observation of νe disappearance. In 2013, T2K measured θ13 to be sin
2 2θ13 =
0.150+0.039−0.034 with a 7.3σ C.L. [36] from the νe appearance channel.
It is difficult to measure a δCP phase as it requires the mixing angles to be
determined with a high precision. Otherwise, the current uncertainties associ-
ated with the oscillation parameters measurement would cover the effects of δCP .
However, the nearest future experiments have the relevant sensitivity and re-
quired accuracy to evaluate the phase factor based on the groundwork of current
generation experiments. For example, the T2K experiment has collected ∼ 8%
data of design and has an ability to constrain the mixing angles values with much
better precision.
To achieve the best possible accuracy of the neutrino oscillation parameters,
a good knowledge of the neutrino interactions with matter is essential. The
recent theoretical models of such interactions and measurements of neutrino cross
sections are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions
In this chapter, the neutrino interactions at the neutrino oscillation experiments
are briefly described with emphasis on the neutral current single pi0 produced
in the final state. Along with a more theoretical description of the process, the
explanation of the neutral pion’s role in the neutrino oscillation experiments is
also given. Finally, recent results of the NCpi0 cross section measurements from
neutrino experiments are summarised.
3.1 Neutrino Interactions in the Oscillation
Experiments
In the Standard Model neutrinos interact only weakly, exchanging either a W
boson in the charged current, or a Z boson in the neutral current interactions.
The neutrino interaction cross section can be decomposed into
σ = σCC + σNC , (3.1)
where σCC and σNC correspond to the CC and NC cross sections, respectively.
When a neutrino scatters on the nucleon, one has to take into account the kine-
matics of the target inner structure. This structure and the neutrino energy
determine the complexity of the interaction and as a result the scattering pro-
cesses can be categorised. Therefore, for both CC and NC interactions, there are
three processes: quasielastic (QES) or elastic (ES) scattering, resonance (RES)
pion production and deep inelastic scattering (DIS). Feynman diagrams of these
processes are shown in Figure 3.1.
In the neutrino energy region below 1 GeV, ES and QES are the dominating
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3 Introduction to Neutrino Nucleon Scattering
Eq. (3.13) is the most general expression for charged current neutrino-nucleon scattering
at energies small compared to the vector boson mass. Thus, the differential cross section
is completely defined by a set of five structure functions which parametrize our ignorance
about QCD. In principle, these functions could be measured. In practice, however, this is
beyond realistic expectations and it is not possible to proceed further without an explicit
model of the hadronic vertex. Therefore, we will disentangle different processes and
discuss the individual terms in the following chapters.
3.2 Decomposition of the Cross Section
We shall now decompose the neutrino nucleon scattering into its pieces. In the next
chapters we shall present models of those parts and calculate exclusive cross sections
instead of the inclusive one just presented.
For neutrinos, as well as for antineutrinos, we can distinguish neutral and charged current
interactions:
σ = σCC + σNC . (3.31)
For each part there are basically three processes which add up to the total cross section
σCC,NC = σ(QE) + σ(RES) + σ(Non-RES/DIS). (3.32)
• (Quasi)Elastic (QE):
W, Z
N
ν
N ′
l, ν
CC: νN → lN ′ (3.33)
NC: νN → νN (3.34)
• Resonance production (RES):
W, Z
N
ν
R
l, ν
CC: νN → lR (3.35)
NC: νN → νR (3.36)
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(b) RES
3.2 Decomposition of the Cross Section
• Non-resonant background / Deep inelastic scattering (DIS):
W, Z
N
ν
X
l, ν
CC: νN → lX (3.37)
NC: νN → νX (3.38)
ν stands here for every kind of neutrino flavor as well as for its antiparticle. The term
”quasielastic” refers to the fact that the neutrino changes its identity to a charged lepton. If
the outgoing lepton is still a neutrino, the reaction is denoted as ”elastic”. The term ”deep
inelastic” refers to the kinematical regime where both Q2 and the mass of the hadronic
final state are large compared to typical hadron masses.
Having those three basic processes at hand we can describe all relevant physical reac-
tions. The cross section is then a sum of all single contribution, namely the production of
nucleons, of pions, etas and kaons, etc:
σCC,NC = σ(N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
mainly from QE
+ σ(pi)︸︷︷︸
mainly from RES
+ σ(η) + σ(K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from RES, DIS
+ . . . (3.39)
In this thesis we are mostly interested in energies in the resonance region, i. e. neutrino
energies up to about 2 GeV. This will mainly probe the first two parts of the above
equation. The most important processes at these energies are quasielastic scattering
and resonance production (see Fig. 3.2). The resonance production, however, is domi-
nated by the ∆(1232) (cf. chapter 6) which subsequently decays into a pion nucleon pair
(cf. Eq. (3.39)). Therefore, the next two chapters will be devoted to the calculation of
quasielastic scattering and of ∆ production. In chapter 6 we shall discuss the remaining
contributions needed for a full description of neutrino nucleon scattering.
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(c) DIS
Figure 3.1: The Feynman diagrams of neutrino-nuc eon processes for ch rged and
neutral current interactions.
processes. In this process the ν interacts with the whol nucl on from the target
nucleus. In the higher energy region of a few GeV, the main process is RES where
the nucleon is excited to the resonant state. This nucleon next decays into a va-
riety of mesons. For an energy above 5 GeV, the dominant cross section is DIS
where the neutrino scatters on the individual quark within nucleon, transferring
energy to the nucleon. This leads to a hadronic shower in the final state. All
these processes add up to the total cross section. Although there are theoretical
models describing each type of interaction, there i no univers l model integrating
all the processes. The outline of all the processes is also summarised in Table 3.1
for CC and Table 3.2 for NC interactions.
Contemporary detectors are made of heavy nuclei material which increases
the complexity of neutrino interactions. This is manifested by the nuclear effects
which occur when the neutrino scatters on the nucleon bounded in the nucleus
and can modify the final product results. Therefore, the impact of the nuclear
effects on the cross section measurement can vary depending on the type of nuclei
incorporated in the interaction with the neutrino. Both, the kinematics and
interaction itself are affected mainly in the low energy region.
The current knowledge of theoretical models and recent measurements of neu-
trino cross sections are shown in Figure 3.2. From there, it can be seen that the
cross sections are well measured at neutrino energies above 10 GeV but show
large uncertainties below the 1 GeV region. The neutrino oscillation experimen-
tal energy ranges vary from ∼ 200 MeV to ∼ 10 GeV which results in different
dominating processes for each experiment. Therefore, there is a number of neu-
trino generators which require different criteria to be satisfied for using different
theoretical neutrino interaction models. As a result, the cross sections measure-
ment depends on the type of nuclei and the theoretical model used in the Monte
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CC Neutrino Interaction Equation Characteristics
Quasi-Elastic Scattering νµ + n→ µ− + p target changes but
CCQE does not break up
Nuclear Resonances Production νµ + n→ µ− + p+ pi0(N∗or∆) target goes
CCpi νµ + n→ µ− + n+ pi+ to excited state
Deep Inelastic Scattering νµ + quark → µ− + quark′ nucleon breaks up
CC DIS
Table 3.1: The neutrino - nucleon processes in the charged current interactions.
NC Neutrino Interaction Equation Characteristics
Elastic Scattering νµ +N → νµ +N target unchanged
NCQE
Nuclear Resonances Production νµ +N → νµ +N + pi(N∗or∆) target goes
NCpi to excited state
Deep Inelastic Scattering νµ + quark → νµ + quark′ nucleon breaks up
NC DIS
Table 3.2: The neutrino - nucleon processes in the neutral current interactions.
Carlo (MC) simulation. The long baseline oscillation experiments are composed
of the far and near detectors. The latter is constructed to also address the short-
age of neutrino interaction data, particularly in the energy region around 1 GeV.
The T2K experiment has the neutrino energy peak around ∼ 0.6 GeV, where
the main contribution to the cross section is dominated by quasi-elastic interac-
tions and resonant processes with a pion in the final state, see Figure 3.3. Along
with neutrino oscillation experiments there is a number of existing cross section
dedicated experiments such as MINERνA [37] or ArgoNeuT [38], which study
neutrino interactions and verify theoretical models at a wide range of energies.
There is also a number of the planned experiments in the near future, eg. Micro-
BooNE [39].
From the experimental point of view, the CC interactions are more straight-
forward to be detected due to the charged lepton presence and neutrino absence
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Neutrino Cross Sections 3
Figure 1. Summary of the current knowledge of νµ charged-current cross sections. Plot courtesy
of G. Zeller [1].
be seen in a detector or is absorbed in the target nucleus, is a common background
to quasi-elastic scattering signals.
2.3 Nuclear Eﬀects
Interpretation of both oscillation and cross-section measurements is complicated by
the fact that modern neutrino detectors are usually made of heavy nuclei. Neu-
trino interactions with nucleons bound within a nucleus diﬀer from those with free
nucleons in a number of ways.
• The interaction cross section for bound nucleons is reduced by eﬀects such
as Pauli blocking, particularly in the kinematic region where the momentum
transferred from the neutrino to the nucleon is low.
• The initial-state nucleon has a non-zero Fermi-momentum, which eﬀectively
smears kinematic reconstruction that typically assumes a nucleon at rest.
• Final state particles can undergo interactions as they traverse the nucleon.
These interactions can result in significantly diﬀerent final-states than were
produced by the primary interaction.
• Neutrinos can interact with multi-nucleon bound states within the nucleus.
Whether such interactions contribute significantly to the total interaction cross
section is currently unclear. If they do, this could have significant implications
for oscillation experiments, as they may be diﬃcult to distinguish from single-
nucleon final-states in many detectors.
Figure 3.2: Summary of the recent knowledge of νµ charged current cross sec-
tions [3].
Figure 3.3: Summary of the recent knowledge of νµ charged current cross sections
with the most recent addition from the T2K experiment [4]. Multi-pi interaction
(blue line) is a type of resonance production as described in Table 3.1 and Ta-
ble 3.2.
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in the final state. This makes the energy reconstruction considerably less com-
plicated in comparison to the NC interactions. Therefore, the CC interactions
are used as a signal channel in the neutrino oscillation measurements. The neu-
tral current interactions, with the emphasis on the pi0 production, are however
extremely important as they constitute a major background to the electron neu-
trino appearance, as described in the next section.
3.2 NCpi0 Production in Neutrino Oscillation
Experiments
The neutral current pi0 production process is a main background in the Cˇerenkov
detectors for both disappearance and appearance neutrino oscillations analysis.
It is the least understood channel, hence the NCpi0 cross section is a subject
of ongoing and future measurements. The pi0 is a neutral particle and while
produced in a neutral current interaction it a difficult object to detect. The
flavour state of the pi0 in terms of quark states is given by
|pi0〉 = 1
2
(|uu〉 − |dd〉) . (3.2)
The decay product of a pi0 is constituted by two γ particles at 99% of the time,
see Figure 3.4. The remaining fraction is a Dalitz decay mode pi0 → e+e−γ. The
pi0 decays quickly with mean lifetime (8.4± 0.6)× 10−17 s [10]. The decay γs are
!0
"
"
u(d)
u(d)
#(d)
Figure 3.4: The leading order Feynman diagram for the neutral pion decay into
two photons due to quark antiquark annihilation. The circle represents quark -
antiquark pair in a bound state.
Lorentz boosted in the lab frame and can be produced with a various opening
angle between them. This determines the energy difference of both photons. The
γs can shower electromagnetically in the Cˇerenkov detector giving a two rings sig-
nature. However, the NCpi0 can be misidentified with a CCQE νe reaction (signal
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channel) in two situations. First, when decay gammas have highly asymmetric
energies, the lower energy photon might be below the Cˇerenkov threshold and
only one Cˇerenkov ring will be formed. This implies that the energy threshold
for the pi0 detection has to be very low. Second case concerns a small opening
angle between two decay gammas which leads to the Cˇerenkov rings overlapping.
As a result one fuzzy ring is identified that mimics an electron neutrino signature.
Together with CCpi0 this is the second largest background for the νe appearance
in oscillation experiments after the beam intrinsic νe induced events. Therefore,
the direct measurement of NC1pi0 and determination of its absolute cross section
are crucial for the future applications in a long baseline neutrino oscillation ex-
periments. The pi0 can be produced through two dominating modes, coherent
(COH) and resonant, which are described in the next section.
3.2.1 Resonant and Coherent pi0 Production
A single pi0 production in the energy region below 2 GeV, where the neutrino
interacts within the nucleus (N), is dominated by a ∆ resonance reaction
ν +N → ν + ∆, (3.3)
∆→ N ′ + pi0, (3.4)
where N ′ is a final state nucleus. It is an incoherent reaction where the nuclear
target changes its state without breaking up. Resonant pion production mainly
comes from the ∆ (1232) with minor contributions from higher resonances and
non resonant background. An example of baryon resonance models is the Rein
and Sehgal model [40]. There are two main processes contributing to the reso-
nant pi0 signal. The first one is a NC1pi0 as a primary interaction where final
state interactions (FSI) do not affect the pi0 leaving the nucleus. The second is
a NC1pi+ primary interaction where a pi+ experiences FSI charge exchange reac-
tion and gets transformed into a pi0 which leaves the nucleus. There are several
physical factors such as the Fermi motion, final state interactions, Pauli blocking
and nuclear potential which cause difficulties in modelling the ∆ production in a
ν-nucleus interaction. The produced mesons and baryons can interact within the
nucleus until they escape (FSI) which can change the number, momenta or direc-
tion of the outgoing particle. The presence of higher mass resonances and deep
inelastic events are the reason for additional complications in the predictions of
the baryon resonances. Understanding the influence of this effect on the produc-
tion mechanism requires measurements of the emitted pi0s kinematics. The T2K
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experiment has a good potential for improvement in understanding the neutrino
resonant cross sections.
Coherent pi0 production happens when the neutrino interacts with the target
nucleus that is left in its ground state which leads to an enhancement in the cross
section. The outgoing particle does not experience any secondary effects from
the nucleus. There is no isospin or charge exchange between the ν and the target
nucleus. For the case of zero momentum transfer the νN cross section can be
related to the piN cross section as[
d3σ (νN → νNpi0)
dxdydt
]
Q2=0
=
G2MEν
pi2
1
2
f 2pi (1− y)
[
dσ (piN → piN)
dt
]
yEν=Epi
,
(3.5)
where G is the Fermi coupling constant, M is the nucleon mass, the standard
scaling variables are x = Q2/2Mν and y = ν/Eν , ν is an energy of the hadronic
system in the final state, fpi = 0.93mpi is the pion decay constant, the t = p
2
T =
(q − Ppi)2 variable quantifies the coherence (forwardness). In the coherent reaction
case, where the momentum transfer is small, the produced pion is almost collinear
with the incident neutrino. The coherent channel is still poorly understood and
therefore the experiments often assume a high uncertainty on this cross section.
3.2.2 Current Measurements of NCpi0 Cross Section
The most recent measurements on the NCpi0 production are summarised in Ta-
ble 3.3. For these measurements three different fluxes were used: J-PARC neu-
trino beam and Fermilab neutrino and antineutrino beams. Furthermore, the
neutrino reactions took place on three different targets H20, CH2 and C8H8 [41].
In the resonance region, K2K and SciBooNE performed a NCpi0 measurement
as a ratio to the CC cross section (σNC1pi0/ σCC). This means that the result de-
scribes a process with only one pi0 in a final state excluding all additional mesons.
The SciBooNE signal definition includes at least one pi0 in the final state which
means that the signal includes additional occurrences such as 1pi01pi± and more
than 2pi with more than one pi0 in the final state. The contamination fraction is
estimated to be ∼ 14%. Additionally, MiniBooNE has measured the incoherent
exclusive pi0 absolute cross section for the first time for the neutrino νµ flux with
average energy ∼ 1 GeV to be 5.71± 0.08 (stat)± 1.45 (sys)× 10−40 cm2/nucleon
and for the νµ to be 1.18±0.07 (stat)±0.35 (sys)×10−40cm2/nucleon. In the coher-
ent region, SciBooNE searched for the ratio of the COH NCpi0 production to the
total CC cross section and measured it to be (1.16±0.24)%. Next, MiniBooNE has
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Experiment Detector Energy Type Measurement
Medium stat. ± syst.
ratio 6.4× 10−2
K2K [42] 1kT Water 1.3 GeV to the total ±0.2± 0.7× 10−2
CC cross section
1.1 GeV inclusive ratio 7.7× 10−2
SciBooNE [43] [44] Polysteryne ±0.5± 0.5× 10−2
C8H8 0.8 GeV coherent ratio 0.14× 10−2
±0.3± 0.5× 10−2
absolute 4.76± 0.05± 0.76
MiniBooNE [45] Mineral oil 0.8 GeV inclusive ×10−40 cm2/nucleon
CH2 absolute 5.71± 0.08± 1.45
incoherent ×10−40 cm2/nucleon
Table 3.3: Summary of the recent NC1pi0 cross section measurements.
performed two measurements. The first measurement is an inclusive NCpi0 ratio
to all CC interaction at the average energy ∼ 1 GeV which is found to be 19.5%.
The second measurement is the overall flux averaged NC1pi0 cross sections, which
for νµ interactions at mean energy 808 MeV is (4.76± 0.05stat± 0.76syst) ×
10−40 cm2/nucleon and for νµ interactions at mean energy 664 MeV the cross
section has value (1.47± 0.05stat± 0.23syst)×10−40 cm2/nucleon. All the above
measurements are complementary. The interpretation of each result strongly de-
pends on the neutrino generator used in the data analysis.
In the near future, a NCpi0 measurement is expected from the MINERνA ex-
periment using a number of targets such as carbon, iron, lead and water. Their
beam is planned to run at the low neutrino energy region ∼ 3 GeV and medium
ν energy ∼ 6 GeV. In the T2K experiment the pi0 production is examined mea-
sured in the near detector ND280 on water and carbon. Considering the high
intensity beam and the ability to separate CC from NC interactions and pion
production processes, T2K is capable of contributing to the global data set. The
T2K experimental setup is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
T2K Experimental Setup
This chapter describes the T2K experiment. First, the two facilities placed at the
Japanese Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), beamline and near
detector ND280, are characterised. Next, the Super-Kamiokande far detector is
described. Additional explanation is given to the description of the PØD and
ECal sub-detectors that are used in this thesis analysis.
4.1 Introduction
The experimental setup was designed to meet the physics goals of the T2K exper-
iment [8]. An accelerator generated neutrino super beam is used and is initially
characterised by two detectors that form the near detector suite. This is followed
by the beam detection at the Super-Kamiokande detector, located 295 km away
from the source, see Figure 4.1.
Figure 3.1.: Baseline for the T2K experiment [41].
3.1. Accelerator and neutrino beam line
The accelerator complex at J-PARC (figure 3.2) primarily consists of a
linear accelerator (Linac), a rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS) and a proton
synchrotron (PS), which is also called the Main Ring. The Linac is designed
to accelerate H− ions from rest to a kinetic energy of up to 400MeV, after
which the electrons are stripped and the protons injected into the RCS.
This bunches up the protons with a chopper, and boosts them to an energy
of 3GeV. The RCS can hold two proton bunches, with a cycling frequency
of 25Hz. The RCS feeds both the PS and the Materials and Life Sciences
facility at J-PARC. The bunches that are fed into the PS are accelerated
to 30GeV. The PS has a circumference of 1,567m, and can hold up to 9
bunches, with a bunch separation of 582 ns. The two experimental facilities
that use protons extracted from the PS are the neutrino beamline and a
hadron beamline.
Using kicker magnets, protons are extracted from the PS at a frequency
of approximately 0.3Hz and steered into the neutrino beamline (figure 3.3).
Each of these spills (extractions) consists of eight1 bunches of protons. The
ninth bunch space of the PS is empty for the kicker magnets to turn on. The
1Bfore Summer 2010 there were six bunches per spill.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the T2K experiment.
T2K adopts an off-axis method to generate a narrow band neutrino beam
created using the new MW-class proton synchrotron at J-PARC. The neutrino
beam is directed at an angle of 2.5◦ with respect to the baseline between the
proton target and Super-Kamiokande, thus the neutrino beam at SK has an
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energy peak at ∼ 0.6 GeV [5], see Figure 4.2. By selecting this energy and
assuming the knowledge of the atmospheric parameters, the maximum probability
for the disappearance oscillation at the T2K baseline is achieved whilst minimising
the backgrounds.
3
production, from the interaction of primary beam protons in the T2K target, to the decay of hadrons
and muons that produce neutrinos. The simulation uses proton beam monitor measurements as
inputs. The modeling of hadronic interactions is re-weighted using thin target hadron production
data, including recent charged pion and kaon measurements from the NA61/SHINE experiment.
For the first T2K analyses the uncertainties on the flux prediction are evaluated to be below 15%
near the flux peak. The uncertainty on the ratio of the flux predictions at the far and near detectors
is less than 2% near the flux peak.
PACS numbers: 24.10.Lx,14.60.Lm
I. INTRODUCTION
Predicting the neutrino flux and energy spectrum is an
important component of analyses in accelerator neutrino
experiments [1–4]. However, it is diﬃcult to simulate
the flux precisely due to uncertainties in the underly-
ing physical processes, particularly hadron production
in proton-nucleus interactions. To reduce flux-related
uncertainties, neutrino oscillation experiments are some-
times conducted by comparing measurements between a
near detector site and a far detector site, allowing for
cancellation of correlated uncertainties. Therefore, it is
important to correctly predict the relationship between
the fluxes at the two detector sites, described below as
the far-to-near ratio.
T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) [5][6] is a long-baseline neu-
trino oscillation experiment that uses an intense muon
neutrino beam to measure the mixing angle θ13 via the
νe appearance [7] and the mixing angle θ23 and mass dif-
ference ∆m232 via the νµ disappearance [8]. The muon
neutrino beam is produced as the decay products of pi-
ons and kaons generated by the interaction of the 30 GeV
proton beam from Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC) with a graphite target. The prop-
erties of the generated neutrinos are measured at near
detectors placed 280 m from the target and at the far
detector, Super-Kamiokande (SK) [9], which is located
295 km away. The eﬀect of oscillation is expected to be
negligible at the near detectors and significant at SK.
The T2K experiment employs the oﬀ-axis method [10]
to generate a narrow-band neutrino beam and this is the
first time this technique has been used in a search for neu-
trino oscillations. The method utilizes the fact that the
energy of a neutrino emitted in the two-body pion (kaon)
decay, the dominant mode for the neutrino production,
at an angle relative to the parent meson direction is only
weakly dependent on the momentum of the parent. The
parent π+(−)’s are focused parallel to the proton beam
axis to produce the (anti-)neutrino beam. By position-
ing a detector at an angle relative to the focusing axis,
one will, therefore, see neutrinos with a narrow spread
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in energy. The peak energy of the neutrino beam can be
varied by changing the oﬀ-axis angle as illustrated in the
lower panel of Fig. 1. In the case of T2K, the oﬀ-axis
angle is set at 2.5◦ so that the neutrino beam at SK has
a peak energy at about 0.6 GeV, near the expected first
oscillation maximum (Fig. 1). This maximizes the eﬀect
of the neutrino oscillations at 295 km as well as reduces
background events. Since the energy spectrum changes
depending on the oﬀ-axis angle, the neutrino beam di-
rection has to be precisely monitored.
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FIG. 1: Muon neutrino survival probability at 295 km
and neutrino fluxes for diﬀerent oﬀ-axis angles.
To determine the oscillation parameters, the expected
observables at the far detector are predicted based on
the flux prediction and the neutrino-nucleus interaction
model. To reduce the uncertainty of the prediction, they
are modified based on the near detector measurements.
For example, the absolute normalization uncertainty is
eﬃciently canceled by normalizing with the event rate at
the near detector. Then, it is important to reduce the
uncertainty on the relation between the flux at the near
detector and that at the far detector.
The physics goals of T2K are to be sensitive to the val-
ues of sin2 2θ13 down to 0.006 and to measure the neu-
Figure 4.2: Muon neutrino survival probability at 295 km at 2.5◦ off-axis angle
and neutrino fluxes for different off-axis angles [5].
4.2 J-PARC Neutrino Beamline
The beam is generated at the J-PARC facility situated on the East coast of
Japan in Tokai, Ibaraki. It is a complex of 3 accelerators: the linear accelerator
(LINAC), a rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS) and the proton synchrotron (PS),
which is a main ring providing 30 GeV protons, see Figure 4.3. A linear acceler-
ator accelerates a H− beam up to 400 MeV. Next the beam is converted in the
RCS to a H+ beam and accelerated in the small ring to an energy of 3 GeV. The
third section of the accelerator complex is a large proton ring which accelerates
protons up to 30 GeV energy. The proton beam is delivered in spills, where each
spill consists of 8 proton bunches. It enters the neutrino beamline which is di-
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vided in two regions: primary and secondary. In the primary neutrino beamline,
Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of J-PARC.
the protons are directed towards Super–Kamiokande. This is achieved using a va-
riety of magnets which steer the protons towards a graphite target. The protons
are tuned in the preparation section. Their path is curved with a 104 m radius
by 80.7◦ towards SK. In the final stage, the protons are focused into a narrow
elliptical shape. The primary neutrino beamline uses a number of monitors to
control each phase at the different operational sections. The precise description
of the beamline can be found in [8]. At the secondary neutrino beamline, protons
impinge on the target to produce charged pions with kaon contamination. Pions
promptly decay producing a ν in the final state that constitutes the neutrino
beam. The target is a graphite cylinder of 3 m diameter and 92 cm length, which
accounts for around two interaction lengths. The targeting precision and pro-
ton beam direction is measured with a number of monitors. The charged pions
from the proton interaction within the target are focused with a system of three
coaxial magnetic horns powered with a 250 kA current. The first horn surrounds
the target and is 2 m away from the second horn which is separated by 7.5 m
space from the third horn. All horns have different radius, 0.4 m, 1 m, 1.4 m,
and length, 1.2 m, 2 m, 2.5 m, starting with the most upstream. The aluminium
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Figure 4.4: Neutrino J-PARC beamline facility.
horns produce a toroidal magnetic field which is precisely monitored due to its
large effect on the neutrino beam flux.
Next, the produced and focused positively charged pions enter the 96 m long
decay volume filled with helium. Pions decay mainly into muons and muon
neutrinos νµ, which are the final product. This forms a muon neutrino beam con-
taminated with additional antineutrinos and electron neutrinos, which originate
from kaon and other pion parents. All the hadrons and muons below 5 GeV/c
are stopped by the beam dump placed 110 m downstream from the target. The
beam dump is made of 75 t of graphite and absorbs the remaining pions and
muons from the beam. Muons with momenta greater than 5 GeV/c penetrate
the dump area and are measured with a muon monitor, located beyond the beam
dump, in order to determine the beam profile.
The integrated number of neutrinos which pass through both the near detector
ND280 and far detector Super-Kamiokande is proportional to the number of
protons on target (POT). The generated beam power can be expressed by the
statistical measure unit, POT, and beam energy
Beam Power =
(POT in Spill)× (Beam Energy)
Spill Period
. (4.1)
The source of neutrino flux uncertainties that are related to the beam direction
and horn currents can be determined from the beamline and muon monitoring
system. The expectation is to deliver 7.8× 1021 protons on target in total for the
T2K data physics analysis. The beam produced at J-PARC is characterised by a
near suite of coarse fine grained detectors which aim to characterise the content
and shape of the beam and estimate the systematic errors. A description of the
near detector suite is given in the following section.
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4.3 Near Detector Suite
The near detector suite plays a major role in the determination of the neutrino
spectrum before oscillation and in the systematic error determination and back-
ground studies for the T2K analyses. It consists of two separate sets of sub–
detectors: an on axis Interactive Neutrino Grid (INGRID) and an off axis near
detector ND280 detector. Both detectors are placed in a pit 280 m away from
the νµ beam source.
4.3.1 INGRID
The INGRID [6] is designed to measure the on-axis neutrino beam flux and
profile. This sub-detector measures with high statistics the beam direction and
beam intensity through neutrino interactions on iron. It contains 16 identical
cubic modules spatially composed in the way where 14 modules form a cross
shape and the remaining two are used as cross checks with addition of the Proton
Module between these modules, as shown in Figure 4.5. The Proton Module
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
neutrons and protons per atom is different and the fraction of interactions on neutrons1
and those on protons is different, as shown in Table 1.1. In this measurement, we2
measure the pure cross sectio per nucleon of each atom, and we o not apply an3
isoscaler correction. This measurement of the Fe/CH CC inclusive cross section ratio4
is expected to be very precise, since many of the larger systematic errors from the5
uncertainties of the neutrino flux and the neutrino interaction will cancel in the ratio6
between the number of selected event in the two detectors on the same beam axis, so7
will provide a good test of the neutrino interaction model.8
1.5m 
~10m 
~10m 
X 
Y 
Beam center 
Figure 1.1: Overview of INGRID detectors.
Table 1.1: Number of protons and neutrons per atom and their fraction.
Protons per atom Neutrons per atom Proton fraction Neutron fraction
Fe 26 29.91 46.5% 53.5%
CH 7 6.01 53.8% 46.2%
Figure 4.5: INGRID on-axis detector [6].
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detects the muons together with the protons produces by the neutrino beam. Its
goal is to identify CCQE channel for comparison with Monte Carlo simulations of
beamline and neutrino interactions. The Proton Moduleis a fully active tracking
detector located between the horizontal and vertical INGRID modules. It consists
of 34 tracking planes surrounded by six veto planes, where each tracking plane
is an array of 14 two types of scintillator bars. The tracking planes are therefore
placed alternately in the x and y directions so that 3D tracks can be reconstructed.
These tracking planes also serve as the neutrino interaction target as explained
in Ref. [46]. In the INGRID architecture the two middle INGRID modules from
the vertical and horizontal rows that overlap exactly in the beam centre position.
The entire INGRID setup enables the analysis of the beam in a space 10 m by
10 m. Each of the modules has 11 scintillator tracking layers and 9 iron planes
surrounded by 4 veto planes on the sides which helps to eliminate interactions
from outside of the module. Each module contains 7.1 t total iron mass target.
The tracking planes consist of 8,448 scintillator bars arranged in vertical and
horizontal directions. INGRID has 9,592 channels in total, including the veto,
which reveals when a cosmic ray passes into the primary detector, allowing the
signal to be ignored (”vetoed”) or recorded as a cosmic event. Each INGRID
channel has a 3.2 ns time resolution. The calibration was performed with cosmic
ray data. INGRID has the ability to measure the beam shape and direction with
a precision of 0.4 mrad along with a 1 mm accuracy in the shift at the target.
This means that the beam centre position is monitored with more than 10 cm
precision. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show T2K beam measurement made by INGRID
during Run 5 using 1.45 × 1017 POT data. The beam centre in the x and y
directions are measured on a monthly basis and demonstrate a stability within
22 cm.
4.3.2 ND280
The ND280 detector is located 2.5◦ off axis and is more complex with regard to its
design purpose, which is a measurement of the relevant neutrino cross sections.
ND280 is a tracking detector and has the ability to distinguish showers and tracks
which are the signatures left by passing particles.
The ND280 is composed of a magnetised complex of fine grained sub - detec-
tors as shown in Figure 4.8. With respect to the detector geometry, the direction
of the beam is conventionally set as the z direction. Each individual sub detector
output is integrated to the global reconstruction which can be viewed with an
event display as shown in Figure 4.9. Each fundamental component of the ND280
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Figure 4.6: Neutrino beam profiles for x (left) and y (right) directions on
1st November 2014 [7].
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Figure 4.7: Measured neutrino beam centre position in Run 5 [7].
detector is briefly described in the following sections.
Magnet
The ND280 magnet originally comes from CERN, more specifically from the UA1
and NOMAD experiments. Its presence enables the measurement of the momenta
of tracked particles with high precision and to determine the sign of their charge.
The magnet provides a 0.2 T horizontal uniform dipole magnetic field from a
power supply of 6 MW.
The block of magnet contains a set of 4 coils and flux return magnet yoke that
is split into 16 C shaped parts made of low-carbon steel plates. The magnet has
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Figure 16: An exploded view of the ND280 off-axis detector.
mechanically supported by, but electrically insulated from, the
return yoke. The two half yoke pieces each consist of eight C-
shaped elements, made of low-carbon steel plates, which stand
on movable carriages. The carriages are fitted on rails and op-
erated by hydraulic movers, so that each half magnet is inde-
pendent of the other and can be separately moved to an open or
closed position. When the magnet is in an open position, the
inner volume is accessible, allowing access to the detectors.
The magnet yoke and coils were reused from UA1/NOMAD,
while the movers were obtained from the completed HERA-
B experiment at DESY. In order to comply with seismic reg-
ulations, detailed FEM static and dynamic analyses were per-
formed and cross-checked with measurements of deformation
and modal frequency of the yoke elements. As a result of this,
the carriages were mechanically reinforced by additional steel
bars to increase their lateral strength. Additional components
had to be specially designed and built for the ND280 magnet
operation. These were: the power supply (PS), the cooling
system (CS), the magnet safety system (MSS), and the mag-
net control system (MCS). Finally, the magnetic field map was
determined in situ with a dedicated measurement campaign.
The PS, specially made for ND280, was designed and man-
ufactured by Bruker to provide the DC current to energize the
magnet. The nominal current is 2900 A with a voltage drop
of 155 V. The requirements for the DC current resolution and
stability were 300 ppm and ± 1000 ppm over 24 hours respec-
tively. The PS is also able to cope with AC phase imbalance
(± 2%) and short voltage drops. A thyristor switch mode was
employed, with digital current regulation via a DCCT captor
(ULTRASTAB series from Danfysik). The power supply can
be controlled locally or remotely via the MCS.
The CS, assembled by MAN Ferrostaal AG (D), provides up
to 750 kW of cooling power via two independent demineral-
ized water circuits to compensate for the heat loss from the
coils and in the power supply. The cold source consists of a
primary glycol circuit maintained at 8◦C by a chiller (built by
Friotherm, D). The secondary pumping circuit units and their
heat exchangers, the water purification units and the main panel
controller are mounted in an ISO container, suitable for easy
road and sea transport. They were assembled and tested in Eu-
rope before shipment to J-PARC. The secondary circuit dem-
ineralized water for the magnet coils has a flow of 30 L/s and
a pressure of 10 bar to compensate for the 7 bar pressure drop
across the coil bore holes.
The MSS, based on a hardwired fail-safe interface, was built
to ensure the operational safety of the magnet. It continu-
ously monitors a set of input signals from the thermo-switches
mounted on the magnet coils, fault signals from the power con-
verter, cooling and magnet control systems, and magnet emer-
gency stop signals from manual buttons located in the ND280
building. A Boolean OR of all fault signals is generated and
logically combined with the on/off magnet status. When the
magnet is off, the system issues a power convert permit signal
only if none of the input signals is in a fault state. When the
magnet is operating, a fast abort signal is generated and sent
to the power converter in less than 1 ms when any of the input
signals switches to a fault state. All input and output signals of
the MSS are monitored by a VME computer, and any change
in the status of the signals is recorded with 1 ms timing resolu-
tion, meaning that the detailed sequence of events leading up to
a fast abort can be understood.
The aim of the MCS is to monitor the behavior of the mag-
net and cooling system, to control the current set point of the
magnet power supply and to interface all the information and
control parameters with the global slow control (GSC). The
system is based on an industrial programmable logic controller
(PLC) that reads: the coil temperature at 52 points; the water
flow, input and output temperature and pressure on each half of
the magnet; the voltage drop through each half of the magnet;
the power converter voltage and current; and the status flags
of the power converter, CS and MSS. The PLC is linked via
PROFIBUS DP (Process Field Bus for Decentralized Peripher-
als) with the power converter, in order to switch on and off, and
to read and write, the current and other settings. All this in-
formation is processed and analyzed several times per second.
If any subsystem should exceed the operational parameters, the
MCS will switch off the magnet and trigger the corresponding
alarms for later diagnostics. All the information in the PLC can
be accessed via an open connectivity standard for industrial au-
tomation (OPC server). The OPC server is interfaced with the
GSC for monitoring and control of the magnet. The measured
current is used oﬄine to define the magnetic field for data anal-
ysis.
The refurbishing of the magnet yokes and aluminum coils
was performed at CERN. Then, they were packed and shipped
to Japan, and reassembled and installed in the ND280 pit. Dur-
ing the installation particular attention was paid to take into ac-
count the constraints of alignment coming from the later in-
sertion of the SMRD modules within the gaps of the magnet
yokes, which required that the 16 individual yoke elements,
each weighing 53 tons, be aligned with a precision of better
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Figure 4.8: View of the ND280 sub-detectors with a global coordinate system
convention [8].
Figure 28: This event display shows an event with a muon track entering via the front face of the PØD detector, continuing to the
tracker (TPC and FGD) region and producing secondary particles on the way. The secondary particles are then stopped in the ECal
detectors.
approximately every ten minutes. The DAQ group writes these
to the HPSS storage system at the KEK Computing Center
(KEKCC) as the primary archive for ND280 data.
4.6.2. Data Distribution
Fig. 29 is a schematic of the flow of data from the ND280
counting room to the end-users, via the primary archive. From
the primary archive onwards, tools that were created for the
GRID [63] are used to manage the flow and storage of data
files. LHC Co puting GRID (LCG) utilities are used to trans-
fer files to GRID storage elements at the RAL or TRIUMF lab-
oratories in the U.K. and Canada respectively, where the data
is also copied to long-term storage, for secondary archiving.
Once the files are made available on the GRID, they are further
distributed to different sites for processing using the LCG tools.
4.6.3. Data and Monte Carlo Processing
S bsequent p ocessing of these files using the ND280 soft-
ware suite may be either GRID-based, or based on independent
computing clusters with their own batch-processing syst ms,
e.g. SciNet [64]. Monte Carlo files are generated at computing
sites across the collaboration, with different tasks assigned to
suit the hardware capabilities of each site. Once these files are
generated, they are copi d to the GRID, archived t RAL and
TRIUMF, and distributed across the collaboration, in the same
way as the raw data files.
4.6.4. File Cataloging
The procedure described above results in a large number of
files, residing on a large number of data storage sites across the
international collaborating institutes. Many of these are replicas
of each other which are identical in content. These are recorded
and tracked using the LCG File Catalog (LFC) tools, which
Figure 29: Schematic of the flow of data from the ND280
counting room to the primary and secondary archive sites and
the individual collaboration institutions.
are based around a central catalog for all replica files. This
allows end-users to choose a replica that is situated closest to
them for working on, or to copy files to a local storage element
and register them on the LFC as replicas for subsequent use.
Processing jobs can also be sent to locations in which replica
files already exist, to minimize the need to transfer data between
sites.
5. Super-Kamiokande Far Detector
The world’s largest land-based water Cherenkov detector,
Super-Kamiokande, serves as the far detector in the T2K ex-
periment. The detector is located 295 km west of the beam
26
Figure 4.9: Event display showing a muon enteri g ND280 at the upstream
PØD sub-detector and propagating to the tracker region producing secondary
particles s opped in he ECAL modul s.
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an internal volume of 3.5 m× 3.6 m× 7.0 m where an aluminium basket contain-
ing other sub-detectors surrounded by electromagnetic calorimeters (ECals) is
located. The total weight of the magnet is 850 tonnes. The coils are made of alu-
minium bars with 5.45 cm × 5.45 cm square cross sections, with a central 23 mm
diameter slot for water to flow. The magnet is formed by two parts, right and
left clams, which stand on movable carriages and can be opened independently
to the sides with the split along z direction, allowing access to the basket.
4.3.3 SMRD
The Side Muon Range Detector (SMRD) [47] is located in the magnet yoke gaps
and it measures muon momentum along with using the trigger of cosmic muons.
It utilises the iron to measure the energy and direction of the muons produced
at high angles to the neutrino beam direction in the CCQE interactions in the
basket region.
The SMRD is a system of 440 scintillator paddles which are scintillator bars
of dimensions: 0.7 cm thick, 16.7 cm (side segment) or 17.5 cm (top and bottom
segments) wide and 87.5 cm length along beam direction (see Figure 4.10). The
scintillator is extruded polystyrene and dimethylac-etamide with admixtures of
POPOP and para-terphenyl, coated with titanium oxide. A wavelength shifting
(WLS) fibre Y11 (1 mm diameter) is placed in the bar as shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 3.10.: Photograph of an SMRD paddle, showing the WLS fibre in
the S-shaped groove [41].
of 3 cm is carved along the length of the innermost face of the paddles, and
1mm diameter Y11 WLS fibre is placed into it. Figure 3.10 is a photograph
of an SMRD paddle. At both ends of the paddle, the fibre connects with
photosensors, described in section 3.2.6.
The SMRD is used to make range estimates for muons that exit the inner
detectors, which can improve the momentum measurements. It can also
serve as a veto for interactions that take place in the magnet, as they are
backgrounds to the measurements of the inner detectors. Coincidences in
the SMRD paddles can also act as a cosmic ray trigger.
3.2.3. Tracker
The Tracker region of the detector is formed of two types of subdetector:
two ‘fine-grained’ detectors (FGDs) and three time projection chambers
(TPCs).
The FGDs are made of scintillator bars arranged in layers. The bars are
0.96 cm wide, 0.96 cm deep and have a length of 1.8m. The scintillator
material is extruded polystyrene, doped with 1% PPO and 0.03% POPOP.
They are coated with titanium oxide, to reflect light inside the bars. A
1mm diameter Y11 WLS fibre runs down the length of the bar, in a hole
of diameter 1.8mm. One end of the fibre is connected to a photosensor,
described in section 3.2.6. The end of the bar that the photosensor is on
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Figure 4.10: Picture of a single SMRD paddle with a visible WLS fibre.
The spatial distribution of the SMRD paddles in the air gaps between the
layers of the magnet yoke is asymmetrical. There are more paddles in the down-
stream end of the magnet than in the upstream due to the greater flux at lower
angles with respect to the beam direction. Individual gaps in the side magnet
section are filled with five paddles and the top/bottom sections with four paddles.
4.3.4 Tracker Region
The tracker region is located downstream but within the ND280 basket. It con-
sists of two sets of detectors: three Time Projection Chambers (TPC) and two
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Fine Grained Detectors (FGD). The tracker performs the reconstruction of the
interaction vertices and particle trajectories. It is designed to primarily study the
neutrino charged current interactions.
FGD
The FGDs [48] make up the target mass for the neutrino interactions in the tracker
region. They are designed to reconstruct the particle tracks and determine 3D
vertices. The FGD modules are designed to co-operate with the Time Projec-
tion Chambers in order the fully reconstruct passing tracks from the multiple
interactions.
Both FGDs are constructed from extruded polystyrene scintillator bars, doped
with 1% PPO and 0.03% POPOP, with 1 mm diameter WLS fibre in the centre
leading to the electronics. The bars are coated with titanium oxide, to reflect
light inside the bars, and their dimensions are 0.96 cm wide, 0.96 cm deep and
have a length of 1.8 m. The bars are arranged in layers in both the X and Y
directions in the XY planes perpendicular to the beam direction.
Each FGD module contains 1.1 tonnes of target material. The most upstream
module is built with 15 horizontal and 15 vertical layers. The second FGD has
7 vertical and 7 horizontal modules. The most downstream FGD has additional
water target layers which allow the determination of both the carbon and water
cross sections.
TPC
The TPCs [49] play a major role in the 3D charged particle track reconstruction
without interfering with the particle path. Each TPC has an outer aluminium
box 2.4 m high, 2.5 m wide and 1 m long covering the inner copper-clad G10 box
as shown in Figure 4.11. It is filled with a mixture of gases Ar,CF4,C4H10 in
an active volume which is split in half by a central cathode plane with attached
MICROMEGAS modules. Given a nominal voltage of 25 kV, the cathode pro-
vides an electric field of 250 V/cm parallel to the magnetic field. Each of these
modules provides the signal caused by drifting charged particles with an average
velocity around 75 mm/µs, which is ionising the gas. The timing of the received
signal allows for the calculation of the particle track position. Figure 4.12 shows
the tracking performance of the TPC. Particle identification in the TPC uses a
measurements of energy loss of charged particles in the gas and the distributions
of the energy loss as a function of the momentum are shown in Figure 4.13.
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into the ND280 off-axis detector.
After installation of the super-PØDules in the pit, airtight alu-
minum cover panels were placed over the electronics and dry
air was circulated to moderate temperature fluctuations while
preventing condensation on the electronics cooling system.
Determining the amount of water in the fiducial volume is
critical to the PØD physics goals. The required precision is
achieved by first measuring the mass vs. depth in an external
buffer tank, filling the water targets to predetermined levels, and
then observing the water volume removed from the tank. The
water target volume is instrumented using a combination of bi-
nary (wet or dry) level sensors and pressure sensors, allowing
the depth of the water to be determined to ±5 mm. The water
target fiducial region is designed to contain 1944 ± 53 kg of
water, and the measured mass is 1902 ± 16 kg.
During initial operations, all but seven of the 10,400 PØD de-
tector channels were operational. The detector was calibrated
with minimum ionizing tracks from cosmic ray muons. An av-
erage of 19 photoelectrons was obtained for the scintillator bars
and 38 photoelectrons per x/y layer. The average attenuation
of the pulse height in the scintillator bars from opposite ends is
approximately 30%. The internal alignment of scintillator bars
was checked using through-going muons with the magnet field
off, and was determined to be approximately 3 mm.
4.3.3. Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
The TPCs perform three key functions in the near detector.
Firstly, with their excellent imaging capabilities in three dimen-
sions, the number and orientations of charged particles travers-
ing the detectors are easily determined and form the basis for
selecting high purity samples of different types of neutrino in-
teractions. Secondly, since they operate in a magnetic field,
they are used to measure the momenta of charged particles pro-
duced by neutrino interactions elsewhere in the detector, and
therefore determine the event rate as a function of neutrino en-
ergy for the neutrino beam, prior to oscillation. Finally, the
amount of ionization left by each particle, when combined with
the measured momentum, is a powerful tool for distinguishing
different types of charged particles, and in particular allows the
relative abundance of electron neutrinos in the beam to be de-
termined.
Each TPC consists of an inner box that holds an argon-based
drift gas, contained within an outer box that holds CO2 as an in-
sulating gas. The inner (outer) walls are made from composite
panels with copper-clad G10 (aluminum) skins. The inner box
panels were precisely machined to form an 11.5 mm pitch cop-
per strip pattern which, in conjunction with a central cathode
panel, produces a uniform electric drift field in the active drift
volume of the TPC, roughly aligned with the field provided by
the near detector magnet. A simplified drawing of the TPC de-
sign is shown in Fig. 20.
Charged particles passing through the TPCs produce ioniza-
tion electrons in the gas that drift away from the central cathode
and toward one of the readout planes. There, the electrons are
multiplied and sampled with bulk micromegas [41] detectors
with 7.0 mm × 9.8 mm (vertical × horizontal) anode pad seg-
mentation. The pattern of signals in the pad plane and the ar-
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Figure 20: Simplified cut-away drawing showing the main as-
pects of the TPC design. The outer dimensions of the TPC are
approximately 2.3 m × 2.4 m × 1.0 m.
rival time of the signals combine to give complete 3D images of
the paths of the traversing charged particles. Twelve 342 mm ×
359 mm micromegas modules tile each readout plane, for a to-
tal of 72 modules and nearly 9 m2 of active surface for the three
TPCs, the first to use micropattern gas detectors in a physics
experiment. The modules are arranged in two vertical columns
that are offset so that the small inactive regions between mod-
ules are not aligned.
Blind vias are used to route connections between the readout
pads and connectors on the back side of the micromegas printed
circuit boards. Six front-end electronics cards, each using four
custom ASICs called “AFTER”, plug into the connectors and
sample and digitize signals from the 1,728 pads. Each AF-
TER ASIC shapes the signals and buffers 72 pad signals into
511 time-bin switched capacitor arrays. The six front-end cards
connect to a single front-endmezzanine card that aggregates the
data, performs zero suppression, and sends the remaining data
off detector over a 2 Gb/s optical link.
The gas system was designed to maintain a stable mix-
ture in the inner volume, a constant positive pressure with re-
spect to the outer volume, and a constant pressure between
the outer volume and the atmosphere. The inner gas mixture,
Ar:CF4:iC4H10 (95:3:2) was chosen for its high speed, low
diffusion, and good performance with micromegas chambers.
Each of the three TPC volumes contains 3000 liters, and each of
the three gap volumes contains 3300 liters. The TPC gas system
was designed for an operating flow of 10 L/min/TPC (30 L/min
total flow), corresponding to five TPC-volume flushes per day.
To reduce gas operating costs, the system was designed to pu-
rify and recycle roughly 90% of the TPC exhaust gas.
A calibration system produces a control pattern of electrons
on the central cathode in order to measure and monitor impor-
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Figure 4.11: Schematic drawing of the TPC module.
a track of ionization. Clusters are formed consist-
ing of neighbouring pads within a column (row)
for roughly horizontal (vertical) tracks. The like-
lihood of the obs rved charge sharing between the
pads within the clusters is maximized to estimate
the track parameters and the width of the ioniza-
tion track.[17] This allows the diﬀusion properties
of the gas to be measured from a set of tracks as
illustrated in Fig. 23.
Figure 23: As part of the maximum likelihood track fit,
the diﬀusion constant for the mean drift distance of the
track is allowed to vary. The change in diﬀusion along the
length of the track, due to diﬀerences in drift distance, is
fixed in the fit. This plot shows the distribution of diﬀusion
constant estimates from samples of cosmic rays with mean
drift distance of more than 30 cm with magnetic field on
and oﬀ. The quoted uncertainties are statistical only.
7.2.1. Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution is estimated by compar-
ing the transvers coordinate resulting from the
global track fit to the one obtained wit a single
cluster fit when the other track parameters (an-
gles and curvature) are fixed to the result of the
global track fit. The residual distribution is fit to
a normal distribution providing the values of the
spatial resolution and bias.
The spatial resolution for tracks is shown as a
function of drift distance in Fig. 24. The degraded
resolution at short drift distances is due to the
larger fraction of single pad clusters that occur
for this case where tracks are well aligned with the
pad boundaries and the diﬀusion is insuﬃcient to
cause the signals to be distributed to two pads in
a column. The spatial resolution for track clusters
consisting of two pads is shown as a function of
drift distance in Fig. 25 and shows a clear depen-
dence on diﬀusion. The resolution as function of
the angle away from the horizontal plane is shown
in Fig. 26. The strong dependence on angle is
due to the ionization fluctuations along the track,
which increase the variance of charge sharing in
a cluster for tracks at an angle to pad bound-
aries. The simulation incorporates most of the
important detector eﬀects, including transverse
and longitudinal diﬀusion and a parametrization
of the electronics response. There is generally
good agreement between the simulated and mea-
sured spatial resolution.
The momentum resolution for a single TPC,
computed with a Monte Carlo sample of simu-
lated neutrino events, is shown in Fig. 27. This
sample includes all muons which leave tracks
that are sampled by at least 50 of the 72 pad
columns in a single TPC. The TPC design goal
was to achieve a relative resolution of about
0.1 p⊥/(GeV/c). The simulation indicates that
the measured spatial resolution is suﬃcient to at-
tain that goal.
Figure 24: Spatial resolution per cluster as function of the
drift distance. Black points (continuous line) show the
results computed from data and grey points (dashed line)
show the results from simulations.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of the diffusion constant estimates from samples of
cosmic rays with mea drift distance of mor than 30 cm with magn tic field on
and off. The quoted uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 30: Distribution of the energy loss as a function of
the momentum for negatively charged particles produced
in neutrino interactions, compared to the expected curves
for muons, electrons, protons, and pions.
Figure 31: Distribution of the energy loss as a function of
the momentum for positively charged particles produced
in neutrino interactions, compared to the expected curves
for muons, electrons, protons, and pions.
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Figure 30: Distribution of the energy loss as a function of
the momentum for negatively charged particles produced
in neutrino interactions, compared to the expected curves
for muons, electrons, protons, and pions.
Figure 31: Distribution of the energy loss as a function of
the momentum for positively charged particles produced
in neutrino interactions, compared to the expected curves
for muons, electrons, protons, and pions.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of the energy loss as a function of the momentum for (a)
negatively and (b) positively charged particles produced in neutrino interactions.
Lines represent expected curves for muons, electrons, protons and pions.
4.3.5 PØD (pi0 sub-detector)
The PØD sub-detector [50] is located furthermost upstream the ND280 basket.
It is specifically designed to measure the pi0 produced in the neutral current
process on water. The measurement is done by looking at the di-photon signal
from its decay and therefore each in ividual PØD unit is optimized to detect the
maximum phot n energy.
The PØD is built as a sampling tracking calorim r consisting of water target
placed between two electromagnetic calorimeters (ECals). Its total mass is around
15 tonnes wh e the central region makes up a fiducial mass for pi0 measurements,
of which ∼ 2 tonnes account for water and ∼ 3 tonnes for other material. The
PØD consists of four Super-PØDules composed by 40 smaller units, XY plane
layers called PØDules. A schematic design of the PØD sub-detector is hown in
Figure 4.14. The PØDul layout is significant for a spatial resolution and pointing
of showers direction. Each of these PØDule includes an active plastic scintillator
made of triangular shaped bars arranged in two perpendicular planes, water target
bags and lead and brass sheets. When a scintillating particle produces a signal
in at least two bars the result has a better reconstruction resolution.
Scintillator planes have bars aligned along the X or Y direction. The triangular
bars are 17 mm in height and 32.5 mm in base. Each bar has a WLS fibre, going
trough the centre and along the bar, attached at the end to the MPPC. The
PØDule contains two types of inactive layers: targets and radiators. The targets
are semi-flexible pillow bladders of size 0.03×1.8×2.1m3 which contain ∼ 100 kg
of water each. The PØD has the ability to run optionally with water pillows
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Figure 19: A schematic of the pi-zero detector. The beam is
coming from the left and going right. Insets show details of the
Water Target super-PØDule layers and Central ECal layers.
HDPE water bags, and brass sheets. The front and rear sec-
tions, the “upstream ECal” and “central ECal”, use alternating
scintillator planes and lead sheets. This layout improves the
containment of electromagnetic showers and provides a veto
region before and after the water target region to provide effec-
tive rejection of particles entering from interactions outside the
PØD.
There are a total of 40 scintillator modules in the PØD. Each
PØD module, or PØDule, has two perpendicular arrays of tri-
angular scintillator bars. There are 134 vertical bars (2200 mm
long) and 126 horizontal bars (2340 mm long) in each PØDule.
Each bar has a single hole filled with a WLS fiber (Kuraray
double-clad Y11 of 1 mm diameter). Each fiber is mirrored on
one end and the other end is optically read out using a Hama-
matsu MPPC (see Section 4.1). Each photodetector is read out
with TFB electronics (see Section 4.4). There are 40 PØDules,
each with 260 scintillator bars and fibers being read out, total-
ing 10,400 channels for the entire PØD detector. The PØDules
were formed into four “super-groups” called super-PØDules.
The two ECal super-PØDules are a sandwich of seven PØDules
alternating with seven stainless steel clad lead sheets (4 mm
thick). The upstream (central) water target super-PØDule is a
sandwich of 13 PØDules alternating with 13 (12) water bag lay-
ers (each 28 mm thick), and 13 (12) brass sheets (each 1.5 mm
thick). The water target layers each have two bags, for a total
of 50 in the PØD detector, each with dimensions of 1006 mm
× 2062 mm × 28 mm. The dimensions of the active target of
the entire PØD are 2103 mm × 2239 mm × 2400 mm (width ×
height × length) and the mass of the detector with and without
water is 16.1 tons and 13.3 tons respectively.
The PØD polystyrene scintillator bars were identical to bars
originally developed for the MINERvA experiment [40]. The
bulk polystyrene is Dow Styron 663 (W), a commercial grade,
general-purpose polystyrene without additives. Wavelength-
shifting dopants, 1% PPO and 0.03% POPOP, were added into
the bulk polystyrene. The cross section of the extrusion is
an isosceles triangle with a 33 mm base and 17 mm height.
There is a hole centered in both dimensions, with a diameter
of approximately 1.5 mm, through which a WLS fiber may be
inserted. A thin (0.03 mm on average) co-extruded layer of
polystyrene with 20% TiO2 was added to the outside of the strip
in order to reflect escaping light back into the bulk and increase
the probability of capture by the center fiber.
The WLS fibers were mounted in the scintillating bars by
gluing a custom ferrule over one end of each fiber so that a
small portion of the fiber and epoxy extended past the ferrule.
The fiber and epoxy were then diamond-polished. The MPPCs
were mounted in custom sleeves designed to snap-fit to a fer-
rule, allowing them to be installed and removed as necessary.
The PØD construction was done in three stages. First, the
scintillator bars were glued into arrays of 15 − 17 bars on a
template mounted on an optical table. The arrays were cured at
room temperature, under a vacuum film, for a minimum of four
hours. These pre-glued bar arrays were called “planks”. Each
PØDule uses 16 planks and a total of 640 are required for the
entire detector.
In the next stage, the PØDules were constructed on a gluing
table. The PØDules were assembled as a sandwich of an outer
lower PVC skin, eight x-scintillator planks, eight y-scintillator
planks, and an outer upper PVC skin. All four edges of the as-
sembly were enclosed with PVC frames, which had been drilled
with precision holes to allow the fibers to be inserted and con-
nected to the MPPCs after the PØDules were assembled. The
assembly was coated with epoxy and cured under a vacuum
film overnight. After the PØDules were assembled, the fibers
were inserted into each bar, and theMPPCs were attached to the
fibers and connected via mini-coaxial cables to the TFB elec-
tronics boards. Then the PØDule was scanned with a movable
60Co source to characterize the signal from every channel.
In the last stage, the instrumented PØDules were assembled
into super-PØDules by laying a PØDule with lead plates (for
the ECals) or water bags plus brass sheets (for the water tar-
gets) on a horizontal strongback table. This strongback table
was lifted to a vertical position to assemble an upright super-
PØDule. Finally, the TFB electronics boards were mounted
onto aluminum plates attached to two aluminum cooling extru-
sions in which a closed loop of negative pressure cooling water
flows at ∼5 L/min. The electronics plus cooling assembly was
mounted on the top and one side of the super-PØDule. A light
injection system was added that strobes the opposite end of the
fiber with an LED flasher. Final testing of the super-PØDules,
using a cosmic ray trigger, the water bag filling system and the
light injection system, was done at J-PARC, prior to installation
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Figure 4.14: The schematic drawing of the PØD sub-detector.
filled or emptied. This will enable the neutrino cross section on oxygen to be
determined which is equired by Super-Kamiokande. The second type of inactive
material is a radiator: br ss and le d layers stimulate photons to convert and
produce a shower in the detector. Lead layers stop particles more quickly due to
a shorter radiation length than those built of brass. However, it also limits the
information used by the PØD reconstruction modules and therefore the PØD has
a multilayer structure composed accordingly to the following sequence: PØDule,
1.6 mm brass or lead radiator and water target, all repeated 25 times and finished
with another PØDule.
The design is optimized to detect the maximum photon energy hence there
are two types of ECals, one upstream (USECal) a d o e in the central region
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(CECal). The lead layers have 4.0 mm thick bars in the USECal and 4.4 mm
thick bars in the CECal which corresponds to 5.5 X0 of lead. A limitation in the
PØD ECals structure is in the bars layout as they are arranged in the XY plane
only. Therefore photons that move in the direction perpendicular to the beam
direction will escape the trigger.
To disentangle this situation the PØD is surrounded by the six PØD-ECal mod-
ules at four sides. The PØD sub-detector operation is supported by the PØD-ECal
to ensure the detection of all the produced photons.
4.3.6 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECal) [51] surrounds the other ND280 sub de-
tectors contained in the basket volume (PØD, TPC, FGD). The role of the ECal is
to track down outgoing particles, produced in charged and neutral current inter-
actions, which escaped from the detection in the basket region. For example, the
ECal can select interactions producing a pi0 which decays to two photons by con-
verting them into electromagnetic showers or catching partially escaping showers
and providing information about their energy and kinematics. The ECal also
aims to identify the charged particles passing through, i.e. muons, electrons and
pions.
The ECal is the UK contribution to the ND280 detector where all modules
were built. ECal modules consist of plastic scintillator (active material) and lead
absorbers (dead component). Plastic scintillator layers are composed of bars
made of polystyrene with 1% PPO and 0.03% POPOP addition. Each bar has a
4 cm ×1 cm area cross section with an elliptical hole going throughout the middle
of the bar. Each layer surface is covered with 0.25 mm of TiO2 in order to isolate
and reflect the light. The readout of the signal is transferred with WLS fibres
which run along the hole in the centre of each bar. The signal is detected by an
MPPC secured on one or both ends of the WLS fibre. Plastic scintillator layers
are alternated with lead layers.
There are 13 ECal modules inside the UA1 magnet, 6 modules surrounding the
PØD on the top, bottom and side (PØD-ECals) parallel to the beam direction, 6
modules surrounding the tracker region (barrel ECals) with arrangement similar
to the PØD-ECals and one module downstream within the tracker region located
transversally with respect to the beam (DsECal).
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Barrel and Downstream ECal
The barrel (BrECal) and downstream (DsECal) modules of the electromagnetic
calorimeter are used for the energy measurements of the particles leaving the
tracker region. Their aim is also to improve the systematics of the events that
contain a FGD vertex. All 7 modules are composed of layers with bars aligned in
planes with two different orientations to enable 3D track and shower reconstruc-
tion. A detailed composition of each module is shown in Table 4.1.
The DsEcal is a single module placed at the very end of the basket volume and
was commissioned in 2009. The DsECal bars are 2 m long and are arranged in
planes with xz and yz orientation. Prior to commission, the DsECal was tested
at the CERN T9 PS with electron, muon and hadron beams.
ECal module Number Layers Bars per Layer Lead (mm)
Downstream 1 34 50 1.75
Barrel Top/Bottom 4 30 96/38 1.75
Barrel Side 2 30 96/38 1.75
PØD Top/Bottom 4 6 38 4
PØD Side 2 6 69 4
Table 4.1: Composition of the ECal modules.
PØD-ECal
The aim of the PØD-ECal is to complement the PØD reconstruction for escaping
energy by catching partially contained PØD showers, identifying passing tracks,
distinguishing minimally ionising particles (MIPs) and operating as a veto for sur-
rounding backgrounds. The PØD-ECal has the ability to identify the MIPs and
therefore can distinguish between CC and NC events. The PØD-ECal consists of
6 scintillating layers with an effective depth of 3.6X0 and 5 layers of lead. Bars
are arranged into one direction only, parallel to the beam (see Table 4.1). This re-
stricts the objects reconstruction to only 2D dimensions. The PØD-ECal modules
were commissioned in Summer 2010 together with the BrECals.
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4.3.7 Electronics
The INGRID, SMRD, PØD, FGD and all ECal modules have the same readout
electronics system and therefore are called TripT detectors. The near detector
complex uses a wavelength shifting fibre for readout. This is a 1 mm diameter Y11
Kuraray fiber connected to the photosensors. This photosensor is a multi-pixel
avalanche photodiode (MPPC), customed by Hamamatsu. It is well suited to the
WLS fibre emission spectrum and is insensitive to the magnetic field. The sensor
is a compact device with a square matrix consisting of 667 sensitive pixels, each
measuring 50 µm×50 µm and acting as a Geiger micro counter (see Figure 4.15).
The cells form 26 × 26 array with 3 × 3 pixel area missing in one corner. The
light collection border size is 1.3 mm× 1.3 mm which is slightly wider than the
WLS fibre to catch the light diffused at the fibre exiting.
Table 2: Main parameters of the T2K MPPCs
Number of pixels 667
Active area 1.3 × 1.3 mm2
Pixel size 50 × 50 µm2
Operational voltage 68 − 71 V
Gain ∼ 106
Photon detection efficiency at 525 nm 26 − 30%
Dark rate, threshold = 0.5 p.e., T = 25 ◦C ≤ 1.35 MHz
4.1. Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC)
The ND280 detectors make extensive use of scintillator de-
tectors and wavelength-shifting (WLS) fiber readout, with light
from the fibers being detected by photosensors that must oper-
ate in a magnetic field environment and fit into a limited space
inside the magnet. Multi-anode PMTs, successfully used in
other scintillator and WLS based neutrino experiments, are not
suitable for ND280 because most of the detectors in the ND280
complex have to work in a magnetic field of 0.2 T. To satisfy
the ND280 experimental requirements, a multi-pixel avalanche
photodiode was selected for the photosensor. The device con-
sists of many independent sensitive pixels, each of which oper-
ates as an independent Geiger micro-counter with a gain of the
same order as a vacuum photomultiplier. These novel photo-
sensors are compact, well matched to spectral emission ofWLS
fibers, and insensitive to magnetic fields. Detailed information
and the basic principles of operation of multi-pixel photodiodes
can be found in a recent review paper [34] and the references
therein.
After R&D and tests provided by several groups for three
years, the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC)
was chosen as the photosensor for ND280. The MPPC gain
is determined by the charge accumulated in a pixel capacitance
Cpixel: Qpixel = Cpixel ·∆V , where the overvoltage ∆V is the
difference between the applied voltage and the breakdown volt-
age of the photodiode. For MPPCs the operational voltage is
about 70 V, which is 0.8 − 1.5 V above the breakdown volt-
age. The pixel capacitance is 90 fF, which gives a gain in the
range 0.5− 1.5 × 106. When a photoelectron is produced it cre-
ates a Geiger avalanche. The amplitude of a single pixel signal
does not depend on the number of carriers created in this pixel.
Thus, the photodiode signal is a sum of fired pixels. Each pixel
operates as a binary device, but the multi-pixel photodiode as a
whole unit is an analogue detector with a dynamic range limited
by the finite number of pixels.
A customized 667-pixel MPPC, with a sensitive area of
1.3 × 1.3 mm2, was developed for T2K [35, 36]. It is based on
a Hamamatsu commercial device, the sensitive area of which
was increased to provide better acceptance for light detection
from 1 mm diameter Y11 Kuraray fibers. In total, about 64,000
MPPCs were produced for T2K. The T2K photosensor is shown
in Fig. 10.
The main parameters of MPPCs are summarized in Table 2.
The characterization of the MPPCs’ response to scintillation
Figure 10: Photographs of an MPPC with a sensitive area of
1.3 × 1.3 mm2: magnified face view (left) with 667 pixels in a
26 × 26 array (a 9-pixel square in the corner is occupied by an
electrode); the ceramic package of this MPPC (right).
light is presented in Ref. [37].
4.2. INGRID On-axis Detector
INGRID (Interactive Neutrino GRID) is a neutrino detector
centered on the neutrino beam axis. This on-axis detector was
designed to monitor directly the neutrino beam direction and
intensity by means of neutrino interactions in iron, with suffi-
cient statistics to provide daily measurements at nominal beam
intensity. Using the number of observed neutrino events in each
module, the beam center is measured to a precision better than
10 cm. This corresponds to 0.4 mrad precision at the near de-
tector pit, 280 meters downstream from the beam origin. The
INGRID detector consists of 14 identical modules arranged as
a cross of two identical groups along the horizontal and verti-
cal axis, and two additional separate modules located at off-axis
directions outside the main cross, as shown in Fig. 11. The de-
tector samples the neutrino beam in a transverse section of 10 m
× 10 m. The center of the INGRID cross, with two overlapping
modules, corresponds to the neutrino beam center, defined as
0◦ with respect to the direction of the primary proton beamline.
The purpose of the two off-axis modules is to check the axial
symmetry of the neutrino beam. The entire 16 modules are in-
stalled in the near detector pit with a positioning accuracy of
2 mm in directions perpendicular to the neutrino beam.
The INGRID modules consist of a sandwich structure of
nine iron plates and 11 tracking scintillator planes as shown
in Fig. 12. They are surrounded by veto scintillator planes, to
reject interactions outside the module. The dimensions of the
iron plates are 124 cm × 124 cm in the x and y directions and
6.5 cm along the beam direction. The total iron mass serving as
a neutrino target is 7.1 tons per module. Each of the 11 track-
ing planes consists of 24 scintillator bars in the horizontal di-
rection glued to 24 perpendicular bars in the vertical direction
with Cemedine PM200, for a total number of 8,448. No iron
plate was placed between the 10th and 11th tracking planes due
to weight restrictions, but this does not affect the tracking per-
formance. The dimensions of the scintillator bars used for the
tracking planes are 1.0 cm × 5.0 cm × 120.3 cm. Due to the fact
that adjacent modules can share one veto plane in the boundary
region, the modules have either three or four veto planes. Each
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Table 2: Main parameters of the T2K MPPCs
Number of pixels 667
Active area 1.3 × 1.3 mm2
Pixel size 50 × 50 µm2
Operational voltage 68 − 71 V
Gain ∼ 106
Photon detection efficiency at 525 nm 26 − 30%
Dark rate, threshold = 0.5 p.e., T = 25 ◦C ≤ 1.35 MHz
4.1. Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC)
The ND280 detectors make extensive use of scintillator de-
tectors and wavelength-shifting (WLS) fiber readout, with light
from the fibers being detected by photosensors that must oper-
ate in a magnetic field environment and fit into a limited space
inside the magnet. Multi-anode PMTs, successfully used in
other scintillator and WLS based neutrino experiments, are not
suitable for D280 because most of the detectors n the ND280
complex hav to work i a magnetic field of 0.2 T. To atisfy
the ND280 exp rimental requirements, a multi-pixel avalanche
photodiode was selected for the photose sor. The device con-
sists of many independent sensitive pixels, each of which per-
ates as an independent Geiger icro-counter with a gain of the
same order as a vacuum photomultiplier. These novel photo-
sensors are ompact, well matched to spectr l emission ofWLS
fibers, and insensitive to magnetic fields. Detailed infor ation
and the basic principles f operation of multi-pixel photodiodes
can be found in a recent review paper [34] and the references
therein.
After R&D and tests provided by several groups for three
years, the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC)
was chosen as the photosensor for ND280. The MPPC gain
is determined by the charge accumulated in a pixel capacitance
Cpixel: Qpixel = Cpixel ·∆V , where the overvoltage ∆V is the
difference between the applied voltage and the breakdown volt-
age of the photodiode. For MPPCs the operational voltage is
about 70 V, which is 0.8 − 1.5 V above the breakdown volt-
age. The pixel capacitance is 90 fF, which gives a gain in the
range 0.5− 1.5 × 106. When a photoelectron is produced it cre-
ates a Geiger avalanche. The amplitude of a single pixel signal
does not depend on the number of carriers created in this pixel.
Thus, the photodiode signal is a sum of fired pixels. Each pixel
operates as a binary device, but the multi-pixel photodiode as a
whole unit is an analogue detector with a dynamic range limited
by the finite number of pixels.
A customized 667-pixel MPPC, with a sensitive area of
1.3 × 1.3 mm2, was developed for T2K [35, 36]. It is based on
a Hamamatsu commercial device, the sensitive area of which
was increased to provide better acceptance for light detection
from 1 mm diameter Y11 Kuraray fibers. In total, about 64,000
MPPCs were produced for T2K. The T2K photosensor is shown
in Fig. 10.
The main parameters of MPPCs are summarized in Table 2.
The characterization of the MPPCs’ response to scintillation
Figure 10: Photographs of an MPPC with a sensitive area of
1.3 × 1.3 mm2: magnified face view (left) with 667 pixels in a
26 × 26 array (a 9-pixel square in the corner is occupied by an
electrode); the ceramic package of this MPPC (right).
light is presented in Ref. [37].
4.2. INGRID On-axis Detector
INGRID (Interactive Neutrino GRID) is a neutrino detector
centered on the neutrino beam axis. This on-axis detector was
designed to monitor directly the neutrino beam direction and
intensity by means of neutrino interactions in iron, with suffi-
cient statistics to provide daily measurements at nominal beam
intensity. Using the number of observed neutrino events in each
module, the beam center is measured to a precision better than
10 cm. This corresponds to 0.4 mrad precision at the near de-
tector pit, 280 meters downstream from the beam origin. The
INGRID detector consists of 14 identical modules arranged as
a cross of two identical groups along the horizontal and verti-
cal axis, and two additional separate modules located at off-axis
directions outside the main cross, as shown in Fig. 11. The de-
tector samples the neutrino beam in a transverse section of 10 m
× 10 m. The center of the INGRID cross, with two overlapping
modules, corresponds to the neutrino beam center, defined as
0◦ with respect to the direction of the primary proton beamline.
The purpose of the two off-axis modules is to check the axial
symmetry of the neutrino beam. The entire 16 modules are in-
stalled in the near detector pit with a positioning accuracy of
2 mm in directions perpendicular to the neutrino beam.
The INGRID modules consist of a sandwich structure of
nine iron plates and 11 tracking scintillator planes as shown
in Fig. 12. They are surrounded by veto scintillator planes, to
reject interactions outside the module. The dimensions of the
iron plates are 124 cm × 124 cm in the x and y directions and
6.5 cm along the beam direction. The total iron mass serving as
a neutrino target is 7.1 tons per module. Each of the 11 track-
ing planes consists of 24 scintillator bars in the horizontal di-
rection glued to 24 perpendicular bars in the vertical direction
with Cemedine PM200, for a total number of 8,448. No iron
plate was placed between the 10th and 11th tracking planes due
to weight restrictions, but this does not affect the tracking per-
formance. The dimensions of the scintillator bars used for the
tracking planes are 1.0 cm × 5.0 cm × 120.3 cm. Due to the fact
that adjacent modules can share one veto plane in the boundary
region, the modules have either three or four veto planes. Each
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Figure 4.15: Photograph of the MPPC (left) and zoom to the sensitive detection
area formed with 667 pixels in a 26× 26 array (right).
The MPPC gain is determined by the charge accumulated in a pixel capaci-
tance Cpixel : Qpixel = Cpixel ×∆V where ∆V is the difference between the applied
and breakdown voltage of the photodiode with value ∼ 70 V. The pixel capaci-
tance is 90 fF, whic gives a gain in the range 0.5 − 1.5 × 106. The photodiode
signal is a sum of the fired pixels. Each pixel is a binary device, but the multipixel
photodiode sends an analogue signal.
There are three sources of noise coming from the MPPC. The first source
is the dark noise caused by the therm l noise triggering avalanche. The dark
noise depends on the temperature an its rate has a value around 500 Hz. The
second type is called cross-talk as it makes the triggered avalanches crossing to
the neighbouring cell for a new avalanche to be initialised. The last source of
MPPC noise is the afterpulse occurring when the subsequently trapped electron
causes mor th n one avalanche within the same pixel cell but is delayed in time.
The TripT Frontend Board (TFB) is used to readout the sign l from t
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MPPC. There are two channel types, low and high gain, to enable a wider range
and higher readout precision. Each TFB is composed of four TripT chips, where
each TripT has 16 low and 16 high gain channels to which the MPPCs are con-
nected, producing analogue voltages. The signal is transferred to the digital con-
verter which outputs 10-bit ADC counts. There are 23 capacitors used for charge
integration in related time, each in 480 ns time window separated by 100 ns reset
period.
4.4 Super-Kamiokande
Super-Kamiokande is the largest man made water Cˇerenkov detector in the world
situated 2.5◦ off the beam axis and 295 km away from the T2K beam source in
western Japan. It has been running since 1996 with several improvements and
the current run period is called SK-IV. Super-Kamiokande is a 50 kt volume pure
water tank of cylindrical shape, 42 m high and 36 m in diameter, located under
1000 m rock (see Figure 4.16).
Figure 4.16: Drawing of Super-Kamiokande showing different composition ele-
ments and their placement in the mountain.
The detector uses the Cˇerenkov radiation phenomena to identify the neutrino
interactions using 13,000 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which detect the light
produced by the charged particles. It is divided into an inner detector (ID) and
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an outer detector (OD) separated by a cylindrical stainless steel structure.
The ID cylindrical shape has a 33.8 m diameter and 36.2 m high. Its inner
walls are covered with 11,129 inward-facing 50 cm diameter PMTs which accounts
for 40 % of the inner detector surface. PMTs are able to operate with a sensitivity
in the energy range from 4 MeV to 1 TeV. The detected signal by PMTs is used
for the particle identification by looking at the Cˇerenkov ring shape.
The OD is optically separated and its role is to isolate all external events
initiated outside the detector except for the highest energy cosmic muons. It has
a cylindrical space about 2 m thick and its inner walls are covered with 1,885
outward-facing 20 cm diameter PMTs.
Data is read out using a GPS triggering to synchronise timing information.
All hit information in a 1 ms window around the expected beam time is read out,
with a reduction of the data happening in the oﬄine analysis.
The operational performance of Super-Kamiokande is stable and both cali-
bration and software are well understood with an accuracy to the percent level.
The T2K experimental setup described above has been designed to achieve a
number of scientific goals. To meet all the objectives, a good performance of the
beamline and all the detectors is crucial. The T2K experiment operation status
during data taking is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Data
This chapter summarises the beam data collected from March 2010 until June 2014.
The broad characteristics of the data collected from November 2010 until April 2013
is given as it concerns the analysis presented in this thesis. First, a brief descrip-
tion of the beam data taking is presented. Next, the criteria of a good data
selection is described in the data quality section. This is followed by a compre-
hensive description of the ECal data quality for the data used in the analysis
carried out in this thesis. The ECal data quality assessment was performed by
the author of this thesis.
5.1 Data Taking Summary
When T2K began taking data in November 2009, both near detectors were un-
der completion with the last few designed modules to be installed. During the
Summer of 2010, the detectors were fully commissioned: ND280 with the re-
maining ECals (PØD-ECal and barrel ECal modules) and INGRID with the two
off-diagonal modules. T2K has been taking data with the full experimental setup
since October 2010. Until September 2014 the T2K experiment accomplished
five periods of data collection, during which all three detectors (ND280, INGRID
and Super-Kamiokande) were taking beam and cosmic data. Table 5.1 shows the
summary of the completed beam runs [52].
Due to unforeseen natural occurrences, i.e. the 2011 earthquake, data taking
had to be suspended for the recovery period from March 2011 until January 2012.
Run 3a was a test run taken after the recovery of the beam line and near detectors.
These test runs were done with a partially unfocused beam due to one horn not
1The off-axis near detector ND280 took data from RUN31.
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powered on. The horn power supply device was under repair until February 2012.
According to the T2K 5 year data taking plan, the collaboration aims to
collect 5× 1021 POT assuming 750 kW × 107 s or 1021 POT × 50 GeV/30 GeV
per one year beam delivery. This plan includes annual Summer shut-downs and
seasonal engineering works for the beam line tuning and improvements. Until
June 2014, the maximum achieved value of the beam power was 270 kW with
30 GeV protons. The delivered number of protons on target for Runs 1-5 is shown
in Figure 5.1. As of writing of this thesis, Run 6 is undergoing processing through
the software chain.
Integrated POT (Full T2K)
Integrated POT for Physics so far: 7.387 × 1020
Integrated ν-Mode POT for Physics so far: 6.878 × 1020
Integrated ν¯-Mode POT for Physics so far: 0.509 × 1020
21 / 23
Figure 5.1: Delivered number of protons on target for Runs 1-5 (blue) and cor-
respon ing beam power (red).
5.2 Data Quality
Collected data used in physics analyses must be deemed to be of good quality.
This requirement accounts for two factors: the beam status and detector condition
which are explained in this section. Only the beam provided in physics runs
will be considered for the analysis studies. A physics run excludes spills which
were generated during beam tuning or monitor studies. Regarding the detector
physical state, the data quality group provides a flag associated with the quality
of data per each time interval for each detector and sub-detector.
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Beam Quality
The quality of the beam delivered in a physics run is checked for Super-Kamiokande
and the near detector suite by the application of selection criteria. In order to get
good spills, the following cuts are applied to the near off-axis detector, ND280:
1. Physics run: it excludes beam tuning and monitoring studies spills.
2. Beam trigger: it eliminates test dummy spills.
3. Good GPS status: the difference between GPS1 and GPS2 has to be less
than 200 ns at the J-PARC site.
4. Spill flag: it excludes empty spills.
5. Nominal beam condition: it requires a good condition for all beam
elements.
6. Horn current: each horn current variation has to be within ±5 kA from
its nominal value.
7. Muon measurement:
a. the muon profile centre has to be within ±10 cm in x and y direction.
b. the deviation of the charge of the total number of muons collected,
normalised by the POT per spill, has to be less than 5%.
The average spill number loss caused by the status of the beam line com-
ponents is 0.7%. The good spill selection used for the Super-Kamiokande data
analysis is based on its DAQ and can be found in Ref. [53].
Collected Data Quality
Each of the three T2K detectors has a separate strategy for data quality evalu-
ation. The Super-Kamiokande detector data quality criteria description can be
found in a technical note [53]. The data quality strategy for both near detectors is
described in detail in Ref. [54] while the data quality assessment for Run 1,Run 2,
Run 3 and Run 4 is presented in the technical notes [55], [9], [56] and [57], ac-
cordingly. This strategy was applied to the beam data starting from the neutrino
RUN34, see Table 5.1 for further information. The data quality objectives include
checking the detector hardware status, checking low level variables and provid-
ing a status update for each sub-detector. For this purpose a specific software
framework for the data quality analysis was developed. The flow chart of this
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assessed per each subdetector. Results are then provided globally and per
each subdetector. The prescription is to use only the global flag for the off-
axis detector for any published analysis. A description of the different steps
needed to assess the quality of the data is here presented as well a more de-
tailed description of the code developed. A general overview of the packages
is given in this section, whilst a more detailed description of the code for each
(sub–)detector is provided in the corresponding section. The framework is
sketched in Fig. 1 (a) for the on–axis detector, whilst in Fig. 1 (b) for the
off–axis detector.
Concerning the ND280 detectors, the steps are:
• query the global slow control (GSC) database to check for possible
hardware failure of the detector that didn’t inhibit data taking;
• data are reconstructed and calibrated for assessing the good quality of
the reconstructed physical variables;
• flags associated to the quality of the data are written into the off–line
database, whilst plots and histograms used for assessing the quality of
the data are copied into iRODS;
• flags are eventually read by the user when running the oaAnalysis jobs.
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Figure 1: Framework for the (a) on–axis and (b) off–axis ND280 detector.
5
Figure 5.2: Data Quality framework for the (left) INGRID and (right) ND280
detectors.
framework is shown in Fig 5.2. Data taken by both near detectors are written on
one of the three semi-oﬄine machines located in the pit. Regarding the ND280
detector, three phases of the data quality framework can be distinguished.
First, a global slow control (GSC) database is used for monitoring the hard-
ware status. Second, the data are processed with the calibration and recon-
struction packages to estimate the quality of the physical variables by assigning
flags. This is partially done with the software package soffTasks that runs on the
semi-oﬄine machines. This package performs the conversion of the data from a
MIDAS format to a ROOT format using the RECPACK package, and hosts the
data quality framework analysis on the J-PARC cluster. It can run jobs specific
for the different sub-detectors depending on a given trigger type in data. At the
end, the summary plots and tables of the output of submitted jobs are produced.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of the number of completed jobs. The data quality
jobs are based on the ND280 software library using the most recent stable release
at the time.
At this point each sub-detector performance is represented by a flag which
indicates per each time interval whether the data has been assessed good or bad.
All the flags of the ND280 sub-detectors used in the analysis are required to
have a good value in order to use the off-axis detector data for the analysis.
In the next stage, the flags are written to the off-line database. This is done
using the oaDataQuality software package which creates data quality tables, loads
the flags and queries them when the analysis ntuples are created. The tables
contain information about the flags as a function of the Unix time, the person
who assessed the data, the flag description and the software version used. The
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On 11 March the beam was stopped at 05:00 as scheduled, and all the
pending data quality jobs were completed by midday, approximately three
hours before the earth quake which caused all power to the semi oﬄine com-
puters to be lost.
For RUN37 and 38 an additional job to check FGD timing markers,
dq-fgd-tm was introduced but its output has not been incorporated into
the overall dataquality strategy.
A total of 4376 subruns were analysed for the RUN37 and 38 data.
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Figure 1: History of jobs completed for RUN37 and RUN38.
5
Figure 5.3: Completed jobs history submitted by the semi-oﬄine tasks package
for neutrino runs RUN37 and RUN38.
data quality files created during the assessment are stored and accessed remotely
with the data grid software called the Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System
(iRODS) [58]. Copying files from the semi-oﬄine machines to iRODS is managed
by the oaDataQuality package.
The strategy to assess the recorded data by each sub-detector can be found
in the referred technical notes. This includes the ECal data quality on which the
author of this thesis worked on is described in detail in the next section. The
INGRID data quality assessment can also be found in the referred documentation.
5.3 ECal Data Quality
The ECal data quality assessment evolved in time during the data collection from
a manual to a more automated system. The ECal DQ concerns the analysis of
raw data as well as visual monitoring of the global slow control. The latter was
automated during Run 3. The ECal was fully commissioned prior to the start
of RUN34. The readout is done by 12 RRMs, which are connected to a total of
366 TFBs. The ECal data quality checks are reported on a weekly basis during
the data taking. All the monitored quantities for different runs are described
below. Parts of the electronics readout became temporary or permanently in-
operable: RMM5 was down during Run 2 until 22 November 2010 due to a PS
trouble. Additionally, TFB13 and TFB25 on RMM9 went completely silent after
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the shutdown due to the March 11th 2011 earthquake.
5.3.1 Beam Timing
The beam timing monitors the bunch position within the TFB readout cycle
and shows the hit time relative to the beam trigger time. While the beam is
configured to have 8 bunches per spill, the trigger offsets are set in such a way
that the first bunch appears in the centre of the 5th cycle. There are 23 cycles
and each of them has a 480 ns time window separated by a 100 ns reset period.
The beam hits appear in the centre of the readout window as shown in Figure 5.4.
According to the beam group report, the beam timing fluctuations are expected
to be up to 100 ns, and the observed variation is up to 40 ns.
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6.2.3 Beam Timing
On beam triggers, we can calculate the hit time relative to beam trigger
time. After taking into account all the offsets introduced by the readout
electronics, it is possible to predict where the bunch structure should appear
within the TFB readout cycles. Trigger offsets have been set in such a way
that the first of the eight beam bunches is centered in the fifth (out of 23)
readout cycle.
Figures 44 to 49 show the timing distribution for the different RMMs, for
the entirety of Run 3. The same features observed by the FGD (Section 5.1)
can be seen here.
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Figure 44: Hit time relative to beam trigger time for ECAL hits, RMM0 and
RMM1, for Run 3. The dashed blue regions correspond to the 100 ns reset
windows between 480 ns readout cycles.
Since Run2, checks were made to see the impact of beam time jitter in
the data. The beam group reported that there could be fluctuations of up
to 100 ns in the beam timing. As a consequence, specific checks were made
to be sure that beam-related hits peak more than 100 ns away from either
end of the integration window, and is stable as a function of time. It turned
out that, indeed, time distributions for all modules and all bunches are more
than 150 ns away from the beginning of the integration window, and the
observed jitter is up to 40 ns.
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Figure 5.4: Bunch timing separated by the 100 ns reset period (blue dashed line).
(a) Bunch timing for RMM0 during Run 2 period. Green dashed line represents
beam trigger time. (b) Hit time relative to the beam rigger time for ECal hits
for RMM0 during Run 3.
5.3.2 Dead and Drifting Channels
In order to find dead or bad channels, the DPT histograms are analysed, see
Figure 5.5. The DPT histogram represents the ADC spectra generated for each
MPPC in the detector, where the nominal channel pedestal value is subtracted
from each spectrum. These histograms are an input to two software packages:
mppcCalib and tfbCalib. The gain of an individual channel is calculated for
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Figure 5.5: One channel DPT histogram.
each sub-run using the DPT histograms. Every DPT histogram accumulates 500
events for both pedestal and beam data. A bad channel is defined as a channel
where the PE peak can not be found by the fitting algorithm but it can be
recovered in time. A dead channel is a channel in which the PE peak can not
be found by the fitting algorithm at any time. Figure 5.6 shows the number of
dead and bad channels in Run 2. The full list of dead channels can be found in
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Figure 5.6: An example of dead (top) and bad (bottom) channels check during
Run 2 data taking.
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the above referred DQ technical notes. At the end of Run 4 there are 53 dead
channels in total, and taking into account the silent1 TFBs this increases to a
total of 181 dead channels. Any sudden significant increase of a drifting or dead
channels number (more than 10) is a subject to investigation and affects the
quality of data.
5.3.3 Gain Variation
The gain (in ADC) of each ECal channel (MPPC) is calculated using the tfbCalib
and mppcCalib packages. The data quality group monitors the gain variation to
control its stability over time. Instability can affect the efficiency and resolution
of the detector. The first sub-run gain values are used as a reference in a given
data run. Each RMM is analysed separately every 3 hours, see Figure 5.7.
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Figure 34: Gain variation versus time during Run 4. Top: RMM0; middle:
RMM1; bottom: RMM2.
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Figure 5.7: Gain variation versus time during Run 4 for RMM0. Red lines cor-
respond to the 0.5 ADC interval limit.
5.3.4 Pedestal Variation
The electronics pedestal’s stability is important for the resolution of the detector.
Instability can appear due to temperature variations or voltage supply issues.
Therefore, it is important to monitor all changes on a regular basis. The pedestal
variation is calculated from the ADC counts in the channel without any light
signal for both high and low voltage supplied electronics. Figure 5.8 shows the
pedestal variation of the RMM0 calculated with reference to the first file from the
beginning of a given run period. During Run 2 a pedestal’s extensive instability
appeared on the RMM4 TFB43. The observed fluctuations were caused by the
1Silent channel (TFB) is uninstrumented or without any signal.
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2.5 V line on the TFB itself, see Figure 5.9. These fluctuations can be calibrated
out, hence they do not affect the data quality assessment.
5.3.5 Trip-T Occupancy
The TripT chip status is controlled by monitoring the validity of the beam trig-
gered hit time stamps. The number of chips without a valid timestamp is calcu-
lated for every 10 spills. Figure 5.10 shows the TripT occupancy during Run 3,
where up to three Trip-T chips were recording hits without a valid timestamp at
a given time unit, aside from the 8 known chips placed on the 2 dead TFBs. This
demonstrates that the frontend board electronics is working accurately. Any sud-
den significant increase of number of invalid Trip-T chips performance is a subject
to investigation and affects the quality of data.
Cluster Ratio
The tracker ECal and DsECal modules are checked for the neutrino event rate.
This is done using the ecalRecon package which provides objects created by the
clustering algorithm. The selected hits from the beam spills are clustered and
compared to the average rate value as a ratio of the recorded POT in the 24 hour
time unit, see Figure 5.11.
5.3.6 Cosmics
Cosmics data are recorded either as inter-spill or dedicated standalone runs. This
data is used to check the ECal status by making hit maps and calculating the
RMM offsets. Initially, cosmic muon tracks are reconstructed by a dedicated
reconstruction algorithm called the Simple Track Fitter. Next, their position is
extrapolated to the inner and outer face of the ECal modules. The final output
is used to perform the following checks.
Hit Maps
The reconstructed cosmic muon track hit position for the DsECal and BrECal are
shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. Looking at the hit maps there is a
visible empty area caused by the broken TFB25 on RMM9. Also there is a notable
scattering of white mini dots which represents a distribution of dead channels. At
the time of Run 4 these checks were not performed for the PØD-ECal modules.
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Figure 38: Pedestal variation versus time for RMM0 during Run 4. Top: low
gain; bottom: high gain.
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Figure 5.8: Pedestal variation in time for RM 0 during Run 4. The red lines
correspond to the 0.5 ADC interval limit.
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Figure 50: Number of TripT chips not recording hits with valid timestamp
versus beam spill number, for a typical run. A point in this plot corresponds
to 10 bem spills. No more than 2 or 3 chips record hits without valid times-
tamp in a period of 10 spills, showing that our frontend electronics is working
properly.
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Figure 51: RMM offsets for the DsECal RMMs. The average of the offsets for
these two RMMs is taken as reference value for the actual offset calculation,
so the two plots in this figure are anticorrelated.
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Figure 5.10: Number of the TripT chips with the invalid time stamps during
Run 3.
Figure 5.11: Clustering rate in 24 hour bins in the Run 4. There is an observed
excess of the ECal clusters from March 2013 with respect to the average rate
value, referenced by the line, caused by the changes in a reconstruction software
algorithm.
RMM Offsets
The ECal RMM time offsets have a fairly unstable behaviour during data taking
as shown in Figure 5.14. This inconsistent behaviour can be calibrated out, hence
the offsets do not have a direct impact on the DQ flag. However, the observation
of the rapid jumps in the offset values supports the detection of other problems
and the starting of a further investigation.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of the reconstructed tracks in the Downstream ECal
(Run 4).
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of the reconstructed tracks in the South part (top) and
North part (bottom) of BrECal (Run 4).
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Figure 5.14: DsECal time offsets during Run 4 data taking. Here, the time offsets
for RMM0 and RMM1 are calculated with the reference to their average value.
5.3.7 GSC Monitoring
The slow Control Monitoring is a visual inspection of the temperature, voltage,
current and cooling water flow. Each of the monitored quantities does not have
a direct influence on the DQ flag value, however it constitutes an integral part of
the detector performance.
Temperature
Each ECal TFB has 2 temperature sensors located on the inner board and ex-
terior. There are 732 temperature sensors monitored in total. The temperature
variation depends on several factors related to the magnet status and weather
conditions. At a low temperature condition in the pit, a diurnal cycle is observed
as expected. During warmer weather such relations do not occur and the records
follow the external temperature variations. Unfortunately, there is a number of
broken TFB temperature sensors which are listed in the DQ technical notes for
each data taking run.
Voltages
Four voltage lines of values 2.2 V, 3.2 V, 3.8 V and 5.5 V are monitored for each
ECal TFB. There are several anomalies in the voltage reading such as widely
oscillating readout or flawed readout for well operating TFBs. Hence, the current
drawn by the bias voltage supply was examined to support the voltage monitoring.
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Cooling Water
The water cooling flow is checked with water meters fitted on the cooling loops.
The flow was stable for all the data taking runs with an average value of 4 to
5 l/min with minor annual variations, which are expected.
ECAL DQ Flag
The monitored quantities described in this chapter allow the quality of collected
data to be assessed in a direct or indirect way. Variables such as the gain and
pedestal variation, cluster ratio, cosmics checks and GSC monitored parameters
do not change the quality of data result but they allow for any variations to be
recognized and calibrated out as well as support any detector operation problem
to be identified. The remaining ECal parameters, i.e. beam timing, number
of dead and drifting channels and TripT chip status have a direct impact on
assigning the data quality flag value to each separate ECal RMM. The overall
full ECal flag is also determined as a result of each RMM status. This flag is a
12 bit word where each bit corresponds to the flag value for an individual RMM.
The bit values have the following meanings
• 0 is good,
• 1 is bad.
If the decimal value of the bit number is set to zero, than the full global ECal sta-
tus is good. If it is greater then zero, the global flag is bad. For an undefined
status the global flag value is set to be -1. The ECal flag value during the Run 1,
Run 2 and Run 3 data taking periods is shown in Figure 5.15.
During the Run 1, Run 2, Run 3 and Run 4 data taking, 6.43×1020 POT was
recorded at the near detector ND280 with an efficiency of 98.45%. Data with a
good ND280 DQ flag is equivalent to 5.98×1020 POT, giving a 91.53% efficiency.
On the grounds that T2K is a multi purpose experiment, there are a number of
analysis groups performing physics measurements and each group uses data sets
relevant to the specified requirements, i.e. sub-detectors used in their analysis. In
this thesis, the data from Run 2, Run 3 and Run 4 are studied. This is equivalent
to 2.28× 1020 POT when the PØD is filled with water giving a 81.62% efficiency
(recorded plus good DQ flag) and 3.49 × 1020 POT when the PØD water bags
are empty with a 96.84% efficiency (recorded plus good DQ flag).
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Figure 5.15: The ECAL flag history shown for Run 1, Run 2 and Run 3 (a), and
ECal Run 3 (April 2012) flags zoomed to the lower values range (b).
All the data sets are processed with the ND280 software for a number of
data productions. Each production is prepared with the most recent and stable
software release. The ND280 software is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
ND280 Software
The ND280 detector software is coded in C++ and Python with significant use
of ROOT [59] and existing high energy physics software libraries. The ND280
software is composed of independent but interconnected packages. Each package
is designed for an individual purpose such as simulation, reconstruction, calibra-
tion, analysis etc. All the nd280 packages are managed by the Configuration
Management Tool (CMT) which is itself built upon the Concurrent Versioning
System (CVS). CMT is used to manage the build of each software release, and
it operates in conjunction with CVS in order to keep track of all the changes in
the set of the package files. This allows several developers to collaborate with
continuous code improvement. The first stable nd280 software release came out
on 14th Feb 2008 (v4r1). The software version used in this thesis analysis is
v10r11p31, and is a sub-production of the MC Production 5.
A diagram showing the nd280 package structure is presented in Figure 6.1.
Both data and MC files have an oaEvent format, which is based on the stan-
dard ROOT classes. As the data is recorded in the MIDAS format, the event
configuration is formed by the oaUnpack package. The fundamental unit of an
event is a “hit”, which represents the scintillated light from the bar for tracking
sub-detectors. All the events pass through the software reconstruction chain that
corresponds to calibration, reconstruction and final data reduction to the analy-
sis package oaAnalysis. The author of this thesis contributed to both the time
calibration and reconstruction of the PØD-ECal.
6.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
The Monte Carlo events are generated using a specifically developed package,
nd280Control, which provides the tools for different types of MC simulations.
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Figure 27: Schematic of the package structure of the ND280
Software Suite. Only the most representative packages are in-
cluded.
“oaRawEvent” interfaces with the readout data format that is
provided by the DAQ group, and allows the raw MIDAS files
to be read directly by the oﬄine software. Calibration constants
for the detectors are stored on a centralized MySQL database,
and are applied by “oaCalib” and its sub-packages at processing
time. The access routines for the database are based on those
developed for the MINOS experiment.
A representation of the geometry of the detectors is con-
structed in Geant4 code, and is converted to ROOT TGeoMan-
ager [53] format and stored in version-controlled files. These
are retrieved from a central repository to be used in the inter-
pretation of raw data.
For Monte Carlo simulations, interfaces have been built be-
tween the neutrino beam simulation, the neutrino interaction
generation packages, GENIE [54] and NEUT [55] (see Sec-
tion 5.3), and the ND280 software. The neutrino fluxes esti-
mated from beam MC are passed through the detector geome-
tries, and neutrino cross sections specific to the nuclei present
in the geometries are used to generate interactions that are ap-
propriate for the distribution of materials in the detector.
Geant4 is used to simulate the energy deposits from the fi-
nal state particles that pass through the detector, and the re-
sponse of the active detectors (scintillator bars, fibers, MPPCs
and electronics, and TPC electron drift and electronics) is sim-
ulated through custom-written code in the elecSim package.
Individual subdetectors have dedicated packages designed
to reconstruct event information internal to them. The Rec-
Pack toolkit [56] is used as the framework for event reconstruc-
tion across the off-axis detector. It is an independent software
package, but has been developed in close conjunction with the
ND280 software to meet its needs.
The full event information contained in the oaEvent format
files is distilled by the oaAnalysis package into files based on
“trees” which are built up from pure ROOT objects. An ac-
companying library of analysis tools helps end-users to process
the summarized output using standardized C++ routines and
Python macros.
An overall software control package allows for the fully au-
tomated running of the software, based on simple configuration
files which list the inputs and processing steps.
4.5.3. Automated Support Tools
A number of tools have been used by the ND280 software
group to assist in simultaneous code development across a large
number of packages. The Buildbot software [57] performs au-
tomated builds of the full software suite on multiple computing
platforms to test for compilation problems and allow tests to be
run. The TUT framework [58] provides a structure for regres-
sion tests of code in the low-level packages, to test performance
and compliance to specifications. Also, higher-level validation
tests were written in multiple packages, to flag problems that
are introduced during development.
4.5.4. Management
One individual acts as the release manager, overseeing the
packages as they are combined to form “releases” several times
a year. In addition to this active management, several tools are
used to assist users in contributing to the overall evolution of
the software: Bugzilla [59], a widely used management util-
ity for tracking the development of software, allows developers
and end-users to file bugs and feature requests; ViewVC [60],
a browser-based tool to access all past versions of each file that
forms the software suite, tagged with the comments submitted
as each change was committed to the repository; and LXR [61],
a cross-referenced source code browser.
4.5.5. Documentation
The Doxygen [62] system is used to generate documenta-
tion from comments that are embedded in the code. An online
workbook is also maintained to provide higher-level documen-
tation on overall procedures and information for new users of
the software and developers.
4.5.6. Performance
For the dataset from the first data-taking period in 2010, the
neutrino beam events in a single “subrun” file, corresponding
to approximately ten minutes of data, take approximately one
hour to process fully on a typical CPU.
Fig. 28 shows an event display of an event with a muon track
entering into the PØD and continuing into the tracker (TPC and
FGD) region. Multiple secondary particles are produced in the
FGD, all of which are finally stopped in the ECal detectors.
This event display illustrates an overall successful perfor-
mance of the ND280 off-axis detector system (in terms of both
hardware and software).
4.6. ND280 Data Processing and Distribution
4.6.1. ND280 Data
The ND280 detector produces raw data during normal data
taking on the order of several MB a second. Single raw data
files are approximately 1 GB in size, and are recorded to disk
25
Figure 6.1: A diagra showing the ckage struct re of the ND280 software
suite [8].
This enables one to choose the most convenient option for the specific studies.
All different options can be specified by a configuration file. The Monte Carlo
simulation is carried out in four separated steps as described below.
6.1.1 B am Flux Simulation
The first stage of the MC production concerns the beam flux simulation. This is
a simulation of the physical processes involved in the neutrino production and the
neutrino energy spectrum, presented in Ref. [5]. The interaction of the primary
proton b am and secondary particles is simulated by FLUKA2008 [60], which
appears to be in the best agreement with the external hadron data. The proton
beam monitor measurements are used as inputs into the neutrino flux simulation.
The main difficulty in a flux prediction arises from the hadron production
process uncertainties appearing from the proton nucleus scattering. Therefore,
a simulation of such hadronic interactions at T2K is re-weighted using external
data from the NA61/SHINE [61] experiment. The energy spectrum used at the
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NA61 experiment covers the entire phase space region for the T2K flux. Both,
the pion and kaon, cross section measurements are applied during the simulation
to obtain further flux uncertainties reduction.
The kinematic information for particles exiting from the target and propa-
gating through the beamline are simulated with GEANT3 [62]. All simulated
particles are tracked to the point where they interact, decay or drop below an en-
ergy cut-off. The generated neutrinos are directed towards the per–Kamiokande
plane.
A good understanding of the neutrino flux prediction is crucial as all T2K
measurements are highly dependant upon this prediction. The ND280 and Super–
Kamiokande flux ratio uncertainty is found to be less than 2% near the flux peak,
see Figure 6.2. The overall uncertainties on the flux prediction are evaluated to
be below 15% near the flux peak.
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B. The ND280 inclusive νµ measurement
The rate of neutrino interactions in the oﬀ-axis ND280
near detector is predicted using the flux prediction de-
scribed here, the NEUT neutrino interaction generator
(version 5.1.4), and a GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation
of the ND280 detector. An inclusive νµ selection is ap-
plied to the interactions at ND280 by searching for events
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FIG. 47: The accumulated horizontal neutrino beam
profile reconstructed by INGRID for the Run 1 period.
The profile of the number of events at each detector
module is fitted with a Gaussian function. Systematic
errors are not shown in this plot.
with a negatively charged track originating in the fiducial
volume of the first fine grained detector that is tracked
by the immediately downstream time projection cham-
ber and identified as muon-like by dE/dx. The predicted
muon momentum distribution for this selection is com-
pared to the measured distribution from data collected in
Runs 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 48. The interactions from
neutrinos produced in pion decays tend to produce events
with lower muon momentum (since the neutrino energy is
typically smaller), while neutrinos from kaon decays are
the dominant contribution for interactions with higher
muon momenta. The predicted and measured spectra
show good agreement within the uncertainty of the flux
prediction, which is ∼ 10% for all muon momenta. The
ratio of the total number of measured events relative to
the prediction is:
Rdata/MC = 0.956± 0.014(stat.)± 0.098(flux) (24)
Even though there are additional neutrino interaction
model and detector systematic error uncertainties, which
are not quoted here, the data and our prediction show
good agreement.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the neutrino flux pre-
diction in the T2K experiment. The predicted neutrino
flux and energy spectrum are based on hadron production
data, including NA61/SHINE measurements, the proton
beam profile measurements in T2K, and measurements
Figure 6.2: The far to near detector ratio for the νµ flux prediction (top) and the
uncertainty on the ratio (bottom) [5].
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6.1.2 Neutrino Interactions Generator
During the second stage of the MC simulation, an event generator simulates the
neutrino interactions with the detector materials followed by the movement of
the primary produced particles within nuclear matter. This simulation covers
all the possible interactions within the entire kinematical region using the chosen
theoretical models. At the T2K experiment, three neutrino generators are applied
and tested: NUANCE [63], GENIE [64] and NEUT [65]. Each of them has
different simplifications and model assumptions in the actual implementation.
NEUT has been chosen as the official generator and is used for the MC studies
presented in this thesis.
There are two external inputs passed to the generator: the neutrino vector
file produced by the beam MC, and a ROOT-based simulation of the ND280
detector geometry. NEUT produces events against a single target and there-
fore is convenient and successful in the homogeneous detector studies such as
Super-Kamiokande. The main target nuclei are protons, oxygen and carbon.
However, other types of nuclei are also supported in the code by interpolation
techniques. NEUT covers the neutrino energy region from a few MeV to the TeV
range.
Within the T2K experiment energy region, 1-10 GeV, each of the primary
interactions, characterised in section 3.1, is simulated according to the chosen
theoretical model with fixed parameter values. The charged current quasi elas-
tic interaction is simulated according to the Llewellyn-Smith, Smith and Moniz
model [66], [67]. Resonance production is simulated in agreement with the Rein
and Sehgal model [40]. The coherent pion production has been applied according
to the Rein and Sehgal model [68]. The deep inelastic scattering cross section
is calculated beyond an invariant mass energy with nucleon structure functions
from GRV98 [69] with Bodek-Yang corrections [70]. During the next stage NEUT
simulates the secondary interactions of the primary particles within the nuclei en-
vironment, e.g. recognizing mesons and recoiling nucleons. These interactions are
generated by a particle cascade routine which includes the effects of the Fermi
motion and Pauli blocking. This is followed by the final state interactions sim-
ulated with a microscopic cascade model. Each individual model’s uncertainties
contribute to the NEUT associated systematic errors. These errors are deter-
mined by a validation of the generator against a broad range of published data
sources.
NEUT outputs the final stage particles exiting the nuclei, along with their
kinematic information i.e. 4-momenta of target nucleons, outgoing leptons, all
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the hadrons and gammas exiting from the target nucleus. Information on the
primary interactions is also provided.
6.1.3 Detector and Electronics Simulation
The third step in the MC production is the detector simulation, which models
the propagation of particles leaving the nuclei and travelling through the ND280
detector. This procedure is based on the GEANT4 [71] package and uses a
realistic detector materials simulation. The outcome is an energy deposit loss
in the detector active material such as scintillator bars or TPCs. The output is
saved in a hit format for every particle interaction for each spill. Information
concerning the position, timing and deposited energy is stored in the hit object.
The last stage of the Monte Carlo generation is the detector electronics sim-
ulation. The elecSim package models the conversion of the deposited energy into
the actual detector response as of real experimental data. This includes: the
attenuation of light along the bars or WLS fibre, MPPC response, and existing
electronics noise. The output is a list of digits forwarded to the calibration stage,
which has the same format as the raw collected data.
6.2 Calibration
The calibration procedure is carried out by a number of packages managed by
the oaCalib package. It gets as an input of raw data or MC simulation, which
is a digital information, and converts it into the hits format. This procedure
includes calibrating a number of quantities to correct for measurement uncer-
tainties associated with devices and geometry. The application of the calibration
constants can be done on a channel-to-channel basis, spill-to-spill basis or during
reconstruction procedure.
For all Trip-T type sub-detectors the calibration procedure is as follows. The
calibration constants are determined using the inter-spill cosmic data or specific
dedicated runs e.g. charge injection. The first step is to correct for the effect of
TFB electronics. The charge accumulated from the noise in the electronics is sub-
tracted from the ADC values of the digits. This is the pedestal correction which
is constantly monitored during the data acquisition procedure. Next, the ADC
format is converted into the charge format. Then, the MPPC related effects such
as noise, efficiency, saturation effects and gain drift caused by temperature and
voltage variations are calibrated. Subsequently, a normalisation of the bar-to-bar
variation across each sub-detector module is performed. Finally, compensation is
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made for the time walk effect. This concerns the time of the offsets associated
with the different cable lengths connecting the devices and the charge depen-
dency on the time stamps. For the FGD modules, there is an additional step
which concerns the assistance from the timing markers assembled in the front
end boards. This additional effort to decrease the time fluctuation is essential
due to its application to the TPC modules.
A separate calibration procedure is applied to the TPCs due to their differ-
ent electronics readout system. The calibration accounts for the correction of
the micromegas pad-by-pad response, gas density, drift velocity, micromegas-by-
micromegas variation and time offsets.
6.3 Reconstruction
The reconstruction phase uses the calibrated hits as input, and creates basic
objects for physics analysis through pattern recognition algorithms. Each sub-
detector has an individual reconstruction package. At the final stage, locally re-
constructed objects are passed to the global fit which performs a matching across
the ND280 detector, using the RECPACK [72] toolkit. In principle, the global
objects are used for the physical studies. However, as of Production 5, the output
from the packages, pØdRecon and pØdecalRecon, were not fully integrated into
the global fit, and therefore the implementation of the global objects into this
thesis analysis has a limited application. In this thesis we use the standalone
PØD and PØD-ECal packages reconstruction, instead of the global reconstruc-
tion, and those are described in the next section.
6.3.1 PØD Reconstruction
The pØdRecon package is designed to reconstruct objects in the PØD and it
has a specific tuning to allow for pi0 reconstruction and particle identification.
The reconstruction algorithms are described in Ref. [73]. For the analysis in this
thesis, the final pØdRecon output objects are used, such as track, shower, vertex
and node. The basic steps of these objects reconstruction are described below.
Initially hits are segregated into 23 cycles, according to their timestamp. The
cycle concept has been explained in detail in section 5.3.1. The interaction hits
can be contained within one or more of the eight cycles, from five to twelve.
If there is more than one time window with the hit information, it means that
the secondary or external interactions appeared. Next, the cleaning algorithm
is applied. This removes singular hits on the low charge cut basis. For hits
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below the 2 PE threshold, the algorithm penetrates the nearest neighbourhood
for other hits, and if any hits has not been found, the hit is removed. Additionally,
the upper threshold timing cut is applied, which means that hit time has to be
within 50 ns of the mean of all hits. This eliminates hot channels, channels with
continuously high PE value or electronic distortions.
The remaining hits are reconstructed into larger objects in two distinctive
steps. Initially, all tracks are identified and removed from the hit collection, then
a shower clustering algorithm assembles remaining hits into the shower objects.
The track reconstruction in the PØD is carried out in the following sequence
of steps. A single hit carries 2D spatial information (from the scintillator bar),
and therefore the initial track search is made in two planes: xz or yz. First,
the Hough Transform algorithm, a robust line detection, is applied, followed by
a track extension procedure. The algorithm searches at both ends of a plane
for additional hits. Then, when a track is found and removed from the cluster,
the procedure is repeated on the remaining hits, until no more tracks can be
recognized. All the hits are tested for the spatial and timing requirements, which
the hit pattern should satisfy. Otherwise, hits are passed for further clustering.
At this point, the reconstructed two dimensional tracks are examined by the
charged particle track matching algorithm to form 3D track objects. It starts
with a 2D track pair arrangement, which is tested with the matching criteria.
The main principle to join tracks states that the z projection of both tracks can
not differ by more than 10 cm. Amongst all possible matching pairs the algorithm
will choose the pair which will have the smallest total length difference. In the
case of equal lengths, the pair with the smallest charge difference is chosen. This
procedure iterates through all the 2D identified tracks.
The following step is a 3D vertex reconstruction based on the iteration of
the track crossing points. The vertex point is simply the intersection of the
extrapolated tracks and for the one track-only case it is defined as the most
upstream track point.
The remaining hits are then clustered together into shower objects. Similarly
to the tracks, in the first step clusters are combined into 2D objects. These
isolated hits are selected from the hits pattern in the x and y direction by a
Delaunay triangulation algorithm. Next, follows a 3D matching procedure and
3D vertex finding. The direction of a shower is determined by the principal
component analysis (PCA) concerning the charge distribution.
The last phase is a particle identification (PID) procedure, which classifies
tracks and showers. Tracks are separated as muon-like, electron-like or proton-
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like. In the case of shower PID, two possible identifications can be assigned.
The first one is the EM PID, which concerns photons and electrons, and the
second one is Other for not EM like particles. The parameter describing the
shower identification is the PID weight. It is calculated as the difference of the
log likelihoods of the EM and Other shower PID
log ∆L =
∑
i
(logL (Qi | EM)− logL (Qi | Other)) , (6.1)
where Qi is the corrected charge at the ith scintillator plane. The efficiency for
PID studies for all the PØD reconstructed objects can be found in the technical
report [11]. The last algorithm in the reconstruction chain is the decay electron
muon tagging.
6.3.2 PØD-ECal Reconstruction
The pØdecalRecon package was initially integrated into the ecalRecon package,
which carried the reconstruction procedure for all the ECal modules. The orig-
inal reconstruction studies are described in Ref. [74]. The unique and simple
structure of the PØD-ECal leads itself to a separate straightforward 2D analy-
sis. Consequently in February 2011 a standalone pØdecalRecon reconstruction
package was created. The new package inherited the basic ECal reconstruction
algorithm chain but with modified methods. Figure 6.3 shows a PØD-ECal re-
construction diagram and the PØD-ECal output objects flow with an ND280
software event.
Initially, hits are extracted from the ND280Event by the PØDECALGetHits
algorithm. This is followed by the spill and hit preparation stage. The initial
hit separation is conducted according to the hit position. Hits are assigned to
one of the six PØD-ECal modules: top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right,
side left or side right. Next, the hit collection is divided with respect to their
time stamp, in order to reconstruct the beam structure. The collected hits, that
fill the integrated beam time range, are divided into bunch sections when a time
difference of 50 ns or more is found between them, and into spill sections when
there is a time difference of 100 ns or more.
The PØDECalBasicClustering algorithm is then applied to each spill. It col-
lects the hits induced by a single particle passing through a module, into one
group. This is based on a spatial nearest neighbour clustering procedure. First,
the hit with the highest charge deposition is used as a seed to integrate other hits
into a 2D cluster. The candidate hit first passes a clustering stage on the condi-
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Figure 6.3: Simple flowchart of a PØD-ECal event reconstruction and its flow to
the analysis output.
tion that its position is within a 4 layer or 2 bar distance from the seed. Next,
a timing cut is applied to eliminate noise. A hit gets associated with a cluster
when its time value lies within 15 ns of the seeding hit. Additionally, a minimum
of two hits are required to constitute a cluster. When a cluster is formed, the
above steps are repeated for all remaining hits, i.e. the new highest charge hit is
chosen as a seed for the next cluster formation. This procedure is repeated until
the number of remaining hits is below a pre-set minimum. All the unclustered
hits are saved at this stage of the reconstruction and the reconstructed clusters
are saved as a ReconCluster object in the ND280 Event. The clustering efficiency
studies are presented in Ref. [74].
The last reconstruction phase runs the PID algorithms on the formed clusters.
Since the clusters are relatively small, ranging in size from two to a dozen or
so hits, and they carry only 2D spatial information, the particle identification
constitutes only two elementary categories: track and shower. The track-shower
discrimination is established by a multivariate analysis technique (MVA), using
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the Artificial Neural Network of the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) class.
All events that pass through the software reconstruction chain for both, data
and MC, in the final stage are written into the analysis package where recon-
structed informations is stored in an appropriate format for the analysis to be
performed. In this thesis we use the standalone PØD and PØD-ECal packages
output for the NC1pi0 analysis which are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
NC1pi0 Channel Studies
The goal of the studies, presented in this chapter, is to develop a PØD-PØD-ECal
inclusive NC1pi0 event selection which will contribute to the future NCpi0 cross
section measurement for neutrinos interacting in the PØD. It is the first analysis
in T2K that attempts to use the PØD-ECal.
The ND280 group is working on a number of complementary NC1pi0 anal-
yses. The sub-division of the analysis is based on the near detector complex
topology and depends on the pi0 production area within the ND280. The two
main NC1pi0 analyses are the tracker and PØD analyses. This thesis analysis
selects events with a vertex in the PØD, where the pi0 is produced within the
PØD sub-detector volume. The analysis was performed for the two PØD config-
urations: filled with water and without water. A global PØD-PØD-ECal NC1pi0
analysis chart flow is shown in Figure 7.1. The PØD standalone, fully contained
analysis (green background) is presented in Ref. [75]. This chapter outlines the
case where one pi0 decay gamma is converted within the PØD, and the second
gamma converts within the surrounding PØD-ECal module (blue background).
Other outlined possibilities might be a subject of future studies.
Due to the limited reconstruction information from the PØD-ECal, which is
related to its structure as described in the chapters 4 and 6, the studies in this
chapter do not include the pi0 mass reconstruction in the final stage as it is not
possible.
7.1 Groundwork for the NC1pi0 Analysis
This section presents a study of the NC1pi0 interaction vertex topologies within
the PØD sub-detector. The pi0 decay photon topology is shown in Figure 7.2.
Out of all the events, 70% (65%) are fully contained in the PØD filled with water
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Figure 7.1: Full flow chart for the PØD-PØD-ECal NC1pi0 analysis. The green
background boxes represent PØD only analysis flow, and red and blue background
boxes show possible PØD-PØD-ECal event analysis. The yellow boxes represent
PØD-ECal only analysis flow.
(air). In the remaining 30% (35%) of events at least one decay gamma escapes
outside the PØD, where the decay takes place and converts into a shower in
another sub-detector. The case where one photon converts within the PØD and
the second converts within the PØD-ECal accounts for around 20% of all the
PØD fully contained events. Further MC studies showed that the phase space of
the pi0 produced by the neutrinos has the distributions as plotted in Figures 7.3
and 7.4 for the PØD filled with and without water, as expected.
The analysis presented in this chapter is based on two types of MC events:
cherry picked and magnet samples from the sub-Production 5F (detailed MC
simulations are described in chapter 6). The first one restricts the simulated
event vertices to be only in the basket area of the near detector and selects events
containing one NC1pi0 neutrino interaction per event. This allows to enhance the
number of signal events in the MC studies to meet the statistical requirements.
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Figure 7.2: The showering topology of the NC1pi0 decay photons for neutrino
interactions in the PØD. The conversion sub-detectors of the lower and higher
energy photons are showed for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.4: The phase space of the pi0 produced by neutrinos interacting in the
PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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The size of used cherry picked files is of 1.8× 1022 POT. The magnet MC sample
uses the NEUT generator and includes all the events generated within the magnet.
The magnet MC summary is presented in Table 7.1. The beam configuration
details are presented in Table 7.2.
Run PØD Configuration Beam Configuration P0T
2 water B 1.134× 1021 POT
2/3b air B 1.002× 1021 POT
3c air C 2.978× 1021 POT
4 water C 5.513× 1021 POT
Table 7.1: The NEUT MC configurations used for the NC1pi0 studies for the
magnet MC sample. The POT counting has been done after the application of
the good beam stability flags requirement.
Beam Power (kW) POT/Spill Repetition 1 period (s)
B 120 7.989× 1013 3.20
C 178 9.463× 1013 2.56
Table 7.2: The beam configurations used in the MC simulations.
Additionally, the sand MC files were accessed to account for the neutrino
interactions in the cavern that surrounds the ND280 detector. As of Production 5,
the sand files are produced separately from the magnet MC. However, the sample
of sand events is statistically small due to the limited availability of produced
events at the time of making the analysis in this thesis. All the sand events
happen then to be rejected after the initial stage of the selection studies.
The data used for the analysis has been recorded during the Run 2, Run 3 and
Run 4 data taking periods and processed using Production 5G. Both MC and
1Linacs are pulsed accelerators where the beam is delivered to the users in pulses of a given
length at a given repetition period.
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data productions were locally reprocessed with the most recent version of the
pØdecalRecon package integrated into ND280 software v10r11p31 in order to get
the best available reconstruction of the PØD-ECal sub-detector. The PØD-ECal
time calibration has not been yet applied in the used Productions (at the time
of this analysis the Production 6 containing the needed pØdecalRecon package
version was being worked on). No global reconstructed objects are used due to
a lack of matching algorithms between the PØD and PØD-ECal (as explained
in section 6.3.2). The applied flux tuning version is 11b v3.2 and is used for the
purpose of a good agreement between data and MC.
7.1.1 Signal and Background Definition
The NC1pi0 signal is defined by the final state interaction particles. The require-
ment is for only one pi0 to exit the nuclei without any other leptons or mesons.
However, any number of neutrons or protons is allowed to leave the nuclei. This
implies that, using the NEUT generator notation code, the signal can be defined
by the interaction type with the assigned number 31 and greater. Moreover, every
signal event has to be generated by the νµ beam component and the interaction to
happen within the PØD sub-detector volume. The signature of the pi0 is two de-
cay showering gammas, one gamma in the PØD and the other in the PØD-ECal,
which implies the usage of the reconstruction objects from both sub-detectors.
The second gamma is a high angle escaping particle, without a specific angular
momentum requirement in the signal definition.
In this analysis all the events are divided into several categories: NC1pi0 (sig-
nal), other neutral current, charged current with a charged pion, other charged
current and other (backgrounds). The latter category includes events with ex-
ternal vertices, multiple interactions or a reconstructed PØD vertex without a
corresponding true vertex. As there is only one defined topology for all the signal
events, the NC1pi0 events originating outside the PØD, or leaving their signature
elsewhere than within PØD and PØD-ECal, are considered as a background and
classified into other NC events. The topology of each type of analysed event is
shown in Figure 7.5 as an example on the event display.
7.1.2 PØD Object in the NC1pi0 Event
All the PØD reconstructed objects that are used in this chapter analysis, such as
3D vertices, showers and tracks, come from the PØD final reconstruction output.
The PØD reconstruction algorithms are briefly described in section 6.3.1 and more
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Figure 7.5: Examples of signal and background topology for different event cat-
egories.
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detailed information with parameters values can be found in Ref. [73], [76]. All
the PID reconstruction parameters are described in Ref. [11]. The reconstructed
clusters can be categorised as tracks, which have assigned PID as Muon-Like,
Proton-Like, EM-Like or Other. The first category (muons) are classified as
Light Track and protons are categorised as Heavy Tracks. The last two cate-
gories, EM and Other, are a subject to the parametric fit and the shower recon-
struction procedure. The output contains EM objects with assigned shower PID
weight. The efficiencies of the particle reconstruction as a track or shower are
presented in Table 7.3. This shows that the highest reconstruction efficiencies
Reconstruction object True Muon (%) True Electron (%) True Proton (%)
WATER
Light Track 62.5 1.7 20.3
EM 20.5 96.1 44.8
Heavy Track 17.0 2.3 34.9
AIR
Light Track 47.2 1.7 12.5
EM 29.7 95.5 45.5
Heavy Track 23.1 2.7 42.0
Table 7.3: The PØD PID efficiencies for three different types of particles signature
for the PØD filled with and without water [11].
are achieved for the showering particles, such as electron, 96.1% (95.5%) for the
water-in (water-out) configuration, which have significantly better identification
than the other types of particles. The highest misidentification as the EM shower
object arises from the reconstructed protons. Although they are allowed by the
signal definition, in the case where the proton is mimicking a showering particle,
it might lead to a misguided number of pi0 decay photons. The photon-alone
reconstruction studies in the PØD showed that the difference between the true
and reconstructed gamma angle has a distinct peak at cos θ = 1, which implies
a good reconstruction. Additionally, the exiting particles, which are defined as
the particles with a hit in the last layer or in the outer two bars in the layer of
the PØD, are also a part of the PØD-PØD-ECal study interests. Unfortunately,
the PØD PID for exiting particles is not well understood in Production 5 and is
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under improvement for Production 6.
As this analysis was developed for the PØD filled with and without water,
the energy conversion for each configuration target has to be considered. This
is important to accurately predict the energy of photon candidates. The energy
scale estimation for the pi0 analysis in the PØD can be found in Ref. [77], where it
is reported that the distribution of charge versus energy shows a linear tendency.
The data and MC comparison for the PØD reconstructed tracks and showers
position variables is in good agreement, as shown in Figure 7.6. The comparison
of the reconstructed time of reconstructed objects for data and MC is shown in
Figure 7.7. Here, the data for the PØD filled with water show a wider peack tail
in the distribution which is caused by Run 2, as reported in Ref. [9]. Additionally,
a data-MC comparison of the shower reconstructed objects direction is shown in
the spherical coordinates, θ and φ, in Figure 7.8 and 7.9. Both plots show good
data-MC agreement.
Determining the interaction vertex in the PØD is part of the reconstruction
algorithm chain, as described in section 6.3.1. The vertex reconstruction perfor-
mance has been studied in Ref. [77] and presented in Table 7.4. It shows that
the highest shift of the position is in the beam direction, z, and the interaction
vertices on the water target have a slightly better resolution.
PØD Configuration 〈x〉 (cm) σx (cm) 〈y〉 (cm) σy (cm) 〈z〉 (cm) σz (cm)
Water -0.06 5.52 0.06 6.06 1.67 8.65
Air 0.08 6.77 0.20 7.95 1.72 11.21
Table 7.4: The PØD reconstructed vertex position resolution [11].
All the PØD standalone studies use only PØD fully contained events. In order
to ensure that all the particles from the interaction leave their signature within
the PØD, a fiducial volume (FV) cut is applied, see Table 7.5 for the definition
of the FV. All the reconstructed interaction vertices are required to be within
this FV. However, the surrounding PØD-ECal modules can be used to enlarge
teh FV, hence the statistics including events which have a signature in these
modules. Therefore, in this thesis, the PØD fiducial volume will be used as a
point of reference to the enlargement in order to show the impact of an extended
interaction area including the PØD-ECal.
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Figure 7.6: Data and MC reconstructed position of the PØD shower objects, area
normalised for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without (plots on the
left) water.
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Figure 7.7: Data and MC reconstructed time of the PØD shower objects, area
normalised for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.8: Data and MC of the reconstructed PØD shower direction in the
spherical coordinate θ (the direction in which the angle is increasing from the
positive z axis), area normalised for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b)
water.
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Figure 7.9: Data and MC of the reconstructed PØD shower direction in the spher-
ical coordinate φ (the direction in which the angle is increasing in the xy plane
counterclockwise from the positive x axis), area normalised for the PØD filled
with (a) and without (b) water.
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Coordinate Centre (mm) Half Width (mm) Min (mm) Max (mm)
X -36 800 -836 764
Y -1 870 -871 869
Z -2116 852.5 -2969 -1264
Table 7.5: The PØD standalone analysis fiducial volume definition in the global
ND280 coordinate system.
7.1.3 PØD-ECal Object in the NC1pi0 Event
In this thesis, only events with a reconstructed PØD vertex and showers in the
PØD and PØD-ECal are considered. All the PØD-ECal reconstructed objects
used in the NC1pi0 analysis are clusters, which are identified as either track or
shower. Their physical features utilised in this analysis are the position, X and
Y , time, T , and the number of clusters, tracks and showers.
The data and MC comparisons of the position and time variables, area nor-
malised, are presented in Figure 7.10, where on the left hand side are plots for
the PØD filled with water and on the right hand side plots for the PØD without
water. These plots show a good agreement on the position variables. The timing
plots data distribution have a wider distribution at the peak tail. The lack of the
time calibration application contributes to the time peaks behaviour. Unfortu-
nately, this indicates that in the consequence of uncalibrated time, the matching
accuracy between the PØD-PØD-ECal clusters may be affected when selecting
the NC1pi0 events. Furthermore, the data for the PØD water configuration is
affected by the Run 2 data, similarly as seen in the PØD.
Figure 7.11 shows the number of reconstructed clusters (tracks and showers)
from data and MC files. Unusually, the data-MC ratio changes its behaviour
depending on the number of reconstructed clusters. In the case where only one
cluster is found, a MC excess can be seen. For the higher number of reconstructed
clusters, a MC deficiency occurs with respect to the data, which indicates a cluster
fragmentation tendency for the data reconstructed objects. The probable reason
of the cluster split is related to the clustering procedure criteria. Regarding
the uncalibrated time situation, it is likely due to the time requirement, which
demands the clustered hits to be within 15 ns time window from the seeding hit.
Therefore, the clustering procedure should be investigated.
As explained earlier, the particle in the PØD-ECal can be identified as a
track or shower. Therefore, in terms of signal definition, there is no possibility
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Figure 7.10: Data and MC comparison of the reconstructed X and Y
PØD-ECal cluster position and cluster time T for the PØD-ECal objects nor-
malized to the events in the PØD filled with (plots on the lefts) and without
(plots on the right) water.
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Figure 7.11: Data and MC comparison for the number of reconstructed clusters
for the PØD-ECal objects normalized to the events in the PØD filled with (plots
on the left) and without (plots on the right) water.
to distinguish an EM shower from another type of shower or a proton particle
from other tracking particles. The PØD-ECal PID optimisation and efficiency
studies made at the reconstruction level were done using the particle gun type of
MC. 300 000 true muon and true photon particles were fired in front of each of
the 6 PØD-ECal modules and assigned as tracks or showers. The track-like and
shower-like PID efficiency against the true energy and true angular distribution
are shown in Figure 7.12. It can be seen that the efficiency of the track-like par-
ticle reconstruction for the angular distribution is up to 20% higher than for the
shower-like particles. However, the efficiency value is above 70% for both types
of PID. As for the energy dependence, the efficiency of the shower-like particles
reconstruction is increasing from about 40% for the lowest energy bin up to 90%
for energies above 1300 MeV. The track-like reconstruction energy dependence
has an opposite behaviour and it decreases from above 90% to 88%. However,
this good PID efficiency is not transformed into the magnet files, where the PID
studies of the PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters show entirely different results
for the signal NC1pi0 and background events, see Figure 7.13 for the signal (top
plots) and background (bottom plots) events. The plotted events were selected
in such a way that each of them contains one reconstructed vertex and one re-
constructed EM shower within the PØD sub-detector. Therefore, by looking at
the signal events, it is expected to find one PØD-ECal reconstructed object with
a shower PID. However, it can be seen that the number of showers and tracks for
the signal diverges from the expectations. The majority of the signal events, 47%,
have one reconstructed track. The next significant events have one reconstructed
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Figure 7.12: The PØD-ECal PID efficiency dependency on the true energy and
angles for the track-like and shower-like particles made on the reconstruction level
during PID MLP training optimisation.
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shower, 15%, and ones thereafter contain two reconstructed clusters, ∼ 21%,
which includes the different types of PID configurations. This shows a significant
discrepancy with expectation of the one reconstructed shower and with respect to
the PØD-ECal PID efficiency studies made at the reconstruction level. This can
be directly related to the different type of MC files used for the PID training and
analysis. Therefore, taking into consideration the unsatisfactory PØD-ECal PID
input to the analysis, the only requirement used in the selection will be the pres-
ence of one or two reconstructed clusters. However, the candidate cluster PID
charge and geometric discrimination variables used in the PID training will be
used later in the analysis as an input to the multivariate analysis cut for the
signal-background separation in the NC1pi0 selection.
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Figure 7.13: The fraction of the PØD-ECal PID reconstructed objects: tracks
and showers within the NC1pi0 analysis, for the signal (top plots) and background
(bottom plots) events for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without
(plots on the right) water. All the events were required to have a reconstructed
3D vertex and at least one shower within the PØD sub-detector.
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The energy and momentum of the PØD-ECal clusters are not reconstructed
due to a limited reconstruction information availability. The attempt to recon-
struct the energy with the algorithm developed for the Tracker ECal modules,
called likelihood fitter, was unsuccessful.
7.2 NC1pi0 Event Selection
The signature of the signal is two reconstructed EM shower objects, one from the
PØD and one from the PØD-ECal. Both showers are candidates of the pi0 de-
cay photons originating from the NC1pi0 interaction in the PØD sub-detector.
In order to identify such events, a selection has been developed, where in the
final stage, a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) method is implemented to separate
the signal and background events. The NC1pi0 selection flow chart is shown in
Figure 7.14. All the cuts are applied on an event-by-event basis, or in the case
of the pØdRecon, it can be considered as a cycle-by-cycle basis. The motivation
and optimisation of each selection cut are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 7.14: Event selection diagram for the PØD-PØD-ECal NC1pi0 analysis.
The initial cuts (green background) are using the PØD and tracker sub-detectors
information. The last cut (blue background) considers PØD-ECal reconstructed
objects.
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7.2.1 Pre-selection
The first step is a pre-selection which performs an initial choice of events that
contain a 3D reconstructed interaction vertex within the PØD. In order to obtain
the cleanest set of reconstructed events, each of them accommodates a single re-
constructed vertex only within one timing cycle, with an outgoing shower object.
Such vertex distribution is shown in Figures 7.15 for the water-in configuration
and 7.16 for the water-out configuration, displaying the MC (plots on the left)
and data (plots on the right).
At this stage the additional condition is the presence of the PØD-ECal activ-
ity. Further requirement concerns the data, where a good flag of the beam status,
PØD and PØD-ECal sub-detectors and Magnet is required. This selects events
recorded during a stable mode of running beam and ND280.
After the pre-selection the fraction of reconstructed showers in the PØD and
clusters in the PØD-ECal is presented in Table 7.6 for the signal events, and
in Table 7.7 for the background events. For the signal interactions the highest
fraction of events, 42% (41%), for the water-in (water-out) configuration, has
one PØD shower and one PØD-ECal cluster reconstructed. The other significant
configuration has one PØD shower and two PØD-ECal clusters, which constitutes
around 14% for both, the water-in and water-out PØD configurations. Therefore,
the above two cluster number configurations are considered as the pi0 gamma
candidates and will be taken into account during NC1pi0 event selection.
The sand events have been rejected at the pre-selection stage for both the
water-in and water-out PØD configurations. This is strongly related to the lim-
ited availability of the simulated sand files which results in a low statistics.
7.2.2 Veto
Next, a veto cut is applied using other sub-detectors, mainly from the Tracker
region. The considered pi0 candidate topology requires all the events with a de-
tected activity in the TPC1, FGD1, Tracker ECal modules and SMRD to be
rejected. This provides the best possible reconstruction performance as no pro-
duced particle information is leaked to these sub-detectors. The veto cut removes
33% of the background and 15% of the signal interactions for both PØD water
configurations.
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Figure 7.15: The reconstructed vertex position for the Monte Carlo (plots on the
left) and data (plots on the right) comparison for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure 7.16: The reconstructed vertex position for the Monte Carlo (plots on the
left) and data (plots on the right) comparison for the PØD without water.
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Reconstructed Number of PØD-ECal clusters
object 0 1 2 3+
WATER
Number of 1 0.21 0.42 0.14 0.05
PØD 2 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01
Showers 3+ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
AIR
Number of 1 0.19 0.41 0.14 0.06
PØD 2 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.01
Showers 3+ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
Table 7.6: Fraction of the number of reconstructed PØD showers and
PØD-ECal clusters in the signal after the pre-selection stage of the NC1pi0 event
selection.
Reconstructed Number of PØD-ECal clusters
object 0 1 2 3+
WATER
Number of 1 0.34 0.23 0.08 0.04
PØD 2 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.01
Showers 3+ 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01
AIR
Number of 1 0.32 0.23 0.08 0.04
PØD 2 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.01
Showers 3+ 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01
Table 7.7: Fraction of the number of reconstructed PØD showers and
PØD-ECal clusters in the background after the pre-selection stage of the
NC1pi0 event selection.
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7.2.3 PØD Object Selection Criteria
The next five selection criteria are related to the PØD reconstructed objects,
where two of the cut values are optimised by and taken from the PØD standalone
analysis. Each cut distribution is plotted with previous cuts applied to it. Also,
all the selection variable distributions are plotted on the logarithmic scale to
emphasize the signal, which is hardly visible otherwise.
The first PØD object requirement applies to the number of 3D EM shower
objects reconstructed by the pØdRecon package. All events with more than one
PØD shower are rejected, see Figure 7.17. This cut removes 14% (17%) of signal
and 23% (24 %) of background events for the PØD filled with (without) water.
Afterwards, the selection criterion on the fiducial volume variable is applied.
This cut value has been determined in correlation to the last selection cut, BDT-
cat, due to the existing interdependence between them. This correlation is dis-
cussed in detail, illustrated and the cutting value choice explained in Appendix B.
The distribution of the FV is shown in Figure 7.18 and its value defines the
shortest vertex distance to the nearest fiducial volume edge. All the vertices
with a negative FV value lay outside the fiducial volume border and those with
a positive value are within the fiducial volume. The presence of the surrounding
PØD-ECal modules allowed the original PØD fully contained analysis fiducial
volume to be extended, as defined in Table 7.5, by 74 mm for the water-in and
by 79 mm for the water-out PØD configurations. This enlarged the neutrino
interaction volume by 26.6% for the PØD filled with water and by 29.4% for the
PØD without water.
The next selection cut concerns the very low energy muons, which form re-
constructed clusters in the way that can be easily misidentified and contribute
to the background. The timing cycle difference for the cluster and vertex timing
limits the side effect of the TFB electronics simulation. There is a specially de-
veloped algorithm which tags muon decay clusters within the PØD. When such
decay cluster is identified within the cycle other than the reconstructed vertex,
the event is rejected. The number of decay clusters is shown in Figure 7.19. This
cut removes 2% (2%) of signal and 4% (3%) of background events for the water
in (water out) PØD configuration.
The number of PØD reconstructed tracks in the event at this stage of the
selection is shown in the Figure 7.20. Due to the signal definition, tracks orig-
inating from the nucleons are also included in the selected sample. Taking into
account the track reconstruction efficiency studies presented and discussed in sec-
tion 7.1.2, all the events with at least one reconstructed track are rejected. The
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Figure 7.17: The distribution of the number of PØD 3D EM reconstructed show-
ers within one event, P0T normalised for PØD filled with (a) and without (b)
water. The cut value represents the requirement of one shower for both water
configurations.
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Figure 7.18: The fiducial volume distributions, P0T normalised. All the events
placed on the left hand side from zero (negative distance value) are outside the
PØD defined FV. To pass the cut the FV value has to be greater than -74 mm
for the PØD filled with (a) and greater than -79 mm without (b) water.
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Figure 7.19: The number of muon decay clusters for the PØD filled with (a) and
without (b) water.
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PØD track cut removes 2% (3%) of signal and 3% (3%) of background events for
the water in (water out) PØD configuration.
Afterwards, all the remaining PØD reconstructed objects are showers and the
PØD shower PID weight cut is applied. The pØdRecon particle identification
algorithm assigns to the reconstructed shower two possible PID values: EM and
Other. Figure 7.21 shows the distribution representing the differences of the log
likelihoods for both shower PIDs. This difference is a cutting parameter where
value is set to -1.7 for the PØD filled with water and -1.1 for the PØD without
water.
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Figure 7.20: The number of reconstructed tracks in the PØD, POT normalised,
only events without any track pass the selection for the PØD filled with (a) and
without (b) water.
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Figure 7.21: The PØD shower PID weight distributions for the both PØD con-
figurations, water-in and water-out.
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At this point all the selected PØD objects can be matched with the PØD-ECal
clusters to form a NC1pi0 candidate and separate the signal events from differ-
ent backgrounds. The variables considered for the matching procedure do not
allow a simple cutting value to be determined as these distributions do not have
enough separation power if taken individually. However, when considered to-
gether, their correlation enables a good discriminating power for the signal and
background events to be obtained. The simple timing and spatial relations be-
tween the PØD and PØD-ECal clusters turned out to have many challenges
given the limited amount and accuracy of the reconstructed information from the
pØdecalRecon, i.e. no calibrated time, no spatial Z direction (beam direction)
and clusters fragmentation. Consequently, the benefits of matching technique
based on the variables cut value appeared to be inadequate. Therefore the task
to find an optimal solution for the clusters matching stage required an alternative
technique such as the Multivariate Analysis (MVA).
7.2.4 PØD +PØD-ECal Object Selection
The purpose of the MVA method [78] application is to identify and separate
the NC1pi0 signal from the whole. There is a number of available classifiers
which can be used to separate the signal sample such as the Fisher discrimi-
nants, neural networks, decision trees etc. The latter two algorithms require a
numerical optimisation called training, followed by the validation of a solution.
Each of the methods has various advantages and is useful to separate rare type
of events. The neural network is a pattern recognition algorithm that can be a
multi-layer perception, which was already used for the PØD-ECal track-shower
discrimination. The MLP is an assembly of layers of perceptions, typically with
n dimensions (variables) used as an input and one dimension constituting an
output, with hidden layers in between. The final output is a discriminant for
the signal-background separation. The MLP procedure must be accurately tuned
and trained to avoid over training. The alternative good separation method is a
boosted decision tree. In this thesis analysis both methods were tested using a
TMVA package [79] which is an integral part of ROOT. Additionally, the TMVA
package has an option which allows for a supplementary categorisation of events
within each technique, which is a convenient solution to account for a cluster
fragmentation problem in the PØD-ECal reconstruction. Here, the generic clas-
sifier allows to split the training sample into two disjoint categories according to
the number of PØD-ECal clusters: one or two, and the categorised methods are
called BDTcat and MLPcat. The testing results are shown in Figure 7.22. The
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Figure 7.22: The signal efficiency curves for the four MVA methods: MLP,
MLPcat with categorisation, BDT and BDTcat with categorisation.
performance of all the methods, MLP and BDT and their categorised versions,
is comparable as for the signal efficiencies. However, since the BDTcat technique
gives a slightly better separation and is more robust, it has been applied to the
NC1pi0 selection.
Boosted Decision Tree
In the BDT [80] method the selection is based on the numerical superiority of the
result coming from the number of decision trees. These trees are generated from
the training sample by accumulation of the various event weights. The tree like
structure is composed of a number of nodes, where each node is using one variable
to make a decision. An example of the decision tree is shown in Figure 7.23. All
the input events have a weight of 1 and are defined as a signal or background.
These events contain a set of variables that can be used to discriminate one from
the other. The training procedure starts with a root node which takes as an
input the full event and selects the variable and corresponding cut criteria for the
best separation. The splitting value is chosen to give the maximum separation
between signal and background, which is determined using the Gini index, G,
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S/(S+B)= 0.52
S : B = 52 : 48
S/(S+B)= 0.65
S/(S+B)=  0.28S/(S+B)=  0.90
S/(S+B)= 0.06
SIGNAL NODE
BACKGROUND NODE
NODE
50 <    NHITS     ≥ 50
2GeV <  E  ≥ 2GeV
S : B = 37 : 4 S : B = 15 : 37
S : B = 13 : 7 S : B = 2 : 30
Figure 7.23: An example of a single decision tree structure. The sample events are
an input to the root node and then forwarded to the next stage, until they reach
the signal (blue) or background (red) nodes. The signal significance is shown for
each node along with the cutting value.
defined as
G =
(
N∑
i=1
Wi
)
P (1− P ) , (7.1)
where Wi is the weight of the event i and P is the purity of the signal events
in the current node. Then the sample is divided into two separate sub-samples,
which are forwarded to the next nodes. For the maximal splitting the sum of the
Gini index of each branch must be minimised. This is achieved by maximising
the quantity C given by
C = GParent − (GLeft +GRight) , (7.2)
where GParent is the Gini coefficient of the parent events, GLeft is the Gini coeffi-
cient of the events that fall to the left node of the splitting value and GRight the
Gini coefficient for the right node. The cutting value on the variable for each node
is defined during the training process. This procedure can be continued until it
ends up at the leaving node where the event is finally classified as a signal-like or
background-like. This node is an end-point which contains a minimum number
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of events or the maximum of the minimum signal purity. Finally, the node with
the higher number of signal events is called the signal node and the node with the
majority of background events is called the background node. Unfortunately, the
decision trees are unstable due to the fact that a small fluctuations in the training
sample or a small change in a setting parameters can create big differences in the
decision tree result.
The decision tree stability can be enhanced by implementing the adaptive
boosting. In this procedure all the signal events which ended in the final back-
ground sample are given a larger event weight value than those from the signal
node. This can be done by the AddTree algorithm [80], which defines the error
Em of a m tree as
Em =
∑Nmissclassified
i=1 Wi∑Ntotal
i=1 Wi,
, (7.3)
where Wi is an event weight. The result is called a score of the tree αm and is
given by
αm = βln
1− Em
Em,
, (7.4)
where β is a constant defined by the user. As a result an event has a new weight
of Wie
αm . Next, the new decision tree training is repeated for the re-weighted
events sample. This procedure can be iterated a number of times. The result
is a set of decision trees called a forest. The gradient boosting works like a
function expansion approach, where the parameters for each tree are determined
by the minimization of a error function which is a binomial log likelihood for
classification. The boosting algorithm is greedy, which means that only one tree
is modified at a time and the final BDT classifier output T(xi) takes into account
all the boosting stages, which is given by
T (xi) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
αmTm (xi) , (7.5)
where xi is the ith event, M is the number of trees, and Tm(xi) is equal to 1 for
a signal node or −1 for a background node.
In this thesis the BDT algorithm parameters such as number of trees, nodes
and β value were optimised to give the best outcome with a minimised overtrain-
ing effect. As a result, the number of trees was set to 800 with a maximum of
7 final nodes and β = 0.5. Additionally, the BDT algorithm was categorised
for events with one PØD-ECal cluster and with two PØD-ECal clusters, which
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are called BDTcat. The BDTcat performance was run and monitored with the
TMVA package.
BDT Input Variables
The input variables for the BDTcat classification were chosen on the basis of
their power on the signal-background separation. The majority of the distribu-
tions varied for signal and background in a different way due to the correlation to
other variables. The list of the input variables for the BDTcat training is shown
in Table 7.8. There are no pre-MVA cuts applied to any of the input variables.
In general the input variables can be classified into four categories: PØD cluster,
PØD-ECal PID discrimination, PØD and PØD-ECal cluster relation and cate-
gorisation variables. The PØD -PØD-ECal matching variables are based on the
timing, charge and geometrical relationship of the two clusters. After the previous
selection cuts, only events with one or two PØD-ECal clusters passed to the last
selection cut. In the case where the PØD-ECal has two reconstructed objects, the
cluster with the highest contained charge is chosen as a space and time reference.
The correlation matrix between all the MVA input variables for the background
and signal events can be found in Figure 7.24 for the PØD filled with water and
in Figure 7.25 for the PØD without water. It can be seen that there is typically a
low correlation between the input variables for both PØD water configurations.
It is very important to have a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo
generated events due to the large impact of any discrepancies on the systematic
error. The area normalised plots of the BDTcat input variables can be found in
Figures 7.26, 7.27, 7.28 and 7.29.
It can be seen that the majority of the distributions show an acceptable
data-MC agreement. However, there are two discrimination variables, called
gamma clusters direction angle GammasDir angle (Figure 7.29 (a) and (b)) and
gamma clusters direction distance GammasDir dist (Figure 7.29 (c) and (d)),
which show disagreement between data and MC, with the higher divergence for
the PØD filled with water events. Both these variables represent the time-space
relation of the PØD and PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters, serving as a cluster
matching procedure and contribute to the signal background separation with a
significant strength. Unfortunately, such discrepancy is expected to contribute
significant addition to the systematic errors. The data MC discrepancy of these
variables arises from the individual spatial and time components in their defi-
nition. An illustration of the geometry of two showering decay photons in the
ND280 detector is shown in Figure 7.30.
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No Variable Description
PØD cluster variable
1 p0denergy Reconstructed energy of the PØD 3D shower
PØD-ECal PID discriminating variables
2a pecal NHits Number of hits in the PØD-ECal cluster
2b AMR Ratio of major and minor axis of the cluster
of hits, measures sphericity of the cluster
2c MaxRatio Ratio of charge in the layer with the largest and
the smallest deposited charge
2d CWTrackWidth Charge weighted track width of a cluster is
a number of bars in each layer multiplied by
the charge deposited in the layer, summed up
and divided by the total charge in the cluster
2e NormChargeSD Combination of two variables: Charge Standard
Deviation divided by Mean Charge
2f PathChargeRatio Ratio of a charge deposited in a first two layers to
the charge deposited in a two last layers
PØD -PØD-ECal clusters relation
3a chargeRatio Sum of the PØD-ECal deposited charge
and PØD deposited charge divided by
the PØD shower reconstructed energy
3b TDiff Absolute time difference between
the PØD shower and PØD-ECal cluster
3c GammasDir angle Cosine angle between PØD -PØD-ECal cluster
distance direction and the PØD shower direction
3d GammasDir dist Angle between 2D projection (xy plane)
of the PØD-PØD-ECal clusters distance and
the PØD shower direction
BDT category variable
4a NClusters Number of the PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters
4b charge Ratio Charge ratio of the two PØD-ECal clusters
Table 7.8: Input variables for the BDTcat method.
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Figure 7.24: The correlation matrices of the BDTcat training variables for signal
(a) and background (b) events for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure 7.25: The correlation matrices of the BDTcat training variables for signal
(a) and background (b) events for the PØD without water.
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Figure 7.26: Data MC comparison of the BDTcat classification input variables
for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without (plots on the right) water.
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Figure 7.27: Data MC comparison of the BDTcat classification input variables
for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without (plots on the right) water.
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Figure 7.28: Data MC comparison of the BDTcat classification input variables
for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without (plots on the right) water.
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Figure 7.29: Data MC comparison of the BDTcat classification input variables
for the PØD filled with (plots on the left) and without (plots on the right) water.
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Figure 7.30: Geometry of the NC1pi0 event in the PØD and PØD-ECal sub-
detectors. Distance between two reconstructed clusters can be determined in 3D
(blue) and 2D (purple). The latter is calculated between 2D PØD-ECal object
and 2D xy projection of the PØD object. Highlighted are two angles, θ and ϕ,
between 3D and 2D distances and PØD reconstructed shower direction.
The variable GammasDir angle is defined as
GammasDir angle =
∆t
|∆t| cos θ, (7.6)
where ∆t is the time difference between the PØD and PØD-ECal clusters and θ
is the angle between the PØD and PØD-ECal cluster distance direction and the
PØD shower reconstructed direction. The second variable, GammasDir dist, is
the angle, ϕ, between 2D distance of the PØD and PØD-ECal clusters in the xy
plane1 and the 3D reconstructed PØD shower direction. Spatial components of
these variables are shown in Figures, 7.31 and 7.32, which are two dimensional
distance in the xy plane, and a three dimensional distance between the PØD and
1Projection of the PØD 3D cluster on the 2D xy plane, where the 2D PØD-ECal recon-
structed objects reside.
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PØD-ECal clusters, respectively. It can be seen that the data MC disagreement
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Figure 7.31: Data and MC comparison of the 2D distance in the xy plane between
the PØD and PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters, area normalised to the PØD filled
with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.32: Data and MC comparison of the 3D distance between the PØD and
PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters, area normalised for the PØD filled with (a)
and without (b) water.
is significantly higher for the distance above 2 m. Repeatedly, data and MC show
higher discrepancy for the PØD filled with water events.The next two variables
concern the direction between the two candidate clusters. Such direction is cal-
culated from the PØD cluster towards the PØD-ECal cluster and is shown in the
spherical coordinates in Figure 7.33 and 7.34. The first figure shows a data-MC
disagreement in the angle distribution, θ, which indicates that the angular prop-
agation is increasing with the respect to the positive z axis. This discrepancy
occurs for values of the angle between −pi/4 and pi/4. The second distribution
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Figure 7.33: Data and MC of the calculated direction between the PØD and
PØD-ECal clusters in the spherical variable θ (the direction in which the angle
is increasing from the positive z axis), area normalised for the PØD filled with
(a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.34: Data and MC comparison of the calculated direction between the
PØD and PØD-ECal clusters in the spherical variable φ (the direction in which
the angle is increasing in the xy plane counterclockwise from the positive x axis),
area normalised for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
represents the data-MC comparison of the direction of angular distribution, φ,
where the angle is increasing in the xy plane counterclockwise from the positive
x axis. The φ distribution plot shows a good agreement between data and MC.
The next important component that contributes to the data-MC discrepancy
is time difference between two reconstructed gamma candidate clusters. The
time difference between the PØD and PØD-ECal candidate clusters is shown
in Figure 7.35. The large disagreement between data and MC can be seen for
the PØD filled with water, where the additional small crest has appeared next
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to the main peak. This is caused by the Run 2 data, as shown in Figure 7.36,
and explained in the data quality report [9]. During the first part of Run 2,
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Figure 7.35: Data and MC of the time difference between the PØD and
PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters, area normalised for the PØD filled with (a)
and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.36: Data for specified Runs and MC of the time difference between the
PØD and PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters, area normalised for the PØD filled
with (a) and without (b) water. The data points shift for the water-in configu-
ration is caused by the Run 2 as reported in in Ref. [9].
between November and December 2010, the offsets for the ECal modules were not
properly optimized and as a consequence the timing distributions were peaking
near the beginning of the integration window. In January 2011 the offsets were
adjusted. Unfortunately, this issue was not calibrated out. Additionally, the
beam group reported various fluctuations for the Run 2 and the observed jitter
for the PØD and PØD-ECal modules was up to 40 ns.
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Next, the showering order of the two photon candidates, calculated as ∆T/|∆T |,
is shown Figure 7.37. It can be seen that the photon converting in the PØD is
favoured to shower before the PØD-ECal photon for data events, which in a
given notation convention has value +1, and PØD-ECal photon to shower as a
first for MC events, with value −1. This causes data-MC asymmetry that influ-
ences GammasDir angle variable where ∆T/|∆T | is a component of its definition
in Equation 7.6. Therefore all data events are shifted towards positive values of
the distribution and MC events are moved in the opposite direction. As a result,
the data and MC shapes in Figures 7.29 (c) and (d) are shifted relative to each
other.
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Figure 7.37: Data and MC comparison for the pi0 decay photon candidates show-
ering order (∆t/|∆t|), where the value of 1 is assigned when the PØD photon
was converted first, and −1 when it showered second. Plots are area normalised
for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
Despite the fact that GammasDir angle and GammasDir dist variables are
not so well described by MC they have the strongest separation power to single
out NC1pi0 signal from all types of background events, see Figure 7.38. Therefore,
it is important to use both these variables as an input for the BDTcat method.
All the signal and background distributions which are input variables used during
the BDTcat training can be found in appendix A.
BDTcat Performance
The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is shown in Figure 7.39 and the
BDTcat output is shown in Figure 7.40. In the latter figure, each plot displays
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Figure 7.38: Two the most powerful BDTcat input discrimination variables, Gam-
masDir angle (top) and GammasDir dist (bottom), plotted as the signal and
background distributions by the TMVA package tools. Both variables are shown
for the PØD filled with (left) and without (right) water.
both, the signal (blue) and background (red) distributions, where the points
represent a training sample response and the histogram represents a MC testing
sample response. It can be seen, that the testing sample distribution shows
a good agreement with the training sample, which indicates that the sample
overtraining was minimised. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the final result
of the separation was strongly dependent on the fiducial volume cut value. The
separation distributions for the different values of FV, but the same configuration
of training input variables, are shown in appendix B. The final FV cutting value
was chosen from the distribution of the maximum S/
√
S +B as well as agreement
training between the training sample and testing sample. The signal significance
dependence on the fiducial volume value is shown in Figure 7.41. Considering the
previously discussed PØD-ECal related disadvantages, i.e. the geometry related
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limitations of detector ability and particles reconstruction status, the achieved
separation of the signal and background distributions is currently the best possible
and relatively satisfying.
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Figure 7.39: The ROC curve illustrating the performance of the BDTcat classifier
for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.40: MVA response for signal and background separation using the cat-
egorised BDT method, BDTcat, for PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
Note the good agreement between training and test sample.
Next, the cut on the BDTcat response distribution has to be optimised and
the most common choice to optimise the cutting figure is to calculate its value
according to the expression
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Figure 7.41: Signal significance for BDTcat response trained with different values
of fiducial volume for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
Number of signal events after cuts√
(Total number of SIGNAL events) + (Total number of BACKGROUND events)
.
(7.7)
This method can be determined using tools in the TMVA package, which give
the best possible ratio for the efficiency and purity as shown in Figure 7.42 and
explained in appendix B.
However, in the case of rare events such as the NC1pi0, it is common to choose
alternative method in order to maximise the purity of the sample. Therefore,
to determine the BDTcat cutting value, a different approach has been applied
in this analysis. The discriminator value is calculated from the multiplication of
efficiency and purity
MEP = efficiency × purity and (7.8a)
MEPP = efficiency × puritypurity, (7.8b)
where the efficiency is defined as
EFFICIENCY =
Number of reconstructed events from true signal events sample
Number of true signal events
(7.9)
and the purity is given by
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Figure 7.42: TMVA NC1pi0 selection cut classifier (BDTcat) tuning of the signal
and background ratio for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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PURITY =
Number of reconstructed events from true signal events sample
Number of reconstructed events
.
(7.10)
Figure 7.43 shows the distributions of the quantities from Equations 7.8, 7.9
and 7.10, where both discriminators, MEP and MEPP , indicate the same value of
a cutting BDTcat point. Table 7.9 summarises the BDTcat cut values chosen by
the different optimisation methods.
S/
√
S +B MEP × 10 MEPP × 100
Configuration BDTcat BDTcat BDTcat
Value Cut Value Cut Value Cut
WATER 24.1 -0.06 0.57 0.07 0.08 0.07
AIR 23.9 -0.07 0.65 0.08 0.11 0.08
Table 7.9: The cutting value of the BDTcat discriminator for the three different
optimisation methods.
Based on the above, the BDTcat cutting value was chosen to be 0.07 for the
water-in PØD configuration and 0.08 for the water-out configuration. Figure 7.44
shows the distribution of the BDTcut variable for the analysed MC and data
events for both PØD water configurations. It can be seen, that distributions
of BDTcat variable for data and MC differ with the significant excess of the
MC events. This disagreement varies for both PØD water configurations. The
water-in data points are “twisted” with respect to the MC events in such way
that events selected after the BDTcat cut application show an excess of the MC.
The rejected events show a deficiency of the MC events. This is related to the
Run 4 data calibration status, the first pass production, which means that not a
full calibration was applied as of this thesis writing. The water-out configuration
data and MC events have a consistent behaviour and the MC events excess can
be seen throughout all the BDTcat value events.
7.2.5 Efficiency and Purity of NC1pi0 Event Selection
After the selection, an efficiency of 3.0% and purity of 17.7% is obtained for the
PØD filled with water, and an efficiency of 4.0% and purity of 16.4% is obtained
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Figure 7.43: NC1pi0 efficiency and purity for different BDTcat response values
for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.44: The BDTcat discriminator distributions for the PØD filled with
(a) and without (b) water. The arrow indicates the chosen cut value in the
NC1pi0 evetns selection.
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for the PØD without water. The summary of the signal and background events
with the neutral current pi0 candidates passing each selection cut in shown in
Table 7.10 for the water-in and in Table 7.11 for the water-out PØD configuration.
The MC for the combined Run 2 and Run 4 (Run 2 and Run 3) analysis for
the PØD filled with water (without water), predicts a total 181 ± 13.4 (stat)
(405±20.1 (stat)) NC1pi0 candidate events passing all the cuts for the PØD filled
with (without) water. The selected events include 32±5.7 (stat) (66±8.1 (stat))
signal events and 149± 12.2 (stat) (339± 18.4 (stat)) background events.
The vertex distribution of the selected events for data and MC is shown in
Figure 7.45. As expected, both data and MC events have vertices located towards
the edge of the PØD FV for x and y direction, and leaning upstream beam
direction for the z coordinate for water-in PØD configuration. Events for water-
out configuration have vertices scattered more evenly.
The energy of the parent neutrino for the MC events which passed all the
selection cuts are showed in Figure 7.46. As expected, the main peak is slightly
above 0.6 GeV for both PØD water configurations. It also shows the distribution
of different types of background which is discussed in more detail in the next
section.
Background
Tables 7.12 and 7.13 show the breakdown of the background events which passed
all the selection cuts for the PØD filled with and without water, accordingly.
The largest background is constituted by the other type of events and it accounts
for 30% (39%) of all selected events for water-in (water-out) PØD configuration
(“other” type background events are not included in Figure 7.46 as there is no
ν energy information in MC). The second largest background originates in other
charged current events, which initially after the pre-selection stage, established
the highest NC1pi0 background addition. This indicates that the good under-
standing of external and multiple neutrino interactions is essential for the next
stage of analysis and therefore the sand MC files integration into the NC1pi0 stud-
ies with the PØD and PØD-ECal sub-detectors is a crucial requirement. The
CCpi0 events account for 16% of all selected CC interactions, for both water con-
figurations. The neutral current interactions, other than PØD-PØD-ECal NC1pi0,
constitute 25% (22%) of the total background for the PØD filled with (without)
water.
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Nocut CUT Total Signal Efficiency (%) Purity (%)
1 Preselection 197 264 1080 100 0.5
2 Tracker Veto 131 468 910 84.2 0.7
3 One 3D EM PØD Shower 86 093 750 69.3 0.9
4 Fiducialwater 27 133 303 28.0 1.1
5 Muon Cut 19 786 277 25.6 1.4
6 PØD Track 14 467 255 23.6 1.8
7 PØD Shower PID weightwater 5 147 99 9.2 1.9
8 BDTwater 181 32 3.0 17.7
Table 7.10: Efficiency and purity for each NC1pi0 selection cut for the PØD filled
with water.
Nocut CUT Total Signal Efficiency (%) Purity (%)
1 Preselection 273 978 1623 100 0.5
2 Tracker Veto 184 228 1383 85.2 0.8
3 One 3D EM PØD Shower 118 673 1101 67.8 0.9
4 Fiducialair 33 940 455 28.0 1.3
5 Muon Cut 26 155 455 25.6 1.6
6 PØD Track 18 528 367 22.6 2.0
7 PØD Shower PID weightair 11 803 229 14.1 1.9
8 BDTair 405 66 4.0 16.4
Table 7.11: Efficiency and purity for each NC1pi0 selection cut for the PØD with-
out water.
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Figure 7.45: The reconstructed vertex position of the selected events for data and
Monte Carlo comparison for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
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Figure 7.46: The energy of the parent neutrino for the selected MC events for
the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
Background Total
Other Neutral Current 46
CC with pi0 8
Charge Current 48 CC with pi± 5
CC other 35
Other 55
Table 7.12: A summary of the selected background events. The number of ex-
pected background events is broken down into the contributions from the different
event categories for the PØD filled with water.
Background Total
Other Neutral Current 87
CC with pi0 16
Charge Current 93 CC with pi± 8
CC other 69
Other 159
Table 7.13: A summary of the selected background events. The number of ex-
pected background events is broken down into the contributions from the different
event categories for the PØD without water.
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7.2.6 Data Outcome
The observed number of data events for data combined Run 2 and Run 4 (Run 2
and Run 3) for the PØD filled with water (without water) is 68 (107). The
selected events for each run number are presented in Table 7.14. The timing dis-
Configuration Total Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
WATER 68 5 NA 63
AIR 107 19 88 NA
Table 7.14: A summary of the observed events that passed all the selection cuts
and split according to the individual run number for the both PØD configurations,
water-in and water-out.
tribution of the observed events in the beam is shown in Figure 7.47 which details
the observed events form NC1pi0 interactions within the beam bunch structure.
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Figure 7.47: The timing distribution of the observed events for each run number
for the PØD filled with (a) and without (b) water.
In order to extract the total number of signal events from the observed events,
commonly the fit to the variable with the distinctive signal and background distri-
butions is used. In the PØD standalone NC1pi0 analysis such variable is chosen
to be the reconstructed mass , Mγγ, of the candidate pi
0, which is determined
according to the expression
Mγγ =
√
2Eγ1Eγ2 (1− cosθγγ), (7.11)
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where Eγ1 and Eγ2 are the reconstructed energies of the candidate showers and
θ is the angle between the two γ reconstructed clusters. However, in this the-
sis analysis the lack of the energy reconstruction of the PØD-ECal cluster and
“fractional” information about the reconstructed angle between the decay pho-
tons (no z spatial interaction information in the PØD-ECal) does not allow the
invariant mass of the candidate pi0 to be reconstructed. Therefore, the other
reconstructed variables have been considered and analysed, mainly the BDTcat
input variables, eg. the PØD shower energy variable as shown in Figure 7.48
(7.49) for the PØD filled with (without) water.
The Landau fit has been applied to each distribution: signal, background
and data points for both PØD water configurations. Unfortunately, non of the
examined variables has enough distinctive shape and significantly large statistics
of the signal events to extract them from the whole observed events set.
7.3 Discussion on the PØD-ECal Status in
the NC1pi0 Analysis and Future Improvements
The first use of the PØD-ECal sub-detector in the physics analysis has been pre-
sented in this chapter. Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that
the readiness of PØD-ECal sub-detector, at the current stage of development, is
constrained and requires more improvements and statistics to provide a contribu-
tion to the cross section physics studies. The initial particle gun MC examination
have shown that the PØD-ECal can provide a good addition to the planned mea-
surement. This was also confirmed on the low level data checks. However, using
the full beam analysis with applied magnet MC files, the performance of the
PØD-ECal has been verified and showed a need for further developments in the
very aspects of the reconstruction and analysis.
The first notable insufficiency concerns the reconstruction stage of particles
passing through the PØD-ECal. It has been shown, that amongst the selected
NC1pi0 events, the PØD-ECal cluster objects are fragmented which results in the
high number of clusters with 2 or 3 hits. This makes the PID assignment very
challenging. As a consequence, the PID efficiency was too low to be applied in the
analysis which led to a decision of using cluster objects only. However, the particle
identification was handled by the MVA technique and all the PID discrimination
variables were utilised as an input during matching stage of reconstructed objects
between the PØD and PØD-ECal sub-detectors. It is shown, that the MVA
technique is a powerful tool to increase the efficiency and purity of NC1pi0 event
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Figure 7.48: The landau fit to the signal (a), background (b) and data (c) events
that passed all the cuts for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure 7.49: The Landau fit to the signal (a), background (b) and data (c) events
that passed all the cuts for the PØD without water.
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selection.
Since the PØD-ECal has no ability to reconstruct object directions, it does not
distinguish between events where a particle comes from the interactions appearing
inside ND280 detector, or from the surrounding ND280 detector pit. Therefore,
the lack of sand files in the simulation studies had a significant impact on the
background estimation. The sand files are tuned to match the collected data and
it should be closely examined in the future analysis.
The other factor that was an obstacle in the background and uncertainties
estimation, is low statistics. The accumulated POT collected by the T2K near
detector ND280 in the Run 1,2,3 and 4 represents less than 10% that expected
from the full designed nominal collection. The increased statistics would widen
the exploration areas for the side band studies and signal extraction. There is an
indication that with higher statistics the selection can be successfully applied to
the data sample, and when interactions in the pit and the relationship between
the PØD and PØD-ECal is better understood, the PØD-ECal can contribute to
the cross section measurement.
The PØD-ECal based NC1pi0 event selection developed in this thesis demon-
strated the use of PØD-ECal sub-detector to catch high angle escaping pi0 de-
cay photons from neutrino induced interactions in the PØD sub-detector. In
principle, the PØD-ECal can contribute also to the CC analysis, as high angle
tracks could be selected in a similar way. Moreover, the track matching might
be more successful as the PØD reconstructed track can be extrapolated to the
PØD-ECal volume and as a result the z position (beam direction) can be es-
timated. This also can contribute to the reduction of CC background in the
NC1pi0 studies. The next option would be to examine the partially escaping
gamma showers from the PØD, which can be matched with the PØD-ECal ob-
jects. Obviously and unfortunately, the amount of escaped energy cannot be
calculated due to the coarse nature of the PØD-ECal.
In general, the PØD-ECal by design plays a supportive role for the PØD sub-
detector analysis. However, there is a limitation to the PØD-PØD-ECal event
selection related to the PØD-ECal basic construction and geometry, dictated by
the limited budget. The simplicity of the crude nature of the PØD-ECal, de-
scribed in sections 4.3.6 and 6.3.2, determines current PØD-ECal performance
and imposes limits on the possible improvements. The budget PØD-ECal con-
struction was a trade off for the physics potential that can be provided by the
PØD-ECal. The ideal electromagnetic calorimeter should hermetically surround
the tracking detector with the target interaction area and have the ability to stan-
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dalone and simultaneously reconstruct particles passing from the active region.
It should distinguish the passing charged particles sign in presence of surrounding
magnetic field. The energy and direction reconstruction are crucial in order to
have kinematic information. Moreover, the particle identification that can distin-
guish between photons, muons and protons is essential to search for the events
with neutral particle in the neutral current. In particular the structure should
allow to get a reconstructed object position along the sub-detector beam direc-
tion to be obtained in order to identify the interaction point. However, the two
dimensional layout of the PØD-ECal bars and the limited number of the layers,
do not allow to the above requirements to be satisfied. Therefore, the critical
evaluation of the PØD-ECal design, based on budget construction, concludes
that it does not perform as an electromagnetic calorimeter but rather as a shower
converting, tagging and tracking detector. This has influenced seriously the per-
formance of the PØD-ECal sub-detector and the final analysis result performed
in this chapter.
Based on the achieved results in which PØD-ECal was used for the first time,
the potential PØD-ECal contribution looks promising and the aspects discussed
above provide a number of indications for the future improvements that can
enhance PØD-ECal performance in the analysis. The primary function of the
PØD-ECal was shower tagging. The achievement of this goal requires further
particle reconstruction algorithm improvements in order to have an important
contribution to the NC1pi0 cross section measurement. This includes already
ongoing work, which is planned to be implemented in data and MC production
6 and 7, as well as a number of suggestions for advancement work that would be
beneficial for a future analysis.
Planned Improvements
The first important improvement is to increase the accuracy of time readout from
the PØD-ECal which will benefit for the time relation between the PØD and
PØD-ECal clusters. This includes the application of the time calibration which
is essential for effective cluster matching between the two sub-detectors. The high
accuracy of timing readout is crucial for analysers to obtain good results. The
PØD-ECal time calibration algorithms are already developed, tested and ready
to be applied in the next data and MC sub-production 6.
There is also an ongoing work on the integration of the PØD-ECal recon-
structed clusters to the global reconstruction which performs matching between
objects reconstructed in multiple sub-detectors. The global tracks algorithm is
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currently working on the identification of tracks that pass through the PØD,
PØD-ECal and SMRD sub-detectors, although it has to be re-optimised due to
the recently diagnosed PØD-ECal PID problem. As for the shower-like recon-
structed objects, the development of the global matching method is in progress.
This can be particularly beneficial for the events where the showering photon is
partially leaving the PØD sub-detector and continuous to shower in the PØD-ECal.
The ongoing work on the integration of the PØD-ECal objects to the global re-
construction is of high importance to improve usiblility of the PØD-ECal in the
physics analysis.
Suggested Improvements
The number of suggestions and thoughts arose during the analysis work followed
by conclusions from the obtained results. The first recommended change con-
cerns clustering algorithm and particle identification assignment. This requires
stepping back to the development of the PØD-ECal reconstuction software. At
the beginning, the clustering algorithm should be revised in order to reduce clus-
ter fragmentation problem. The clustering criteria should be reoptimised and as
a result it is expected to reduce the number of clusters that contain the lowest,
2 or 3, number of hits within the multicluster events. Therefore, the particular
event type might contain the expected number of reconstructed clusters helping
to achieve improvement in NC1pi0 selection efficiency. Moreover, the reduction of
the low hits clusters has a direct impact on the PID algorithm performance as it is
rather difficult to distinguish between the track-like and shower-like particles for
the 2 or 3 hits clusters. As shown in section 7.1.3, the PØD-ECal PID needs to be
changed. There is a number of options how the new PID assignment algorithm
can be improved, e.g the track-shower discrimination could be only performed
on the 4 or more clustered hits. The other possibility is to apply multivariate
analysis to the PØD-ECal clusters on the analysis level, where the output PID
will be assign to the particular type of event such as CCpi0 or NCpi0, as the MVA
performs only signal-background discrimination. This way PID assignment could
be trained on the more complex simulation type such as magnet MC. Finally,
the evaluation of the PØD-ECal cluster identification can be implemented at the
global reconstruction stage where the PID can be determined in coordination
with objects from the other sub-detectors but the same event, ie. the PØD re-
constructed object could be a seed to the global reconstruction event topology.
Also this can be done with the usage of the SMRD sub-detector where the tracks
going through the PØD, PØD-ECal and SMRD could be matched. This would
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be highly beneficial in the CC event rejection.
The next possible improvement could be a development of the cross PØD and
PØD-ECal sub-detector time calibration. This would enable both sub-detectors
time readout to be correlated and enhance the PØD-PØD-ECal cluster time
difference accuracy which is crucial for the NC1pi0 event selection.
The above changes hopefully will lead to an improved PØD-ECal performance
and therefore at this point the NC1pi0 event selection should be revised. In
particular, the PØD-PØD-ECal matching algorithm can be upgraded with the
new input variables representing more precise spatial and time relation between
the two sub-detectors. The next analysis development could use events division
into smaller sub-samples with respect to the vertex interaction point along the
beam direction to constrain NC1pi0 studies on the angular dependence of the
interaction vertex and the PØD-ECal reconstructed cluster position.
The analysis and discussion made in this chapter provide a good insights into
the most recent status of the PØD-ECal sub-detector. The NC1pi0 event selection
results indicated the crucial changes that need to be done at the next stage of data
analysis. The developed event selection presented in this chapter has not given
high enough statistics to evaluate the systematics, which currently are expected
to be large. Having applied the described improvements and larger data set,
the new NC1pi0 analysis and systematic error evaluation can be performed. In
this thesis, the systematic uncertainties are a subject to discussion in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 8
A Discussion on the Systematic
Errors
In this chapter the systematic errors of the NC1pi0 event selection are discussed.
The systematic uncertainties have a number of different sources and their good
understanding is important for interpretation of the result. These errors originate
from the cross section models defined by the parameters in the neutrino generator,
the final state interactions, neutrino flux simulation, the boosted decision trees
technique from the MVA method and the detector systematics. There is also an
uncertainty associated with the PØD and PØD-ECal objects reconstruction. As
of the time of writing this thesis the full set of uncertainties is not developed or
possible to apply and therefore only a brief description of errors is described.
8.1 Flux Systematic Error
The good understanding of the T2K neutrino flux is crucial for the neutrino
interactions and oscillations measurements. The flux was studied from a num-
ber of external and internal data, that enable uncertainties to be constrained.
The first studied beam data are provided by the NA61 collaboration from the
NA61/SHINE experiment for hadron production measurements. The next data
sources are the proton beam monitors placed at the beam production terminal
and INGRID detector. The used information concerns pion, kaon and secondary
nucleon production, off-axis uncertainties, proton beam uncertainties, horn and
target alignment, absolute horn current and the MC statistical uncertainty on
the flux samples. All the information is then combined with uncertainties from
differences in the production of secondary nucleons between the beam and MC.
The beam working group evaluates all the considered elements and provides final
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knowledge about the flux uncertainties and their errors for each of the three T2K
detectors. Additionally, there is a constraint from the ND280 which is developed
by the Beam And ND280 Flux extrapolation task Force (BANFF), called the
BANFF fit [81]. The ND280 or SK other sample predictions are reweighted with
the fitted parameters, and data versus MC prediction comparisons are made as
a cross check. The outputs of the BANFF fit are a vector of the fitted flux and
cross section parameters, and the corresponding covariance matrix. The neutrino
flux parameters values prior to and after the BANFF fit are shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Nominal values of flux parameters prior to and after the BANFF fit.
The first 25 parameters are related to the ND280 detector, and the remaining 25
parameters describe the Super-Kamiokande detector flux.
The T2K beam working group provides event weights related to the neutrino
flux prediction. The flux inputs to the ND280 detector for Runs 1-4 are described
in the technical note [12]. In total there are 25 flux parameters at ND280 which
are summarised with their errors in Table 8.1. The weights have a form of a
covariant matrix that is a function of neutrino flavours, true neutrino energy
and type of detector: ND280 or Super-Kamiokande. Figure 8.2 shows the input
flux parameters correlations prior to and after the BANFF fit, where the first 25
parameters are related to the ND280 detector, and the remaining 25 parameters
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describe the Super-Kamiokande detector flux.
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Figure 8.2: Input covariance matrices for neutrino flux parameters at the ND280
detector prior to (a) and after (b) the BANFF fit.
There are two alternative methods for applying the flux systematic uncertainty
on the analysis results: reweighting and the multiple flux simulations with a
variation of the parameters. The first method is based on the random throws of
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Parameter Parameter pre-BANFF fit post-BANFF fit Energy
Index Name fractional error fractional error bin (GeV)
ND280 νµ Flux
1 E1 0.1221 0.0829 0.0-0.4
2 E2 0.1284 0.0848 0.4-0.5
3 E3 0.1202 0.0798 0.5-0.6
4 E4 0.1180 0.0809 0.6-0.7
5 E5 0.1242 0.0870 0.7-1.0
6 E6 0.1209 0.0813 1.0-1.5
7 E7 0.1025 0.0670 1.5-2.5
8 E8 0.1002 0.0673 2.5-3.5
9 E9 0.1067 0.0653 3.5-5.0
10 E10 0.1473 0.0744 5.0-7.0
11 E11 0.1958 0.0788 7.0-30.0
ND280 νµ Flux
12 E12 0.1446 0.1112 0.0-0.7
13 E13 0.1258 0.0968 0.7-1.0
14 E14 0.1146 0.0945 1.0-1.5
15 E15 0.1152 0.0949 1.5-2.5
16 E16 0.1609 0.1345 2.5-30.0
ND280 νe Flux
17 E17 0.1242 0.0921 0.0-0.5
18 E18 0.1353 0.0941 0.5-0.7
19 E19 0.1377 0.1080 0.7-0.8
20 E20 0.1093 0.0783 0.8-1.5
21 E21 0.1086 0.0741 1.5-2.5
22 E22 0.1211 0.0660 2.5-4.0
23 E23 0.1675 0.0791 4.0-30.0
ND280 νe Flux
24 E24 0.1816 0.1645 0.0-2.5
25 E25 0.1393 0.0817 2.5-30.0
Table 8.1: Beam flux systematic fractional errors provided by the T2K beam
group [12].
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the flux nominal parameters and by constructing a covariance matrix, the flux
prediction is reweighted. In the second method, each individual flux parameter is
changed, which is followed by the flux re-simulation within one standard variation
range of the flux parameters variation. As a result of any of these two methods,
the final covariance matrix is formed which contains all combined uncertainties
from different sources on the flux prediction.
8.2 Neutrino Generator Systematic Error
The neutrino MC generator, NEUT, systematic uncertainties originate in the
modelling of the neutrino-nucleus interactions. Due to the limited knowledge
about these interactions from measured data, the associated error is expected to
be relatively large. The systematic errors related to the generator are associated
with the neutrino cross section model parameters and final state interactions,
which concerns nuclear matter. The generator parameters are constrained by
the external up to date published data from other experiments. The cross sec-
tion results used to constrain inputs at the T2K NEUT come from MiniBooNE,
SciBooNE and NOMAD [82]. The list of parameters considered in generator sim-
ulation of theoretical models and their calculated fractional errors are presented
in Table 8.2. The first six parameters from the table are describing final state
interactions parameters that characterise used nuclear model:
• FSI with the low energy QE scattering parameter and with a single charge
exchange
• FSI with the high energy QE scattering parameter
• FSI with the pion production parameter
• FSI with the pion absorption parameter
• FSI with the low energy single charge exchange branching fraction param-
eter
• FSI with the high energy single charge exchange branching fraction param-
eter
The next 15 parameters concern cross section modeling in the NEUT generator
and their brief explanation is as follows
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Parameter pre-BANFF fit post-BANFF fit Energy
Index Name fractional error fractional error bin (GeV)
1 FSI inelastic low 0.000 0.118 0 - 30.0
2 FSI inelastic high 0.000 0.445 0 - 30.0
3 FSI Pion Production 0.000 -0.685 0 - 30.0
4 FSI Pion Absorption 0.000 -0.270 0 - 30.0
5 FSI Charge Exchange low 0.000 0.360 0 - 30.0
6 FSI Charge Exchange high 0.000 -0.381 0 - 30.0
7 MQEA 1.000 1.025 0 - 30.0
8 MRESA 1.163 0.797 0 - 30.0
9 CC other 0.000 0.225 0 - 30.0
10 SF 12C 0.000 0.240 0 - 30.0
11 Eb
12C 1.000 1.236 0 - 30.0
12 pF
12C 1.000 1.227 0 - 30.0
13 pi less ∆ decay 0.000 0.006 0 - 30.0
14 CCQE E1 1.000 0.966 0 - 1.5
15 CCQE E2 1.000 0.931 1.5 - 3.5
16 CCQE E3 1.000 0.0.852 3.5 - 30.0
17 CC1pi E1 1.154 1.265 0 - 2.5
18 CC1pi E2 1.000 1.122 2.5 - 30.0
19 CC coherent 1.000 0.449 0 - 30.0
20 NC other 1.000 1.410 0 - 30.0
21 NC1pi0 0.963 1.135 0 - 30.0
Table 8.2: The neutrino-nucleus interaction and final state interactions mod-
els fractional errors provided by the T2K neutrino interaction working group
(NIWG) [12].
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• MQEA
The axial mass in the axial vector form factor, MQEA , has a fitted value of
1.64± 0.03 GeV, which is obtained from the MiniBooNE CCQE data. The
uncertainty on this value is calculated as a difference between the fitted
value of MQEA and the nominal NEUT M
QE
A value that is 1.21 GeV.
• MRESA
The axial mass in the resonant interactions, MRESA , is estimated from vari-
ous MiniMooNE data sets.
• CC other
CC other is a shape parameter that modifies a combination of CC cross
section channels such as multi pion, DIS and resonant production as a
function of neutrino energy. The cross section results from the MINOS
collaboration imply an error for this parameter of 10% at the energy of
4 GeV.
• SF
The spectral function, SF , is a function that describes a nuclear potential
and defines a probability distribution of nucleon momenta and energies.
• EB and pF
The CCQE interactions simulation utilizes a relativistic Fermi gas model
to recreate a nucleus. The Fermi gas model assumes a uniform distribution
of nucleons within the nucleus bounded by the constant energy. There are
two parameters: the Fermi momentum, pF , and the nuclear binding energy,
EB that describe this theoretical model. Their values are extracted from
the various electron scattering data.
• pi less ∆ decay
A pionless ∆ decay accounts for 20% of all ∆ decay events and constitutes
irreducible background to the CCQE fits.
• CCQE and CC1pi series
The CCQE E1 is the low energy CCQE normalisation factor included in
the uncertainty of the MiniMooNE flux, where it has an error of 11% with
the nominal value of 1.0. The low energy CC1pi E1 normalisation is also
estimated from the MiniBooNE data. The high energy normalisation pa-
rameters CCQE E2, CCQE E3 and CC1pi are not constrained by any ex-
perimental data set and have an assigned uncertainty of 30% to account for
the discrepancy in results from MiniBooNE and NOMAD experiments.
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• CC coherent, NC other and NCpi0
The NCpi0 normalisation and CC coherent normalisation factors are ob-
tained from the fit of different MiniBooNE data sets. The NC coherent
parameter has to be constrained in association with NCpi0 due to the neg-
ligible difference in shape for the absolute pi0 momentum spectrum.
Similarly as for the flux parameters, the constraint from the ND280 detector
can be added to the NEUT generator parameters as shown in Figure 8.3. The
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Figure 8.3: Nominal values of NEUT parameters prior to and after the BANFF fit.
The first 6 parameters are related to the final state interaction parameters, and
remaining 15 parameters concern cross section modelling in the NEUT generator.
correlation between FSI and cross section parameters have been formed into the
matrix and illustrated in Figure 8.4.
Before the BANFF fit application there was no correlation between the flux
and cross section parameters. After the BANFF fit such correlation appears and is
shown in Figure 8.5. The implementation of the calculated flux, cross section and
FSI uncertainties into analysis can be done using a specifically dedicated package,
called T2KReWeight, which is a convenient tool within the ND280 software.
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Figure 8.4: Input covariance matrices for the NEUT generator FSI and cross
section modelling parameters.
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fit.
8.3 MVA Uncertainties
The main contribution to the uncertainties, that are related to the applied mul-
tivariate analysis technique, arises from data-MC disagreement of the input dis-
criminating variables. These discrepancies consistently cause disproportions be-
tween events that pass over the nodes in the forest of decision trees. Therefore, it
is important to estimate the impact of such an effect, which can be done in a se-
quence of steps. Initially, the data-MC ratio has to be calculated for each variable
that is forwarded to the BDTcat training. The ratios are determined on the area
normalised histograms and they constitute the set of weights. Next, the variable
with the distinctive signal and background distribution shapes is expressed as a
function of the input variables and used to apply the relevant calculated weights.
In the NC1pi0 analysis usually such variable is chosen to be a pi0 reconstructed
mass however, as explained is the previous chapter, it is not possible for the
mass to be determined in this thesis study. The reweighted histogram shows the
difference between the rescaled and nominal MC, which gives a systematic error
arising from the input variable. The sum of a quadrature of individual variables
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errors constitutes a total MVA addition to the systematic error.
The next factor to consider is related to the separation power of each input
variable, which influences MVA uncertainties. The calculation of such errors can
be achieved by including the scaling of MC with the weights from the initial
data over MC ratios. This scaling factor is proportional to each input variable
importance in the BDTcat method.
As shown in section 7.2.4, the majority of the BDTcat input variable dis-
tributions demonstrate a good data-MC agreement, with the exception of two
variables. These variables represent the spatial and timing relation between the
PØD and PØD-ECal clusters and the origin of the discrepancy is explained in
section 7.2.4.
In this thesis analysis the discrimination variables are chosen to have a small
correlation as shown in Figures 7.24 and 7.25. Therefore, each variable can be
considered as an independent and the correlation factor can be omitted. This
obviously might underestimate the MVA contribution to the systematic error,
however the possible effect is expected to be minimal.
8.4 Detector Systematics
The uncertainties related to the detector concerning PØD and PØD-ECal sub-
detectors and are briefly discussed in this section. The systematics for the
PØD have been developed by the PØD working group on the number of analysis.
The PØD-ECal systematic errors are not established yet and will be developed
at the next stage of PØD-ECal studies.
8.4.1 PØD
The PØD sub-detector systematic uncertainties account for a number of varia-
tions related to its structure and readout. As shown in Ref. [76], channel to chan-
nel variations have a negligible effect to the overall systematics and are estimated
to be less than 1%. The next important detector variation is a charge deposit
response that fluctuates over time. For the majority of the recorded data, i.e.
Runs 1, 2 and 3, this effect is fully calibrated out. Run 4 calibration is not fully
processed in Production 5 and each peak gets a separate calibration constant.
However, this variation effect is small and can be studied on the cosmic data
sample. The systematic uncertainty related to the detector response over time in
the PØD standalone analysis is found to be 1.8%. The other PØD sub-detector
related uncertainties have been studied by the PØD working group and for fully
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contained NC1pi0 analysis and are described in Ref. [75]. A short summary of
these uncertainties is presented below.
Target Energy Scale
The energy scale effects can influence the analysis outcome in the three ways. The
first element concerns geometry difference caused by two different targets: water
and air. This concerns changes of sub-detector density in the water configurations
as well as the minor changes in its dry mass. The change in the PØD mass is
found to be approximately 155.5%. The next energy scale uncertainty effect
comes from the PE peak uncertainty. In Production 5 the photo-electron peak
has been imprecisely simulated for both water configurations. The average of
the data to Monte Carlo discrepancy is giving the systematic of 0.6% (0,4%)
for the PØD water-in (water-out) configuration. The last element is the energy
scale fit performed with Gaussian function. As a result it is expected for the two
PØD water configurations to have distinct energy resolutions followed by different
systematic errors values.
Alignment and Fiducial Volume
Studies on the PØD sub-detector alignment are presented in Ref. [83] and are
reported to be less than 2 mm. Alignment has a negligible effect on the shift of the
fiducial volume in “z” direction. This is related to the fact that FV boundaries
are located in the middle of the PØDule. However, the change of FV related to
the alignment, in the “x” and “y” directions is found to be 0.31%. Additionally,
there is another element that contributes to the systematic error related to the
fiducial volume per se. It concerns FV scaling of data and Monte Carlo. This
error accounts for the migration of selected vertices into and out of the fiducial
volume if the volume definition changes within its uncertainty, e.g. vertex that
is created at the upstream FV edge is more likely to be included within fiducial
volume than one at the downstream edge. This reflects the reconstruction bias
between the data and MC. In the NC1pi0 PØD standalone analysis these biases
are found to be relatively small. As the PØD-PØD-ECal studies are shifting the
PØD defined FV boundaries, the new FV systematic error estimation is required.
8.4.2 PØD-ECal
There is an uncertainty associated with the PØD-ECal performance and detection
quality that influences final analysis results. The main source of this type of
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error originates in a difference between the MC simulation and real data. The
set of such systematic errors has not been developed at the time of writing the
thesis. The possible factors related to the PØD-ECal sub-detector performance
are shortly explained below.
MPPC Response
The MPPC simulation response diverges from the response during real data tak-
ing by around 10%. This difference is currently not calibrated out in Production 5
and contributes to the systematic error. The uncertainty can be estimated by
comparing the number of selected events with and without the MPPC response
correction.
Noise
The next uncertainty is related to the difference between the number of noise hits
simulated in MC and these present in data. The convenient way to estimate an
error from such effect is to compare the number of cosmic MC true noise hits to
the measured number of noise hits from the cosmic muon data.
PØD-ECal Geometry
The specifications of ECAL module geometry that are used in the MC simulation
originate from the construction geometry data sheets. However, the uncertainties
related to the PØD-ECal moduls components such as scintillator bar dimensions,
amount of dead material and coating material can differ. Additionally, the re-
sponse of active material, dependent on the WLS fibre position within the bar,
can vary from bar to bar.
PØD-PØD-ECal Matching Uncertainty
The matching uncertainty of a particle footprint, which passed through the
PØD and PØD-ECal sub-detectors, depends on the time and position readout
accuracy and sub-detectors alignment. The timing is a subject to a cross de-
tector time calibration. These two elements are not been examined yet and are
to be developed in a future analysis. The accuracy of the signal synchronisa-
tion between two sub-detectors determines the matching efficiency between the
PØD and PØD-ECal reconstructed objects.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Neutrino experimental physics is progressing rapidly since neutrino oscillations
have been experimentally confirmed. Currently the majority of experiments are
focusing their studies on the precision measurements since more accurate un-
derstanding of neutrino interactions in crucial to determine the neutrinos mass
hierarchy and the CP-violating phase δCP . The most intense neutrino beam at
the T2K experiment enables the interactions to be studied at the near detector
ND280, including NC1pi0.
The main goal of the analysis performed in this thesis was a development of the
NC1pi0 event selection at the near detector ND280 using the the implementation
of the PØD-ECal sub-detector information. The presented analysis constitute
the first look at neutrino neutral current interactions that produce a pi0 whose
decay photons leave a trace in the PØD-ECal sub-detector. The studies were
performed for the two PØD configurations: filled with and without water. This
also gave the insight to the most recent PØD-ECal sub-detector status.
The simplicity of the PØD-ECal structure and its coarse nature results in
the lack of reconstructed energy and momentum of the passing particles which
constitutes a limiting factor to the event selection final result. The lack of the
beam direction position variable upsets the spatial information between recon-
structed objects and the limited accuracy in geometry. It was shown, that at the
reconstruction stage the clustering and PID algorithms require further improve-
ments, which is partially related to the lack of the time calibration which is to
be implemented in the next data and MC production. The main conclusion that
arises from the analysis, is that despite the need for further PØD-ECal prepara-
tion work, it has the ability to contribute to the physics analysis. However, the
current PØD-ECal status restricts it from providing the full information about
the underlying physics. There is a number of challenges that are being faced
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and the work is done to overcome these challenges. In particular the improve-
ments in calibration and object reconstruction algorithms is required to help to
achieve the goals. However, despite the above disadvantages, the addition of the
PØD-ECal allowed the PØD fiducial volume to be increased hence the area of
neutrinos interaction expanded by 26.6% (29.4%) for the PØD filled with (with-
out) water. Therefore, since NC1pi0 measurement is a counting experiment, the
PØD-ECal information can boost the detection of NC1pi0 events for neutrinos
interacting in the PØD.
The NC1pi0 event selection was developed with particular focus on the spa-
tial and time relation between the PØD and PØD-ECal reconstructed clusters in
order to match two showering gamma candidates. The matching algorithm was
conducted using the BDT multi-variate analysis which selected the decay pho-
tons converted in the PØD and PØD-ECal. It was done using a number of input
variables representing the time and geometric relation between the PØD and
PØD-ECal clusters. Considering the lack of the reconstructed kinematics in the
PØD-ECal, the correlations between position, direction and deposited charge was
maximised. It has been shown, that the output of the BDT performance consti-
tuted the most powerful NC1pi0 selection criterion for the purity increase. The
demonstration of the matching analysis presented here also highlights how useful
it would be to see the effect of PØD-ECal time calibration. Therefore, further
progress on the matching algorithm between the PØD and PØD-ECal clusters
might increase the power of BDT separation technique and improve the analysis
event selection.
In general, the NC1pi0 measurements are characterised with low purity in
comparison to the other type of studied events. The lack of accurate position, PID
and event kinematics in this thesis analysis leads to the expectation of relatively
low purity outcome. The event selection described in the section 7.2 showed that
it is possible to select neutrino interactions with PØD-ECal input, however, with
accordingly limited accuracy. The NC1pi0 event selection total efficiency of 3.0%
(4.0%) and purity of 17.7% (16.4%) is obtained for the PØD filled with water
(without water) configuration. Finally, after selection, 68 ± 8.2 (stat) (107 ±
10.3 (stat)) events passed all the requirements for the PØD filled with (without)
water. The first look into data shows a significant discrepancy between data and
MC which needs to be investigated. The discrepancies between MC and data
events in the final result lead to the conclusion that revision of understanding
of the MC and reconstruction is required to correctly select and describe events
using PØD-ECal information. In particular, data MC disagreement in the BDT
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input discrimination variables are expected to lead towards the large systematic
uncertainties. During the current stage of the T2K experiment, the collected data
constitutes still a limited statistics for the PØD-ECal events. The higher statistics
will allow for side band studies and systematic error evaluation. In chapter 8,
the effects of the neutrino generator and flux uncertainties are discussed together
with detector and matching uncertainties.
The first application of the PØD-ECal sub-detector has shown, that despite of
the simplicity in the sub-detector construction and limited reconstruction infor-
mation, it is capable of contributing to the physics analysis. The performed stud-
ies provide a good insights into the current status of the PØD-ECal sub-detector
and constitute the groundwork for the future measurement of the NC1pi0 cross
section with neutrinos interacting in the PØD sub-detector. The presented
NC1pi0 selection become a good groundwork that can be used as a tool for the
future analysis. The focus should be on the improvement of the NC1pi0 event
selection efficiency and purity which can be achieved with greater data samples.
There is an indication that the implementation of the suggested PØD-ECal im-
provements will help to achieve the expectations for the PØD-ECal contribution
to the future NC1pi0 measurement. The PØD-ECal contribution can extend be-
yond the analysis presented in this thesis. In particular, it can help in the PØD-
PØD-ECal charged current analysis where matching between the reconstructed
track might be more beneficial. This would also contribute to remove the CC
interactions from the NC analysis, where it constitutes a main background. It is
shown, that the PØD-ECal can be used to identify the pi0, which indicates that
the analysis with PØD-ECal usage will provide a significant contribution to the
inclusive NC1pi0 cross section measurement.
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Appendix A
TMVA Input Variables
Plots demonstrating the distributions of TMVA input variables for signal and
background studies of the NC1pi0 events which occur in the PØD and PØD-ECal
sub-detectors for the PØD filled with (left-hand side plots) and without (right-
hand side plots) water, described in chapter 7.
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Figure A.1: The energy of decay gamma showered in the PØD.
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Figure A.2: Number of hits in the PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.3: AMR, a PID discrimination variable for the PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.4: Charge Weighted Cluster Width, a PID discrimination variable for
the PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.5: Ratio of PØD-ECal cluster axis, a PID discrimination variable for
the PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.6: PathChargeRatio, a PID discrimination variable for the
PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.7: NormChargeSD, a PID discrimination variable for the
PØD-ECal cluster.
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Figure A.8: Ratio of the two PØD-ECal clusters charge, considered only for the
second category of BDT discrimination.
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Figure A.9: Time difference between the two reconstructed pi0 decay photons,
one in the PØD and one in the PØD-ECal sub-detectors.
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Figure A.10: Angle between the two reconstructed pi0 decay photon directions.
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Figure A.11: Distance between the two reconstructed pi0 decay photon directions.
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Figure A.12: Ratio of the two reconstructed pi0 decay photons charge.
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Appendix B
Fiducial Volume Cutting Value
Optimisation in Correlation to
the BDTcat Response.
The fiducial volume cutting value has been chosen in correlation to the BDT-
cat training output. Plots demonstrating the correlation of the BDT cut with
the different fiducial volume cutting values are shown in Figures B.1, B.2, B.3
and B.4 ( B.5, B.6, B.7 and B.8) for the water-in (water-out) PØD configura-
tion. Each of the plots displays the signal (blue) and background (red) events
distributions, where the points represent a training sample response and the his-
togram represents a MC testing response. The FV value influences two important
BDTcat elements: the strength of signal-background separation and agreement
of the training and testing event samples. The first element, separation power,
is illustrated in Figure 7.41 where the signal significance, calculated according to
the Formula 7.7, shows the highest value of maximum S/
√
S +B to be 24.1413
(23.9541) which corresponds to the FV of -55 mm (-79 mm) for the PØD filled
with (without) water. The second element determines the events sample over-
training which should be minimised, otherwise it can defectively affect the final
BDTcat response application outcome. Therefore, it is important to maximise
the agreement between training and testing samples, which was determined vi-
sually. The samples agreement for the water-in PØD configuration was beyond
acceptance, and therefore the second large signal significance value, 24.1054, was
chosen. As a result of this two factors, the FV cutting value is chosen to be
-74 mm (-79 mm) for the water-in (water-out) PØD configuration.
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Figure B.1: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure B.2: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure B.3: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure B.4: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD filled with water.
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Figure B.5: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD without water.
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Figure B.6: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD without water.
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Figure B.7: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD without water.
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Figure B.8: MVA response for signal and background separation using BDTcat
method for different values of fiducial volume for the PØD without water.
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